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Abstract

The primary focus of this dissertation is the phonological analysjs of the poonch dialect of

Pahad I-a.guage. It is a neglected language which has rarely been explorcd by linguists in

the past. The study is done with two main aims. The first is to give a detailed descdption of

the language focusing on its segmental and supra-segmental features: the second is to

generalize the language specific findings in constmint-based Optimality Theory (OT)

frarnework. The first aim is achieved by presenting a detailed and comprehensive

description of its phonemic inventory (consonants and vowels), syllable structurc and sfess

pattem. Furthemore, it is supported by experimental study where needed. lt involves 10

Pahari native speakers. The study identifies and establishes 30 consonants, 12 oral vowels, 4

nasal vowels and 6 diphthongs. Pahari allows onset and coda clusters which respect sonodty

sequencing principle (SSP). The syllable strucrurc of Pahari has an obligatory vowel,

followed by an optional second vowel V (V), prcceded and followed by optional consonants

(C) (C) V (V) (C) (C). There are four possible word structures in pahari, namely:

monosyllabic, disyllabic, tri-syllabic and tetra-syllabic. Monosyllabic words allow only

heavy (W or VC) or super heavy flr'VC) rhyme. The study, furrher, shows thar pahari

distinguishes among three t)?es of syllable weight (light, heavy and super heavy). Lighr

syllables (CV) are not allowed word finally. With respect to stress, it is found that pahari is a

quantity-sensitive unbounded fi),thmic right headed language. Stress is assigned to super

heavy syllable irrespective of jts occurence. Exhametdcality of final mora of the word

takes place if there exists a syllable weight tie in a word. To achieve the second aim, OT

ftamework (?rince & Smolensky, 1993, 2004; Mccarrhy & Prince, 1993) is employed. OT



analysis shows that pahad prefers marked sylabre sfucture. Faithfulness consbaints

dominate markedness consfaints to maintain the well-formedness of the syllable. Regading

stress, OT analysis shows that PEAK_PROM constmint dominates all other consfaints

including even univelsal consfaint, NONFINALITY. In case of syllable weight tie, ALL_

FOOT-RIGm dominares RIryTHM-T, NONFINALITY and pARSE_o. .t he study

proposes constraint-based approach to both bounded and unbounded languages. This

dissertation coDtributes to a small body of research on pahari by documenting some of its

phonological aspects and also adds on the existing literaturc on constraint_ based phonology.

Moreover, it is hoped that this study will serve as a stepping stone for future linguists who

will be intercsted in doing rcsearch on various aspects of pahari phonoiogy.



Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0. INTRODUCTION

The present study is a phonologicd descrjption of the poonch dialect of pahari Language.

Pahai'i is a neglected language which has rarely been explored by linguists in the pas! a

detailed phonological study of pahari has not yet been caried out by any rcsearcher so far.

However, Saghir (2001), Tabassum (2003), Kamai (2007) and some other rcsearcheG have

done a partial phonological description focusing on the segmental phonology of the

language. Because of the limits of the prcvious studies, this study aims to give a detailed

description of the language focusing on its phonemic inventory, syliable structure and

stress pattem. This chapter introduces the langllage, which includes the historical

background, the language classification, the geogmphy, the population, tle sociolinguistic

situation and the promotion of the language, and provides theoretjcal framework to the

study. It, further, provides an overview of the prcvious works, aims, significance and

methodology ofthe study. Finally, it gives the rhesis organization.

1.1. PAIIARI LANGUAGE

1.1.1. Historical Background of Pahari

Pahari language is one of the ancient languages of South Asja. Historically, it remained a
I



very prestigious language promoted by rhe Buddhist d),nasty of the Hamppa civilization.

King Ashoka took peNonal interest in promoting this language. He established the firct

univeNity of South Asia at Shada in Neelam Valley near Mnzaffuabad, Azad Jammu &

Kashmir and made it the official language of his state. At that time pahad was written in

the Shada script which was named after the place where the university was established

(Kamai, 2007). Masoodi (1985) makes ctaims abour the ofigin of pahari:

"Historical happenings and factors prove it that pahai is not a nerr
language, but it is thou-sond year old language. This language is spoken
since man laid his foot in Himalaya. When we try to find the ori?in of
Pahai, we come to know that this language y)as spoken in the reign of King
Ashoka almost hao and half thousand years ago. This shows thttt it might be
originared at least one thousand ycars beforc this peiod' .

From Alexander the Great's invasion in 326 BC to the Fifth century AD, most of the

Pahari-Potohwari area was part of the Taxila Empirc. Different parts of the arca were

under the confol of the kingdoms based in Kashmir, especially around the seventh century

AD. Later, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centudes, the northem pafi of the punjab was

under the Timurid Empire. From 1526 until Bdtish controi in 1g49, several powem rose

and fell including rhe Mughals, the Sik:hs, and Dogras. The Bdtish ruled unril rhe partition

oflndia and Pakisran in 1947 (I-orherc & Lothers, 2010).

Along with other languages, Pahari has suffered at the hands of foreign invaders. pahari

erosion started wirh the fall of Buddhist Empire. In rhe lower regions, the style of wriring

started changing with the Greek invasion followed by a number of invasions but in

Kashmir until 10d century AD, tle Nagri alphabets survived. The Nagd scdpt survived

until the Muslim invasion. Subsequently, the script was changed and it became penian



ftom 1819-1846, but during the Sikh regime, the Punjabi script was adopred. Finally, the

same was rcplaced by Urdu (Idalaat, 2004).

1.1.2. Language Classification

Pahari language belongs to the family of Indo-Aryan languages that is a sub-branch of

Indo-European languages. It is classified with some other Indo-Aryan languages in a group

called "Lahnda". cderson (1917) gave this name "I-ahnda" ro Wesrem Punjabi. "Lahnda"

is the Punjabi word for "westem". Grierson (1917) claims:

"The Pahari language falls i to three main groups. In the e\Ireme east there is
Khas-Kwa or Eastem Pahari, called Nepali, the Aryan la gua?e spoken in Nepal.
Next in Kunaon and Garhwal,we have the central Pahai languages Kumaoni and
Garhwali- Finally in the West tre hare the west Pahari spoken in launsar, Bawar,
the Simla Hill, Kulu, Mandi and Suke\Chatubq and Westem Kashmir."

Nigram (1972) has divided Indo-Aryan languages into two main groups: the central

northem grcup and the eastem group. Classification of the cenfal-northem is shown in

figurc 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Nigram's (1972) classification of the Indo-Aryan languages (central-nothem

group)

Pahari is included within 'Lahndi' under 'Punjabi f.anguages' in figure l.l. According to

I-others and Inthers (2010), this classification leaves some questions still unanswercd.

What is Lahndi? ffiat is grouped together with Pahari under the name l-ahndi? Masica

(1991) includes Riyasati, Babawalpuri, Multani, JhangiJatk, and Thali in Southem

Inhndi. Northem Lahndi (which includes Pahad) consists of the languages which arc

spoken in the north ofthe Salt Range.

I-othels and Lothers (2010) have given the following classification of Northern l-ahnda.

1



Nothem l-ahnda

Attbck

Hindko
Dhairni

& Sawair

Peshiwari
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Potidwankhari

(Dhundi-

Kainli)

Hazara Tinauli

Hindko

Figurc 1.2: I-Dthers and Irthels (2010) classiltcation of the Indo-Aryan languages

fothers and l,others (2010) state that there are still some dialects with unconfirmed

classification. For instance, Gderson (1917) formulated 12 distinguishing characteristics

between noflhem and southem Lahndi. However, in his phonology of Awankari, Bahri

(1962) attempts to prcve l1 of these 12 distinguishing characteristics as inconect. Shackle

(1979) confirms that Bahri's arguments are valid and calls GrieIson's classificarion into

question.

Shackle (1979: 9l) summarizes the Lahndi classification problem as "one [which] has all

the ingredients for confusions which are suffrcient to cast a dense fog over the area for

those who arc not specialists, and a fairly thick haze for quite a few who are!"

Kamai (2007) has presented the following classification of Pahari
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Figure 1.3: Classification of Indo-Aryan languages by Kamai (2007)

1.1.2. G€ography

The linguistic situation in Pakistan prcsents a very fruitful setting to investigate

compamtive linguistic phenomena. According to the l6th edition of Ethnologue of World

languages, there arc seventy seven languages spoken in Pakistan. Out of these, seventy two

are indigenous langlages (Lewis, 2009). It is said that language changes every 12

kilometers. This is, no doubt, due to the mountainous region which has given birth to

dozen ofthe varieties known collectjvely as Pahari. Even within the same town, Inembers



of different caste groups usually speak slightly differcnt varietjes'

1t is one of the two dozen languages spoken in the State of Jammu and Kashmir' It derives

its name from 'Pahar' meaning 'hills and mountains' It is spoken over a large area staring

ftom Nepal and running through the foothills of the Himalayas, in the Himachal Pardesh,

Indian administercd part of Kashmir, Azad Jammu & Kashmir afld in the Northem

Pakistan (Adalaat, 2004). It js also spoken in the United Kingdom (LrK) by the people who

originate ftom Azad Kashmir. About six hundred thousand people spak Pahari in tlK.

The Pahari language which was once a thdving wdtten language not only became extinct

from the classroom but also lost its written form.

1.1.4. Dialects of Pahari

Griemon (1917) states that Westem Pahari consists of a great numbe, of dialects varying

almost from hill to hill. Kamai (2007) in his book 'Urdu aor Pahari ka Ta4abli Jaeza'

djscussed four dialects of Westem Pahari: Muzaffararabadi, Poonch, Kodi and Miryuri. He

fufiher claims that the Muzaffarabadi dialect is spoken jn Muzaffarabad and the same is

also spoken with slight difference in Anantnag, Baramula and Sdnagar. This dialect is

influenced by Hindko and Kashmiri. Mirpuri dialect is spoken in Mirpure, Bhimber and

Kotali districts. It is also spoken in Jammu and Rajori. It is influenced by Gojd and

Punjabi. Third dialect is spoken in Kotali, Nikyal, Khoimtta and Nibaa valley and it is also

influenced by Gojd and Potohari. The fourth dialect is spoken in Poonch, Bagh,

Sudhanhoti and Hawaili distdcts. It is also called the central dialect as it is least influenced



by other local languages. Of the four dialects of Westem Pahari spoken in Azad Jammu

and Kashmir, the focus of the study is the vadety known as Poonch dialect Thjs dialect is

spoken in Poonch division which includes district Poonch, Bagh, Haveli and Sudhonhoti'

There has been very little work done on Westem Pahari and its dialects The reason of

choosing this dialect is that it is considercd the central dialect of Westem Pahad by most of

the Pahad linguists. The rcason is that the other dialects are influenced by other regional

languages like Hjndko. Punjabi and Gojri.

.a

q'

Figure 1.4: Map of Azad Jammu & Kashmir (Adopted from official website of

Government of the State of Azad Jammu and Kashmir, ww\r.omaik.gov.pk.)



Figure 1.5: Map of the area where Poonch dialect of Pahari is spoken

1.1.5. Population

According to the 1998 census, Pahari is spoken by 3.5 million people living in Azad

Jammu and Kashmir and a prcjected rate showed in 2004 that the speakers of Pahad arc

around 3.8 million. Lothers and Lothers (2010) report that Distdct Census Reports of

Abbottabad and Rawalpindi as a guide, there are over one million Pahari speake$ living in

District Rawalpindi and District Abbottabad. It is also spoken in UK by the people who

migrated from Kashmir. lrthers and Lothers (2003) state that therc are over half a million

immigrants from this language group, mostly from district Milpur. These reports show that

estimated population of Pahari speakers today is around five million.



L.1.6. Sociolinguistic Situation

Most of the population of Pakistanj administered part of Kashmf is bilingual, trilingual or

multilingual. Each person speaks an indigenous language eahai/Gojri'/Kashmiri'/ Hindko'

etc.) as his/her mother tongue and Urdu as his/her second language Pahari is not taught in

schools and medium of instruction in public sector schools is Urdu and English is taught as

a compulsory subject while in private sector schools, the medium of insfucdon is English

and Urdu is taught as a compulsory subject. Urdu is the official language of Azad Jammu

& Kashmir.

Pahari community is divided into different classes. The affluent class favors speaking and

leaming English as compared to other regional languages. This class usually occupies high

position in civil service and politics. In rural areas, Urdu is also considered as a status

slmbol. Educated people prefer to speak English Urdu. Pahari speakerc incorporate Urdu,

Pahari and English words and expressions in their everyday speech. Most people use

wotds llke dire\ hotel, and Das in their speech, and the elderly people still use the t)?ical

Pahari words for vegetables and fruits. The indigenous and regional languages are

stigmatized and, therefore, their transmission to next genemtion has declined considerably

in rccent years in Pakistan (Abbasi, 2010).

As Pahari is not taught in schools, it does not, therefore, exist jn the written form. It is

limited to rural areas and people are migrating ftom rural to urban areas wherc they come

across coirmunities speaking different languages and prefer Urdu as a lingua franca. This

l0



shift is causing decaying of the Pahari language. The role of media and advancement in

technology is also damaging the language as it is not the language of science and

technology. It is being influenced by English as an intemational language, Urdu as a

national language and Punjabi and Hindko as regional languages. Hence there is a dire

need to document this language and save it from extinction. So, the present study is an

effort to document its phonological system by focusing its phonemic inventory, syllable

stnrcturc and sress pattems.

1.1.7, Promotion of Pahad

Movements toward language development already exist among the Pahari community. One

such movement has begun in England for the promotion and development of Pahari.

Immigrants from Kashmir have developed a rnagazine named Chitka, which was filst

published in December 1993 (Rahman, 1996i Lothers & Lothers, 2003). Lothe$ and

Lothers (2010) reported that Pahari and Potohwari books have also been published in

Pakistan including those by Chahal (2002), Karbali (2003), and Rizwi (2003). Kamai

(2007) also published a book entitled, " Pahari aor Urdu ka ek Taqabli Jaiza". Lr:thers and

I-others (2010) have made a great contdbution in the promotion of Pahari language by

publishing their book entitled 'A Sociolinguistic Survey: Pahari and Potohwad'. A mdio

program is broadcast from Muzaffarabad, and people within the range of this station listen

to it. Radio Trar Khal is also broadcoasting programs in Pahad language. University of

Azad Jammu and Kashmir also established an Institute of Languages in 2008 to promote

research on local languages. Many M.Phil and PhD students are also workjng on djfferent

l1



aspects of Pahad. The author of the present work is also working on the compilation of a

Pahari-English bilingual digital dictionary. Open Unjve$ity Islamabad has started an

M.Phil progam in Pakistani regional languages and Pahari language is also included in

their Syllabus.

1.2. PREVIOUS WORK

As mentioned earlier in section 1.1, Pahari language is one of the ancient languages of

South Asia. Histodcally, it remained a very prestigious language, promoted by Buddhist

dynasty of Harappa civilization. King Ashoka took peGonal interest to prcmote this

language and declared it the official language of his state and it was written in Sharda

script. It had a very rich literature then but after the downfall of Buddhist d),nasty, its

decline started and the language is now limited to the rural areas.

Tabassum(2003),inhisMAthesisentitled,'PhonologicalAnalysisofPotohwali/Mitpui

Ianguage', claims that there are 38 consonant and 22 vowel sounds in Pahari but no

diphthongs or triphthongs. Kamai (2007) also discussed the phonemic inventory of Pahad

language but instead of using IPA symbols he has used Urdu lettels to rcpresent different

sounds. No other significant work has been done so far on the phonology of Pahari

language. Furthermore, the above mentioned work of Tabassum (2003) is about the

Mirpuri dialect of Pahari that is slightly different ftom the Poonch Dialect which is the

focus of this study. This area (Phonology) needs to be reinvestigated to come up with

reliable consonant and vowel inventories. Some work is jn prcgress on its litemturc on

t2



both sjdes of the border but no attention has been given to its Grammar'

So, the purpose of the study is to provide a detailed descdption of Pahari Phonology The

study prepares a ground for fwther rcsearch. It is a small part of the gland project that aims

to develop graDmar and digital dictionary of Pahad language within next five years. The

research will help in making generalizations about the language in order to document some

of the phonological aspects of the language and also to encoumge other rcsearchefi for

further study.

1.3. AIM OF THE STI]DY

The main aim ofthe study is to:

. develop the phonemic inventory of Pahad language

. explore the rclevant acoustic cues for Pahari consonants and vowels

look into the syllable structure of Pahad

investigate the stress pattems of Pahari

. investigate syllabification and rnetrification in the framework of Optimality Theory

1.4. OPTIMALITY THEORY AS A THEORETICAL FRAMWORK

In the rccent years, the analyses of syllable structure and stress pattem of languages have

received a grcat attention in the study of phonology and opened new avenues and debates

in linguistic research. A substantial shift in focus has also been seen on phonological

13



theory, from rule-based system to sets of conskaints of wellformedness principles making

way to the formation of optimality theory (McCarthy & Prince, 1993a' 1993b; Burzio'

1994; Frank & Satta, 1997i Prince & Smolensky, 1997; Mccarthy, 2001). Among different

approaches applied, optimality theory (OT) is the most cunent, efficient, powerful ard

dependable because it is seen to have more explanatory force ednce & Smolensky, 1993;

Tesar & Smolensky,2000; Bermudez-Otero & Honeybone, 2004). OT is now being

adopted by rcsearchers not only in the area of phonology, where OT was initially

developed and applied, but also in other areas such as molphology, syntax and semantics

The proponents and suppofiers of this theoretical framework claim that the dedvational

input-output relation that involves rewrite rules can no longer be considered adequate.

They present OT to be the adequate altemative as it is based on simple input-output

relation. In panicular, an independent universal principle, namely Eval, determines the

candidate that best satisfies a given constraint hierarchy. To clarify these claims, I present

OT's main pdnciples, mechanisms, and representational conventions.

1,4.1. Principles ofOT

According to Prince and Smolensky (1993) and Mccarthy and Prince (1993, 1994), thete

are five fundamental principles of the theory: Violability, Ranking, Inclusivefless,

Parallelism, and Universality.

a. Violability

Constraints are violable but violation is minimal.

t4



b. Ranking

Constraints are mnked on a language-particular basis; the notion of minimal violation is

defined in terms ofthis mnking.

c. Inclusiveness

The constraint hierajchy evaluates a set of candidate analyses that are admitted by very

general conditions of structural well-formedness. There are no specific rules or rcpair

strategies.

d. Parallelism

Best-satisfaction of the constraint hierarchy is computed over the whole hierarchy and the

whole candidate set. There is no serial derivation.

e. Universality

UG prcvides a set of consffaints that are universal and univercally prcsent in all gramma$.

1.,r.2. Mechanism of OT

There are three basic components to OT: Gen, Con, and Eval. Gen prcduces a potentially

infinite number of candidates for evaluation. Although the number of candidates is infinite,

an actual rcpresentation of an evaluation in pEctice usually contains only a set of the most

likely candidates, i.e., those that violate tle highest-ranked constraints minimally. Con is

the set of universal constraints, which are available and p.esent in all languages. Although

constmints arc univenal but languages differ from one another in the rankjng of the set of

univeNal constmints. This ranking constitutes the grammar of the language. The third

component, Eval, evaluates output candidates that are produced via Gen given a specific
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ranking of the constmints in a given language The output candidate that best satisfies the

constlaint ranking is then selected as optimal and is prcdicted to be the sudace candidate'

The figure bellow demonshates the process to rcach an output ftom the input through the

function of GEN and EVA! (Davenpofi & Hannahs, 2005) It is to be noted that the

following graphic rcpresentation is indicative only. The actual output tableaux differ from

this reprcsentation.

@+

Candidete 1

CaDdidate 2

Cendidate 3

Cardiiaie 4

- Iortpra-l
-t I

Figurc 1.6: OT Mechanism

Two fundamental notjons in OT are: the concept of constraint violability and the notion of

strict domination. The concept of constraint viability states that all constraints are

potentially violable and are language specific and any constraint may be violated in a

language to satisfy a higher ranking. The notion of strict domination means that it does not

allow for relative strength of constraints, but it rather impljes total domination.
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1.4.3. Faithfulness and Markedness Constraints

Constraints in OT are divided into two main categories: faithfulness constmints and

markedness consraints. Faithfulness constraints evaluate the mapping between the input

and potential output forms, and non-identity between the input and the output rcsults in a

violation of such a constraint. Examples of faithfulness constraints arc:

a. the output must show all segments present in the input @EP-IO)

b. elements adjacent in the input must be adjacenr in the output (CONTIGUITY)

c. input segments must have counterpafis in the output (MAX-IO)

d. the specification for place of articulation of an input segment must be

preserved in its output conespondent (IDENT-IO (PLACE)

On the other hand, markedness constraints refer to the well-formedness of the output

candidates. Examples of markedness constrainls are:

a. Syllables must not have codas (NOCODA)

b. Syllables must have onsets (ONSET)

c. Obsfuents at coda position must not be voiced (*VDOBS (CODA))

d. Obstruents must be voiced (*\DOBS)

The markedness and faithfulness constraints arc ranked in a language-specific order. These

markedness and faithfulness constraints usually do conflict so the runking of the

constraints is decisive in selecting the optimal caodjdate as the output depends on the

violation of consfaints pattem. The ranking of the constraints is not universal. Rather, it is
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Ianguage specific but within every language, the constraint mnking is very stdct ln other

words, a candidate violating a low- mnking constraint will always be a winner and vice

ve$a. lt is not necessdy for the optimal candidate to satisfy all the consfaints lt may

violate a constraint and still can be the optimal candidate if it satisfies the top-ranked

constraint(s).

1.4.4. Representational Conventions in OT

The constraint ranking and their interaction among the inPut candidates can be visibly

shown by means of a tableau in the OT analysis. Its main conventions arc presented below:

(i) The constraints are mnked horizontally, while the candidates arc listed venically in

(ii)

the tableau.

Solid lines separating consfaints indicate a crucial ranking, whi]e the doted ones

mean that the constraints on either sjde are not mutually ranked. IJft{o dght

arangement of constraints indicates dominance: the left most constraint is the

highest in the hierarchy and the rjghtmost is the lowest.

The asterisk (*) means that the relevant consfaint is violated.

A blank cell means that the relevant consffaint is satisfied.

The exclamation mark (!) points to the fatal violation. It tells us that a certain

violation is responsible for ruling out a certain candidate.

The pointing finger (e) is used to show the optimal candidate.

Shading is used to show the irrelevant candidates since a higher-ranked consffaint

(Conl in tableau below) is decisive in selecting the optimal candidate.

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi).

(vii).
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(viii). (>, s),rnbol shows the domination ofconstraints. Constraints on the left side of

it dominate the constraints on the ight side of jt

The following tableau shows how the optimal candidate is chosen by EVAL through the

consfaint interaction.

Tableau 1.1

Con I ) Con 2, Con 3

In tle tableau above, the ranking order of constraints is shown ftom left to dght, so that the

constmint Con 1 is ranked higher than Con 2 and Con 3. The input is listed in the tableau

in the cell located in the upper leftmost comer and the output candidates are listed in rows

beneath the input. The constmint Con 1 is violated by the Cand 2, and it is fatal because of

the high mnking of Con1. Con 2 is violated by Cand 3 and Con 3 is violated by Cand 1 So

all the candidates violate a Con. As a consequence, candidate I becomes optimal even after

violating the low ranked Con 3 because this violation is not fatal. A pointing hand symbol

is used to indicate the optimal candidate. Shading shows the irelevant candidates since a

higher-ranked constraint (Conl) is decisive in selecting the optimal candidate.
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Optimality theory investigates seveml rcsffictions found in the phonological prccesses in a

language and relevant constraints are formed to account for those restdctions The

motivation behind using OT as research framework in this study is its very innovative

methodology i.e., inPut and multiPle potential output forms me evaluated agarnst a set of

ranked constraints in a parallel manner. On the other hand' the earlier genemtive rule based

frameworks produce intermediate stages of the derivation before ariving at the actual

output form. The nature of OT suits the curent study because a number of violations of

phonological constralnts are found in the language For example, Pahad allows syllables

without onsets and complex onset and codas are also allowed Thus, it violates unive$al

constraints. Pahari also violates the rules of sfess pattem and allows final syllable to be

stressed when it is super heavy. These idiosyncratic features of the language can be best

studied under the OT framework. Syllable structure and stress pattems are some of the

prcminent topics in the research activities in the OT ftamework ln OT framework' I try to

give an account of syllable structurc and the stess pattem of Pahad'

1.5. RESEARCH METIIODOLOGY

The analysis is based on a word list of approximately 1000 words elicited in isolation and a

tanscdbed colpus of spoken discourse of approximately 100 pages that was collected

through discourse centered method from Pahari native speakem The researcher also had

access to a 5000 word list that he himself collected for the compilation of a bilingual

Pahari-English dictionary. Ten Pahari native sPeaken (five male and five female) were

chosen mndomly for recording. They were bom in Poonch dialectal area They spoke
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Pahadinthekhomes,inmarketandtheilwolkplaces.Thelistwasrecodedbyusinghigh

fidelity microphone directly on laptop and tEnscibed using a phonetic tanscription For

phonemic inventory, minimal pairs were identified and consonants and vowels werc

rccorded in VCV and CVC contexts respectively for their acoustic analysis These

recordings were analyzed later by using PRAAT software and to check the authenticity of

the results, sophisticated tests on SPSS were administered

1.6. ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION

Chapter two deals with the consonants of Pahari and aims to identify the consonant

phonemes and to explore the rclevant acoustic cues of the consonants This chapter is

divided into two sections. Section 2.1 discusses the consonant system of Pahad that

includes minimal pairs, vojcing and aspiration conkasts and distribution of phonemes lt is

also argued in this sectjon that tone in Pahari is not phonemic; rather it is allophonic The

last pafi of this section presents consonant gemination rules in Pahari language Section 2 2

describes both the intrinsic and extrinsic acoustic cues of consonants. Chapter three

discusses the vowel system oi Pahari language. This chapter identifies the Pahari vowels

by using minimal pairs and presents the Pahati vowel quadrilateral based on acouslic

analysis. It fufiher discusses nasalization in Pahari language. ChaPter four starts with

approaches to syllable structures and syllabification theories and adopts OT as framework

for the analysis of syllable stfllcturc and phonotactics in Pahari. Chapter five Presents the

description of word stess pattem of Pahad and generalizes the findings in OT framework'

Chapter six concludes the whole discussion and suggests some areas for further rcsearch'
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Chapter 2

PAIIARI CONSONANTS AN'D TIIEIR ACOUSTIC CI']ES

2.0. INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a comprehensive descriPtion of Pahari consonant system lt is

divided into two sections. Section 2.1 discusses the consonant system that includes

minimal pairs, voicing and aspiation contrast and disEibution of phonemes in words lt

further deals with the issue whether tone is phonemic or allophonic in Pahad Finally, it

prcsents the prccess of consonant gemination in Pahai. Section 2'2 discusses the

acoustic cues for consonants. It starts with the methodology and further discusses the

,elated litemture on acoustic cues that aim to gjve a solid base for the study. Moreover,

the section demonsffates the results of the study and plesents the intrinsic and extdnsic

acoustic cues of Pahan consonants.

2.1. CONSONANTAL SYSTEM

Maddieson (1994) surveys 562 languages and shows that the mnge of consonant

inventories extends ftom a low of 6 consonants to a high of 122. Rotokas, sPoken in

Papua New Guine4 has only sjx consonants. !x66, sPoken jn Botswana has 122

consonants. The more typical consonaflt inventory size is in the avemge, and the

remainder has been divided into the categories small (from 6 to 14 consonants),

moderately small (15-18), moderately large (26-33), and large (34 or more consonaots).
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This section presents the pho'emic analysis of Pahad consonants' Thirty consonant

phonemes are identified and established after completing phonemic analysis that

includes minimal pairs, voicing anil aspiration confiasts an'l distribution of segmenLs in

wordinitial.mediatandfinalpositions.Thissectionpresentsthercsultsoftheanalysis.

2.1.1, Minimal Pairs

Table 2.1: Minimal pairs

p

pi

b

T

t

_d

t

d

k

kb

pul

piot

balnd:

!a:li:

Ih.kna:

{a:l

to:ka:

theknd:

d€l

katta:

kiol

96:n6:

fa:1tu:

ve:la:

sema:

bddge

snike with axe

to buln

clapping

tire

pulse

cufter

to dip

part

calf

open

song

sPare

time

throw

p'ul

pet

paJnd:

Ihali:

lokrA:

lal

tho:ka:

dekn6:

tael

khotta:

kol

kA:nd:

pa:llu:

be:la:

rotnA:

flower

pull

look after

plate

stare

daDce

fixed

stop somebody

delay

bitter

near

blind

pet

spare

cramming

s

f
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z

"t"

Y

n

rJ

rf

d3

m

n

!

l

t

t

j ba:r

zo.t

-[o:k

xa:li:

Yem

hetti:

tJon

tfa'p

dlat

ma:l

n6:nd:

ma!

1o:ta:

ruln6:

mo:I

ja:r

power

interest

empty

shop

moon

Iing

hair

animal

grandfather

fiancee

mug

friend

ro:k

mali:

xom

potti:

tfen

Iel

pha:l

p6.:n6:

m0n

to:ta:

gait

stop

gardener

not straight

strip

miserablecondition d3ulnd:

a q?e of sound

fever

blade of plough

desire

piece

go

peacock

tum

Following table presents the summary of Pahari consonant phonemes.
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Table 2.2: Pahari consonant phonemes

Bilabial Glotial

Srops pb

d

IE td kg

rl

Fricatives fv sz .t xI 6

Affricates tJ ds

rf

I-ateral l

Tri11

Flap t

Glides
j

2.1.2. Phonemes Distribution

2.1.2.1. Stops

The essential articulatory feature of a stop is a momentary blockage of vocal tract

forming an articulatory occlusion at different places of articulation and tben a sudden

rclease of the blocked air. Following section illustates the contrasts that exist between

the stop phonemes as well as their equal distribution-word initially, wold medially and

word finally.
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Table 2.3: voicing contrast

p vs b Pa:lno: to look af[ ba:lno: to make something bum

to frnd

book

door

water fielon

milk

slicehiece

exffact

affection

pregnant

Etrow

fire

kePn6: to cut lobna:

P:P fever klla:b/v

I vs C Srkhkha: sharp Ct'

lelts: hot hrn{v6:n6:

bul

t vs d tlkn6:

idol

Jump

kumo: beat

bed

black

khot

k vs g kala:

dud

dEli:

kedn6:

la:d

gobbun

ugno:

og

sokka:

nok

thin

Table 2.4: Aspiration contrast

p vs ph pul

kbeppur

bridge

a bird

NA

dance

grandson

leg

cutter

pbUI

iophphuI

flowet

dispute

I vs lo larl tha:l

methtLa:

hotb

tho:ka:

big plate

hand

fixed

po:sa:

1ar

t vs th to:ka:
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ko:ta:

Iot

k vs kh kol

quota

loot

nea,

stopped

com

ko:tha:

po0

kho:1

rokhkha:

mokh

house

young goat

open

dry

big fly

rukka:

mok

Table 2.5: Word level distribution ofthe phonemic stops

Medial

t- po$" - ga,rd;n k"oppor kind ofbird khop rush

ph phu:k blow raPbPhor glass

b bo:s tace

I IUL*a: guess kbo:!a:

rb F.m oillar

d Cal puls

t tal bmnch

k ko:l near

kh kion dig

khebbul gmss

donkey

mal\ba: iorehead

lednA: load

k{av

1eI

hoth

denC

khat

setb

la:d

tuk

book

leg

hand

teeth

bed

sixry

affection

piece

CrU peak sutbtha: ight

d da:da: hard khodda: ditch

lokta: sfong

makhkbun butter Irk\4rx wite

g gobbun pregnant legnA: relative
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The analysis identifies twelve oral stops in Pahari. Table 2 2 shows that Pahari has 12

stops articulated from four different places of afiiculation: bilabial /p, b, ph/, dental /Jr 
-d,

lb/, alveolar /t, d, tb/ and velar /k' g, ki/. It further shows that the stoPs have thrce way

voicing contrast, namely voiced A, d, d' S/, voiceless un-aspirated /p' ! t, k'/ and

voiceless aspirated /ph, lb' c, kv' AII the voiceless strops have conhast betweer un-

aspimteal aral aspirated phonemes but voiced unaspimted phonemes do not have voiced

aspirated counterparts. The voiced asplrated Phonemes are generally found in Jndo_

Aryan languages. Hussain (199?) states tlat voiced aspirated plosives are found in llrdu

which is the seconal language of Pahari speakerc. The cognate wolds in Urdu that have

voiced aspirated consonants at the word iDitial position are realized by low tone voiceless

sounds in Pahari. Following table shows the corespondences of voiced asPirated

consonants in Urdu as used in Pahad and Punjabi:

Table 2.6: Voiced aspirates in Urdu, Pahai and Punjabi

Urdu PaIari Punjabi

bhul

gnoE

dhol

'forget'

'dust'

pfiol

kfio:p:

tfru:l

tptll

lkb:ta:l

Lrull

'forget'

'horse'

'dusC

pfiul

k-ho1a

thu:l

tpntl

lkdtal

Ltnll

'forgeC

'dust'

Uralu has voiceless fncative /h/ that does not exist in Pahari lnstead' Pahari has a tone

producing voiceal glottal consonant /6/. This issue whether tone in Pahari is phoDemic or

allophonic is dealt in detail in the last part of the section 2 1 3'

The aDalysis shows that Pahai stops are found at the initial' medial and final word

positions excePt /pb/ that is found only at word initial and medial positions lt is also

found that people living in Tehsil Dhirkot replace voiced bilabial stop /b/ and voiced
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velar stop /g/ \rith labio-dental voiced fncative /v/ and voiced velar fricative /1/

respectively after long vowels at word final position ln some contexts, voiceless

aspirated velar stop 1khl is also replaced by voiceless velar fricative /xy' as [l*h] 'write' is

produced as [llx] 'write'.

Table 2.7: Behavior of,/b/ and /g/ after long and short vowel wod finally

leb bmnch kfia:v book

dob small house dSila:v loose motion

sa:Y green vegetablesFireeg

2.1.2,2, Fricatives

Fdcatives are articulated when the active articulator comes close to the passlve

articulator but does not make a contact and the air is forced through a natow passage

between the two anicles producing ftiction.

Tables 2.8 and 2.9 illustmte the voicing contrast that exist between fricatives and their

distribution word initially, word medially and word finally, rcspectively'

Table 2.8: Voicirg Cont ast

f vs v fi:!a: tape

s vs z so:xa: easy zo t

control

power

x vs Y xu:n blood lom sorTow
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Table 2.9: Word level distribution of the Phonemic Fricative

Initial Medial Final

f - fB," dtsprt" meful gathering sa:f clean

v vela: time lassi: Ieben gae:v cow

s sukka: thin ma:si: aunt ma:s meat

z zo.f power rnzzza" enjoymeat m:z secrct

-[ -fek doubt fllta: relation I^.-f dead body

x xali: empty sex$: hardship li:x lice

y Yossa: anger t]t:yon tomato ba:Y garden

h hel plough

There are eight fricatives produced fiom five places of articulation, namely labio-dental

tf,vl,al\eolatls,,palatal/r,velar/x,Y/andglottal/fu.Thereexistsvoicingcontrastat

three places of articulation i.e., labio'dental /f, v/' alveolar ls' zl \elat lx, Y/, whereas

pdlatal fi aad glottal /fi/ don't have voicing conEasl This shows that Pahari has four

voiceless fricatives /f, s,-[, rJ and four voiced fricatives /v' z, y, 6/.

The labio-dentals /f/ and /v/, the alveolar /s/ and lzJ, the palatal ltl and the velars /' and

/y/ occur iD all positions in Pahari i.e., word initially, word medially and word finally'

However, the distibution of glottal /fu is restricted in Pahari The Slottal fricative /fi'/

occurs only at word initially.
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2.1.2.3. Alfricates

Affiicates are prcduced like stops because they involve a closing stage' a closure stage

and a release stage. The difference lies in the nature of release: for stoPs' the acdve

articulator is lowered rapidly, allowing a sudden explosion of air; fo' affricates, the

active articulator remains close to the passive articulator, resulting in ftiction as the air

passes through them @avenport & Hannahs.2005). Tables 2.10 and 211 illustrate the

voicing contmst that exists between affricates and their distribution word initially, word

medially and word finally, rcspectively.

Table 2.10: Voicing contrast

rf t's dg -tJ'.m kiss d3om fregze

retJn6: Pile uP rad3nd: satiate

ket-f glass kod3 cover

tf ,. tf t a:la: mischief tfala: PimPle

ketJtfa: raw bet.latfa: calf

vrt-[ in rltf bear

Table 2.11: Word Ievel distribution of the Phonemic Affricates

Initial Medial Final

tf - t-1"5m ktss rlmt-[a: spoon setl truth

dg d3ophi: fight sId3n6: wet kod3 cover

tf tfu,p ring metftf a: soft kt"I armpit
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Pahari has only thee affricates, voiceless palatal /t , voiced palatal /d3/ and voiceless

aspirated palatal /tf/. All three are articulated at palatal region Like oral stops, there is

voicing contrast in unaspitated /t[, d3/ but voiceless aspirated affricate /tf/ has no voiced

counterpart. Urdu aspimted voiced affticate /d3b/ is rcalized as low tone voiceless sound

in Pahad. A1l the three affricates appear in all positions: word initially, word medially

and word finally.

2.1,2.4. Nasals, liquids and glides

Nasals are proaluced by lowering the relum allowing the air to pass througl nasal cavity All

the nasals are voiced. According to Davenport & Hannahs (2005), liquid is a cover term

given to many 'l' and 'r' sounds (latemls and rhotics) in the languages of the world They

fu(her clarify that liquials are produced with unhindered airflow but nonetheless involve

some kind of obsEuction in the oml tract. They are sonorant and are voiced ln the

articulation of glides, the active articulators come close to passive articulators and

insteaal of contact, gmdually glide away. Glides are more like vowels than consonants as

there is no contact between the articulators and they behave like consonants because they

do not make syllable nuclei (Davenpofi & Hannahs, 2005)'
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Table 2.12: Nasals, liquids and glides

mvsDmu: mouth

spoon

pillar

n:

kenda:

than

dauglter in law

thom

teats

rtmtJa:

!oom

vs {t NA

ka:la:

ko:l

r vs 1 ri:k

sa:la:

ba:r

vs v jo,

pafticles of sand ti:k

vsr

vs I lo:

lonnd:

bon

lossi:

maelna:

ba:l

cut grass

jungle

leben

rub

hair

light

black

near

lo{nd:

mo!

ressi

memd:

ba:r

tl,k

ka:ta:

kto:1

sa:E:

ba:I

ogva:l

pass

fianc6e

rcpe

die

Saturday

seed

whose

cave

seed

pain

fence

that

Iawn

whole

tum

this

rupeero:peja:

NA
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Table2.13:Wordleveldistributionofthephonemicnasals'liquidsandglides

Medial Final
Initial

{

!

t

j

ma:s

na:s

meat

Dostril

rrmtJa:

smnai

!e4n6:

boli:

o)(r0:t

!a:0:

maja:

Ihem

bon

meIJ

mul

pillar

jungle

flaac6e

costlo:ka:

ro:tJ

G:k

jo,

light

cheating

seed

this

spoon

pass

ce cooked in milk

wallnut

clapping

song

zo,t power

pi:t pain

Tables 2.12 and 2.13 demonstrate that Pahai has thrce nasal stops: bilabial /m/, alveolar

/r/ and velar /I/. Nasals are sonomnt and thus all are voiced The bitabial /rr/ and

alveolar /n/ nasals occru word initially, word medially and word finally but the velar

nasal /!/ does not occur word initially in Pahari.

There are three liquids in Pahari: lateral r-l, trill /r/ and retroflex flap /1/. Pahari alveolar

lateral /y appea$ woral initially, word medially and word finally. /r/ is an alveolar trill in

Pahari. In alveolar trill /r/, the tongue blade vibrates repeatedly against the alveolar ridge

(Davenport & Hannahs, 2005). /r/ is pronounced in all contexts' so it is rhotic. It occuls

at word initially, medially and finally. It is pronounced both at prcvocalic and post

vocalic positions as in [rofti] 'bread' and [br:r] 'fur'. Retroflex flap /t/ in Pahari is also

voiced and appeats word initially, word medially and word finally but its occurrence at

word initial position is very limited-
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Pahari has one glide palatal /j/ Ir is voiced Pahari /j/ occurs in word initial and word

medially.

2,1.3, Th€ Nature of Tone in Pahari

Yip (2002) classifies languages on the basis of tone: Iexical languages' sfess languages

and accentual tanguages. In lexical type of languages like Chinese and Thai' each

syllable, or each tone bearing unit (TBU), is assigned a tone in the lexicon which affects

the meaning of a word. The classic Mandarin example of this is the syllable /m' on

which 5 different tones occur producing 5 distinct words-

A second typ€ is stress languages. Yip (2002) gives fie example of the English word

grrirdl which has stess on the second syllable. Compare these two sentences involvin8

the word S,rirar:

1. Tom's just bought himself a guitar.

2. A guitar? I thought he played the drums.

He shows that in the declarative statement in (1), the second syllable of the word

S,rirdr will have a high falling tone (i.e. [gl.i\ar] . By contrast, if dle speaker of (2) is

incredulous about the statement in (1), then the word Suital will have a low pitch on the

first syllable, which rises into the second syllable (i.e. [gr.tbot]). This shows that the

pitch associated wirh the second syllable does not remain constant, but mther it is drc

syllable which attmcts the intonational pitch.

Accentual languages have lexical tone, but they differ from more prototypical tore

languages in that there are usually only a few contrasting tones which do not necessarjly
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occru on every syllable or even in every word The tones usually belong to specific

syllables within the wod fiom which they are oftefl inseparable'

Much of the previous litetatuie rcgar'ling tone in Punjabi and other regional languages

seemstodemonsEatethattheselanguagesbehavelikelexicaltonelanguaSes.Eaton

(2008) reports that Kangari Pahari spoken in Himachal Predesh behaves more like

accentual tone languages Moreover, his study explores that /fu is voiced in Kangri that

has/1/allophoneatthewordinitialpositionan'lNvotonecontoursie'risingfallinga'd

falling rising. The ptesent study also argues that Pahari, like Kangri' behaves more like

an accentual language- Furthemore, even when a word has a low tone in it' the tone

always occus on the stressed syllable at word initial position e g, [I&s nA] ''o Jint' and

bnkj 'nunger'. The fact that the tone tied to a specific (sttessed) syllable suggests that

Pahari fits the pattem of an accentual language.

The cunent study argues that tone is not phonemic in Pahari and it

specifications. Instead, it is claimed that tone is predictable based on

altemation of /fu phoneme. Firct, consider the disEibution of /fi/.

has

the

no lexical

allophonic

In terms of alistdbution, the [h] phone never occu6 ,)on-wod_initially. To account for

the [h] sound. it is argued that a devojcing rule operates on the Phoneme /fu, producing

[h] in the word-initial environment. When the underlying /6/ phoneme occurc elsewherc

in the word. it sudaces as low tone rather than [h], as the following table shows:
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Table 2.14: Pahari words with tone

/6./ after a Vowel /fu before a Vowel

lp@frV tp*l] 'initiative' /pfrukr tpak I 'hunger'

4sfrsnA:/ [.is.n6l 'sinkin' lpka:l tp):r ] 'mountain'

/tafiln6:/ [til.n6:] 'slow walk' /pfiu1n6:/ tpn1.n6:l 'forget'

lpafieJ [p*.ta:] 'bad looking' /$u:t/ t $:d 'dust'

In all the words of the flrst column of table 2.14, /S./ occurs after a vowel: while in all the

words in the right column, the /S/ occurs before a vowel and these conelate with a low

tone on the vowel.

It is claimed earlier that tone is allophonic in Pahari so /6/ can occur in different

enviroDments. Allophonic alteflation can be shown in the following formi

t. tfr/ - thl/#_
2. 

^. 
/k/ + [ni]/vj_

b.tkt +[i'i]/C-vi

This rule shows that there are two altemations for /fu: flrst, it surfaces as [h] when it

occurs at word initial position 
".9. [h&1] 'Plough'. The othet albmation is low tone: the

second row indicates that /6/ surfaces as a low tone on a vowel when it follows that

\owel e.g. /pefi.fa:/ lpdt l 'bad looki g'. The final row indicates that /6/ also sufaces

as a low tone on a vowel when it occurs before that vowel and after a consonant ?.&

/phul ;/, lptln6] 'tu forSet'.
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Table 2.15: Derivation of words by the allophonic altemation of /6/ Rule

/ c_v
Underlying fom

Allophonic Altemation

of tfit

Surface form

/hell

h

pen.ta

bo

p*.ta

pnul.no:

oiJ

pril.n6:he1

Tbe analysis, thus, proves that in Pahari phonemic inventory there arc no tonemes and

only a single consonant phoneme /R/ accounts for the word-irjtial [h] phoDe as well as a

low tone in Pahai.

2.1.4. Consonant Gemination

Gemination is usually defined in terms of sequences of two identical-articulations and a

prolongation of the articulatory posture (Jones, 1960; Hall 19&; Kenstowicz & Pyle,

1973; O'Connor, 1973: Cadord, 1977). Robins (199) states that consonants can be long

or geminate, when the closure or obstruction is held momentarily before release. He

gives examples ftom English in words such as night time and solely and from Italian

where consonan! gemination differcntiates words such as fato fak'and fatto fad'. It is

clear that the above mentioned scholarc teat long consonants and geminates as similar'

On the other hand, some other scholarc differentiate between Iong consonants and

geminate consonants and believe that main chamcterislic of geminates is that lheir

articulatioD extends over two syllables. Hence, the telln 'double conso.ants' is often used

to mean geminate consonants. Abercrcmbie (1967) shows that a double consonant is

onewhose duation extends over two syllables, whereas the duration of a long consonant



is confined to a single syllable. In English, double consonants are fiequently found at

wordjunctions, as in book-case, erc.

Ladefoged (1975) considers geminate consonants as a class oflong consonants. For him,

the Italian geminate consonants in words such as,lorn 'grandfather' ve6us nono,ninth,

and/olla 'crowd' versus/old 'fable' are the conffasts between English consonants in white

tie, why tie and white eye. He rcmarks that the difference between the geminates in the

two languages is thati in Italian, a long consonant caD occur within a single morpheme.

But in English, geminate consona.ts can occur only across word boundaries, as in the

previous examples, or in a word containing two morphemes, such as un-known or

guileless.

Trubetzkoy (1969) believes that geminate consonants occur in many languages of the

world and discusses the gemination from a functional point of view. According to him,

geminate consonants are distinguished from simple consonants by a longer duration and

in most cases also by a more energetic articulation. He further states that geminate

consonants when occur intervmalically are distributed over two syllables with their first

part, i.e., onglide, being gouped with the Feceding syllable and their second part, i.e.,

off-glide, being gouped with the following syllable. Trubetzkoy concludes that these

features suggest tiat geminates are the combination of two identical corsonants.

The above discussion shows that geminates occur in many Ianguages of the world and

have been tbe source of hot debate in litemture regarding their paflicular behavior, their

phonetic implementation, their phonological rcFesentation. According to Leben (1980),

widin Cv phonology, a geminate is represented as a single melodic unit associated to
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two prosodic positions. CV phonology relies on the principle thar syllabicity is

represented on a separate tier from melodic one. Such a rcpresentation has subsequently

teen the received analysis of geminate consonants, including post-lexical geminates. The

following example (3) gives the underlying rcpresenrarion of a singleton stop (3a), a

lexical geminate (3b), a geminate crcated by concatenation of two identical stops across

a morpheme boundary (3c) and a geminate derived by toral assimilarion (3d):

(3). a. X b.

(4). a. ,/beta./ [betta] 'stone'

&ela-/ [kalla] 'dumb'

b. lpnetl [pbett]

P

xx

PP

X d.xx\lt\
dP

Following two sets of data show some examples of Pahari Lexical geminates

Aban/ [$onn] 'teat'

/d?rt / Id?at rl hair'

/ba:ta:/ [ba:ta:]'dulable'

,&a:la:/ [ka:la:]'black'

lpna:tl [pia:t]'s!ick'

llh^inl [$a:n]'a roll ofcloths'

/d3a:ll [d3a:I]'mouth'

2.1.4,1. Geminates in other languages

Geminates are found in many languages of the world and their mcurrence is language

specific (Ridouane, 2009). In some languages, geminates occur word initially; in otherc

intervocallically or word finally. Wod medial geminates have been investigated in

.umerous langlages. l,ahiri aad Hankamer (1988) explore the timing properties of

singleton/geminate vojceless stops in Bengali aDd Turkish. Their results show that



closure dumtion is the most important correlate of the geminate/singleton opposition fm

both languages- In addition, vowel duration is shorter before geminates, but VOT is

unaffected in BeDgali. In Turkish, vowel duation is unaffecte4 while VOT is longer for

geminates. I{am (1998) conducted a, acoustic study on gemination in four different

languages: Standard Hungarian, Irvantine Ambic, Bemese, Indonesian Madurese, and

confirms the results of Lahid and Hankamer (1988) that the only acoustic correlaie that

significantly differentiates geminates ftom singletons is closure duration. VOT or bursts

do not conEibute to distinguish between these consonants in any of the languages

examined.

fudouane (2009) presents an overview of the results obtained from 24 such laDguages.

He shows the effect of gemination on the three main temporal pammeters, namely

preceding vowel duration, closure dumtion and release duration. Table 2.16 below

iilustrates his rcsults obtained from 24 such languages.
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Table 2.16: Adapted from Tachid Ridouane (2009). A review of the main temporal

acoustic attributes affected by gemination in 24 langl]ages (Vld = preceding vowel

duration, CId = closure dumtion, Rld = rclease dulation).

Languages v1d ctd Rld Source

Bengali

Bemese

Buginese

Buraran

Cypriot Greek

Hungarian

Iraqi

Italian

Japanese

Jawon

Irvantine Arabic

Madurese

Pattani Malay

Malayalam

Marathi

Moroccan Arabic

Ngalakgan

Palestinian Arabic

Rembamga

Swedish

Tamil

Toba Batak

Turkish

Tapole.

+

#

++

++

++

++

++

++

+
+
++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

Lahiri and Hankamer (1988)

Ham (1998)

Cohn et al. (1999)

Baker (1999)

Arvantini and Tserdanelis (2000)

Ham (1998)

Hassan (2002)

Esposito and Di Benedetto (1999)

Homma (1981)

Jaeger (1983)

Ham (1998)

Cohn et al. (1999)

Ahamson (1986)

Local and Simpson (1988)

Lisker (1958)

Zeroual (2006)

Baker (1999)

MiUer (198?)

McKay (1980)

Hassan (2002)

Keane (2002)

Cohn et al. (1999)

Lahid and Hankamer (1988)

Jaeger (1983)

Table 2.16 shows that

word-medial position

acoustic characteristic shared by all

they are significandy longer than

the only

is rhat

the geminates in

their singleton

+

+



counterparts. These duatioral differences are found in 1007o of the 24 languages

rcviewed.

This sectlon investigates how these abstract phonological representations are reflected in

the phonetic details of speech production and also talks about the phonetic corelates of

gemination in Pahari.

2.1.4.2. G€mination and singleton production experiment

To distinguish between geminates and singleton stops in Pahari, a production experiment

is conducted. The following four temporal parametem are considered which constitute

some of the most frequently obseryed acoustic correlates claimed to be iDvolved in the

singleton/geminaE opposition:

. Dumtion of the pre-consonant vowel ryld)

Closue duration for stops (Cld)

Consonant dumtion for stops (Cd)

Voices Onset Time (VOT)

2.1.4.2.1. Speech material and methods

The speech material analyzed in this production study is listed in table 2.17. It consists of

a list of words containing singleton and geminates at intervocalic position. These folms

are Pahari words and some are non-words because due !o non-existence of Pahari words

with the relevant structue. They are recorded in VCV context in which the vowel

preceding or following the target segments is the same /, vowel.
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Table 2.17: Target singleton and geminates in aca context

Consonant aca(singleton) aCCa(geminate)

p apa appa

pb apha aPhpha

b aba abba

I ata

alha alb lba

d ada aCCa

t ata atla

atha aththa

d ada adda

k aka akka

akba akhkha

s aga agga

Ten Pahari native speakers were asked to read the token words three times in isolation,

each time in a different random order. The words were rccorded by using a high fidelity

mioophone dircctly on laptop in Praat software. The recorded data were analyzed using

PRAAT software package (Boersma & Weenink, 1999).

2.1.4.2.2. Results

This section presents the eflect of gemination on each one of the tempoml pammeters

examined. Table 2.18 shows the mean durations for each measurement across
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speakers, repetitiors, places of articulation and positions.

Table 2.18: A compadson of four corelates of gemination and singleton

Closure Pre-consonant VOTof voiceless Duration
duration for Vowel duration stops (VOT) of stops

stops (ms)(Ctd) (Vld)
Singleton 83

Geminates 130

116

47

t2l
165

12

40

A omrison between sinsleton and leminate

& Sinpleton I Geminate

Figure 2.1: Effect of geminatio, on the tempoml parameters examined. Cld = closure

duation, Vld = preceding vowel duration, Cd= Corsonant duration, VOT = VOT

dumtion of voiceless stops.

Figure 2.1 demonstrates that with the exception of VOT duration for voiceless stops, all

the other temporal parameterc arc significantly affected by gemination interyocalically.

Consonant duration, closure duration for stops and preceding vowel duration me the

strongest corelates that distinguish geminates ftom singletons; the latter being

sigrificantly shorter than the former.
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Fig[re 2.2: Spectrogram showing closue duration of singleton /p/ and geminate /p/

Preceding vowel duration is also found to be sigrificantly affected by gemination;

vowels being significantly shorter before geminates. The interaction between prccediDg

vowel dumtion and gemination has been reported in Drany languages (33Vo of the 24

languages presented in Table 2.16). This shortening is generally explained by syllable

stucture differences between singletons and geminates: the vowel is longer in an open

syllable OTV.CVV) ard shorter in a closed syllable (VC.CV). This explanation can

probably account for the shortening observed in interyocalic position, where the fust part

ofthe geminate closes the syllable.

Characteristics other than closurc dumtion also distinguish geminates from singletons,

but less consistently. It is also observed that the release dwation is not significantly

affected by the presence or abserce of gelnination. Unlike Pahari, ZEtoval (2006)

obse es that the release duration is significandy affected by gemination for Moroccan

Arabic. On the other han4 in Cypriot Greek, Mullei (2003) fiDds that the rclease



duration of voiceless stops is significantly affected by the presence of gemination;

geminates having longer aspiration duation tlan sirgletons. The experiment further

shows that voiced geminates are partially devoiced in Pahari.

In short, ihe pdmary corelates distinguishing singletoN from geminates in Pahari are

consonant dluation, closure dwation and preceding vowel shortening. On the other hand,

gemination does not affect the rclease duration of consonalt and vOT in Pahari

2,1,4.2.3. Consonant gemination rules in Pahari

In most Pahari monosyllabic words, a stem-final consonant geminates afte, a short

vowel. In disyllabic words, intervocalic consonants also geminate after a short vowel.

Following data show that gemination is lexical in Pahari.

Table 2.19: lcxical gemination in Pahari

Intervocalic Gemination word final gemination

tl oppud 'siap' (N) [khepp] 'rush' (N)

[kLobba:] 'left' (Adj) tmuethl 'fist' (N)

lkoppa:l 'hive' (N) [helT'] 'hand' (N)

lkbebbull 'akindofgass' (N) [sett] 'throw' ry)

lkeffun] 'funeral cloth' (N) lhett] 'leave' (V)

lmrtbtta:l 'sweet' (Adj) tt-fuppl 'be silent' (V)

The table above shows lexical gemination at intervocalic and word final positions.

Gemination applies irrespective of word category (noun, verb, adjective). Consonant
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gemination occurs in nouns intervocallically and word final as well, but adjectives show

consonant gemination only intervocallically On the other hand, verbs show Semination

only word finally. This can be expressed by the following morphophonemic rule:

Irtervocalic kxical Consonant Gemination Rule

1. C+CC/Vs-vl#

2. C-CC/Vs_Vl/VsN#

3. C+CC/VS_#

(Adjective)

(Noun)

Rule I states that in adjectjves, a consonant (C) geminates (CC) when it occurs

intervocalic position between a preceding shofi and following long vowel or ends with

the long vowel. Rule 2 states that in case of nouns, a consonant (C) geminates (CC)

when it occurs intervocalic position between a prcceding shon and following long vowel

or following by a short vowel and a consonant. This shows that in intervocalic

gemination, an adjective ends with an open vowel as in [mlt\ha:] 'sh'eet', while a

noun can end with an open syllabJe or a closed syllable as in [koppa:] 'hive' and

[kiabbul] 'a kind of grass' rcspectively. In both adjectives and nouns, both first and

second syllables are heary.

Word final l-exical Consonant Gemination Rule

Rule 3 states that when a consonant is preceded by a short vowel at the word boundary, it

geminates. As discussed above, both nouns and verbs show word final gemination. In

word flnal gemination, syllable is always heavy (VCC) and geminate (CC) remains at tle

coda position. So far, we have seen geminatjo, in simple words, in the following section

morphologically complex words are discussed.
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When a vowel initial sufflx is added to word final geminate' first part of geminaie

rcmains the coda of the root syllable, while the second part of geminate goes with the

following vowel and foms its onset. They behave like intervocalic gemination as shown

below:

Table 2.20: Concatenated geminarion (stem + vowel initial sufiix)

lkbenl 'bed' +d (pt) [khot.td] 'beds'

llrfthl ' a small piece of wood' + A. (pl) !f.Ib6l ' small pieces of wood'

lkodl'extmct' +i;(perfective3psf) [kod.dil "extracted'

[ked] 'exEact' +e: (perfective 3pp) [ked.de:] 'exffacted'

On the other hand, when a consonant initial suffix is added to lhe word final geminate,

the second pafl of geminate does not go with the suffix; rather it remains as the coda of

the root syllable as shown below

Table 2.21i Concatenated gemination (stem + consonant initial suffix)

[ssu] 'drow'+ na: (infinitive) [sott.na:] '!o throw'

lsettl 'throw' +ia: (3mspeo [sett.ja:] 'threw'

lkeppl 'cuC + na: (infinitive) [kopp.na:] 'to cuf

[kepp] 'cuf +ja: (3msperf) lkoppja:] 'cut'

Consonant gemination rules do not apply when the stem-final consonant is part of a

consonant cluster as shown in the following examples:
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Table 2.22: Exception to consonalt gemination rule

lprtll 'saucer' + a: (pl)

lkandl 'back' + ai (pl)

ICmbl 'hole' + i: (smallness)

lpr.tJA:l

[kand a:]

Igem.bi:]

'sauce$'

'back'

'a small hole'

The above example of consonant clusters suggests a possible motivation for this

gemination rule. It seems to ensue that the final syllable of the stem is as healy as

possible. Without the gemination, a single stem-final consonaot would become the onset

to a suffix-initial vowel by the Maximal Onset Principle (Kahn, 1976). Accotding to

MOP, the hnal consonant would prefer an onset to a coda i.e., CVC+V - [CV.CV].

However, when gemination occurs, the original stem-final consonant is realized in the

coda, closing the stem-final syllable. Then the geminate consoDant is realized in the

onset of the syllable in which the afnx vowel is the nucleus i.e., CVCC+V -.

ICVC.CVI. Thus, the gemination ensures that the stem retains its shape and makes the

stem-final syllable to be both heavy and closed. This also suggests that geminate (CC)

takes one mora as the second part moves to Onset that is weightless slot. As stress is

assigned on the basis of syllable weight, so this rule and its interaction with sffess

assignment is taken up further in chapter 5.

2.2. ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF PAIIARI CONSONANTS

2.2,1. Introduction

Phonologically different consonants differ along a variety of acoustic dimensions:

intdnsic and extrinsic cues. Kent and Read (1996) believe that consonants differ
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among themselves significantly in their acoustic properties and are difficult to describe

with a single set of acoustic cues Some consonants are aniculated with a significant

noise period, while others are articulated wi*lout noise period. Some are produced with

complete obsttuction at some point in the vocal tract, whereas others are produced with a

narow constriction in the vocal tract. Because of these differences, the consonants ate

discussed in sepamte groups (i.e., stops. fricatives, affricates. nasals, liquids and glides)

which are distinct in their acoustic cues- Following section first outlines the methodology

arld then discusses the acoustic cues of differcnt consonant groups in Pahari

2,2,2. Methodology

2.2.2.1, Subjects

A total of 10 Pahari speakers (five male and five female) participated in dle study. The

subjects were bom in the Poonch dialectal area. They all me in their twenties and

graduate students. All the speakers are oultilingual. They speak Pahari at home and

Urdu iD market places. They had also fomal classes of English in schools and colleges.

A1l the participants reported no history of any language impairment. None of them had

any phonetic training and kno\rledge for this kind of experiments.

2.2.2.2. Stimruli

The stimuli consist of Pahari words and non-words with a vcv sequence, in which C is

one of the target consonants. To reduce variation from the vowel context, an identical

vowel /a./ is used for both VI and V2 positions for alt stimuli. A list of30 Pahari

consonants in VCv has been preparcd for rccording.
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Table 2.23: List of target consonants in aca context

Stops Voiceless
u@

apba

Voiced Voiceless

Bilabial

Dental

Alveolar

Velar

Affricates

Palato-alveolar

Fricatives

Inbio-dental

Avleolar

Palatal

Velar

Glottal

Nasals

Bilabial

Alveolar

Liquids

Trill

Flnp

I-ateral

Glides

Palatal

apa

ala

ata

aka

aba

ada

ada

aga

d3

aza

adia

adha

adha

tfq"

afa

asa

ala

axa

afia

ama

ana

a!a

ara

ata

ala

aja

2.2.2,3. Procedure

Each subject repeated the 30 stimuli 3 times for a total of 90 stimuli per subject. A

total of 900 tokens (30 consonants contexts x 3 iepetitionsx 10 participants) were
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acoustically analyzed for their acoustic cues Before the recording procedurc, therc was

a shon instruction session in Pahai before recording. For familiarization of each word'

subjects rchearseal the word list before recording Target words were provided visually in

a mndofi order, and each repetition was done with a small pause between each word' Al1

rcpetitions werc recorded with high fidelity microphone direcdy on PRAAT software' A

staiistical package for Social Sciences (SPSS 17.0) was used for all statistical analyses'

2.2.3. Results

2.2,3.1. Stops

Kent and Read (1996) mentions four acoustic properties of stops undet the hmdings of

voice onset time (henceforth VOT), stop closure, bumt and voqel ffansition. In the

litemture of acoustic phonetics, VOT, stop closurc and burst are intrinsic cues of stops,

whereas neiglboring vowel tmnsitions are extrinsic cues of stop. As discussed in section

2.1.2, Pahan has thrce contrasting stop series: voice4 voiceless unaspinted and

voiceless aspimted, and with respect to place of artjculation, it has four contrasting

places (bilabial, dentat, alveolai and velar). Maddieson (1984), in his survey of the

segmental inventories of a rcpresentative sample of 317 languages, states that about 2/3

of the languages with 3 stop sedes have plain voiceless and voiced stops with a laryngeal

series (ejectives or implosives). 2570 of languages with 3 stop series contnst plain

voiceless and voiced and aspiated voiceless (a three-way voice onset time distiDction).

l,adefoged (2001) states that stops differ along a variety of acoustic dimensions: closure

dumtion, voice onset time ryOT), the spectral characteristics of their release burst, and

formant transitions of surrounding sonorant. Lisker and Abramson (19&) argue that



VOT is a strong cue to voicing cont asts between stops lt is also well known that VOT

vades with place of articulation. The principal findings rcgarding VOT with res?ect to

place of articulation of stops are: (1) the further back the closure' the longer t]rc VOT

(Fischer-Jorgensen, 1954: Pete$on and IJhiste, 1960); (2) the more extended the contact

arei! the longff the VOT (Stevens, Keyser & Kawasaki, 1986); and (3) the faster the

movement of the afiiculator, the shorter the VOT (Hardcastle, 1973) These pattems are

known for many years. In a crosslinguistc study, Lisker and Abramson (1964) explorc

that velar stops always have a longer VOT. Furthemore, they show that in both aspirated

anal unaspimted stops, voT is shofiest for bilabial stops and intermediate for alveolar

stops, with the exception of the unaspimted stoPs in Tamil aDd the aspimted stops in

Cantonese and Eastem Armenian.

ln recent yeals, many studies (the most impoflant are Cooper, 1991; Docherty, 1992;

Jessen, 1998) report variations in VOT. These variations depend on a number of factors,

includiDg laws of aerodynamics, artjculatory movement velocity, and differe.ces in the

mass of the afliculators (Cho & l-adefoged, 1999). There is an altemative analysis that

suggests there is a tempoml adjustment between stop closue duration and VOT

lweismer, 1980; Maddieson, 1997).

Maddieson (1997) suggests that one of the facto$ which conffibute to VOT differences

is the rclative size of the supraglottal caviry behind the point of constriction. According

to Cho and Ladefoged (1999), there are two ways of considering this: firsdy, the caviry

behind the velar stop has a smaller volume than that behind the alveolar or bilabial stops;

secondly, the cavity in front of the velar stop has a larger volume than that in front of the

alveolar or bilabial stops.
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Hardcastle (1973) finds that VOT difference can be due in part to the fact that the tip of

the tongrre and the lips move faster than the back of the tongue Kuehn and Moll (1976)

support his claim and add that the articulatory fiovement is fastest for the tongue tip'

intemedrate for the lower lip, and slowest fo' the tongue body As Maddieson (1997)

notes, that the articulatory velocity is the pdmary Physiological factor fo' the voice onset

difference, we would expect that the VOT would be shorter for apical alveolal stops rhan

foreithelbilabialsolvelals,whichisnotthegeneralflnding,Thissuggeststheremaybe

some other factom accounting for the place-rclated voice onset differcnce'

Stevens (1999) states that the rate of change in intm-oral pressure following the rclease

depends on the Iate of increase in cross-sectional alea at the consniction This is

significantly different for different places of aniculation' primarily due to the differences

in the extent of articulatory contact. When therc is a long narrow constriction' the

Bemoullieffeclcausestlearticulato$formingtheconstrictiontobesuckedtogether.

Because the velar stop has extensive contact between the tongue body and the palate'

there is a larger Bemoulli force so that the change in cross-sectional area is relatively

slow compared with that for the bilabial or alveolar stops' Consequendy, the decrease in

intraoral pressurc aftel the closure is gmdual for the velar and rapid for the bilabial'

Another important acoustic cue of stops is the closure duation We have already noted

that a smaller cavity behind the constriction will cause a more rapid build-up of the

intraoral air pressure, reaching equity with subglottal air pressure in a rclatively shorter

dme. Based upon this aerodynamic principle, Maddieson (1997) posits if the consonant

gesture is timed in some way that dircctly relates to the time of the Pressue peak' then

broadly speaking, the further back in the oral cavity a stop closure is formed' the shorter



itsacousticclosuredu,ationwitlbe.Thisprovidesaninve$erclationshipbetweenthe

closure ddation anal the observed VOT variation' This all shows that researchers do not

agrce on a common ground, possibly due to the ctosslinguistic variations Followiog

section alms to determine the acoustic cues of Pahali stops and to discuss fteir

idiosyncrasy in the light of previous studies' As discussed earlier that Pahari has twelve

oral stops articulated from four different places of articulation and have thrce way

voicing contrast.

Table 2.24: Stops of Pahari

Bilabial Dental Alveolar Velar

Voiceless unaspimted

voiceless aspirated

Voiced unaspinted

p

ph

b

t
f
c

k

kb

s

t

th

d

2.2.3.1.1. VOT

Voice onset time (VOT) is the interval between the release of a stop consonant

occlusion and the onset of the vocal fold vibration and is measurcd from acoustic

djsplays as the time between the rclease burst and the fust quasi periodicity in t}le

acoustic signal (Lisker & Abramson, 19&; Keating, 1984; Klatt, 1975) There are three

different types of VOT i.e., zero VOT, positive VOT, and Negative VOT. In zero VOT.

the onset of vocal fold Yibration coincides (approximately) with the stop release ln

positive VOT, there is delay in the onset of vocal fold after the stop release (also called

I-ag VOT), while in negative VOT, the onset of vocal fold vibmtion precedes the stop

release (also known as Lead VOT). Positive VOT is funher divided into shon lag voT

and long lag VOT.
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2.2.3.2.1.1. Measurements

A total of 360 tokens (12 plosive x 3 repetitionsx 10 participants) werc acoustically

analyzed for VOT. VOT was measued by visually examining the spectrograms in dle

PRAATsoflware.PositivevoTwasfieasuredbyp]acingatimemalkelatbulstonsetof

each stop a.d another marker at the ons€t of the second formant in the following vowels'

while for the negative vOT, the portion of vojcing during the closr'ue duration preceding

the rclease of stops was measured The PRAAT software displays spectrogram in tems

of time ilenoted in milli seconds along the hoizontal axis This allows for direct

measurement of the vOT between the marke$' All VOT measures werc carried out

similarly for all 12 stop consonants of Pah'n Mean vOT values were calculated for the

stops Foduced by each participant. The analysis involves displaying specroglam and

wavefonn on the screen, as shown in Figne 2.3.

Figure 2.3: SpecEogram showing the fully_voiced closure ofvoiced stops /b/
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2.2-3.2.1.2. Resutts of VOT

voice Onset Time (VOT) was measured for each stop for each speakel The rcsults are

mmarized in tables 2 .25,2.26,2 2'7 and 2 28'

Table 2.25: MeaD VOT anal stanalard deviation for Pahari bilabial stops

giu-bans No. of rokens Mean Standard Deviation

P

ph

b

30

30

30

l9

66

-94

9.52

21..44

16.84

Table 2.26: Mean vOT and standard deviation for Pahari dental stops

Dental No. ofTokens Mean Standard Deviation

!

f
d

30

30

18

53

-108

5.64

14.98

10.8330

Table 2.27: Mea[ VOT and stanalard deviation fol Pahan alveolar stops

Alveolar No. ofTokens Mean Standard Deviation

t

d

30

30

30

16

66

-95

4.85

18.34

6.80
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Table 2.28: Mean VOT and standard deviation for Pahari velar stops

ffidardDeviation

k30

k30

s30

27

1',l

-109

11.40

11.96

8.39

Table 2.29: Mean VOT values (ms)

,o;cea,rnasdtut"aro;c"t""s aspiratedvoiceless

Bilabial 94

Dental -108

Alveolar -95

Velar -109

19

t8

16

2',7 77

66

2.2.3.2.1.2,1. VOT by voicing type

As mentiored earlier, Pahari stops have tkee way voicing: voiced, voiceless un'

aspirated and voiceless aspirated. Pahari voiced stops are charactenstically fully voiced

thronghout their closure duation, with vOTs ranging between - 94 ms for [b] and -109

ms for [g]. But some occturences are found during the analysis of voiced stops where

voiced stops are not fully voiced duing closurc. They were not included. Figlre 2-4

shows the specEogmms of the fully-voiced closure of a [g] in the [aga] coDtext.
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Figure 2.4: spectrogam showing the fully-voiced closure of voiced stops /g/

/g/ in the above [aga] context is fully voiced and has a negative VOT of about 81 ms'

This is clearly seen fiom the pitch contour, which is present during the whole atticulation

of /g/. Since pitch can only be measured on voiced parts, the pitch contour can be used to

identify voicing. This voiced closuie is conEasted with the vojceless closurc in Figure

2.5 recorded in [aka] context

Figure 2.5: Spectro$am showing positive VOT in [k]
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The specrosram above shows that the pitch contour is absent fol /k/ during the closure'

but voicing starts as soon as the closure is rcleased and the vocalic part begins ln above

spectrogram, the VOT of /k/ is 22 ms This teveats that voiceless unaspirated stops have

positive VOT. Voiceless aspimteal stops in Pahari also have positive VOT' and it is

longer than VOT of unaspirated voiceless stops The following spectrogram shows the

VOT of asprraled voiceless telar slop /l'b/'

Figue 2.6: Spectrogam showing positive vOT of [kh]

The spctrogram of &h/ above indicates that there is a positive long VOT of 101 ms.

VOT of /l(h/ is positive and is the time between the onset of the bust and the onset of the

following vowel /r. The spectrograms above exhibit a Pattem of VOT for Pahari:

voiceless stops have shoft VOT, voiceless aspirated have long VOT and voiced stops are

pronounced with prevoicing. Table 2.30 shows the average VOT by voicing type.
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Table 2.30: vOT bY voicjng tYPe

Voicing Tlpe Average VOT(ms)

Voiced

Voiceless un_asPirated

voiceless aspimted

-101

20

65

Svoiced unaspinted I voiceles unaspnared tr voiceles asplmted

80

60

40

20

0

vcr[o
-40

{o
-80

-100

-120

voici.s 1'Pe

Figurc 2.7r vOT (ms) of Pahari stops according to voicing type

Figure 2.7 illustrates that the VOT of tle three way voicing types (i.e. voiceless un-

aspirated, voiceless aspirated and voiced) are clea.ly separated and their VOT shows

strengh hierarchy: voiceless aspirated > voiceless un-aspirated > voiced. A single_factor

ANOVA confirms that the p-value is smaller than 0.001 that means tle difference

between the three voicing tlpes is highly significant. Moreover, a pairwise t_test

indicates highly signihcant differences between any two voicing qPes as the p-value is

smalle. than 0.001. It can be concluded that Pahari exhibits a pattem found in many other



languages: voiceless stops have short VOT, voiceless aspimted have long VOT and

voiced stops are pronounced with prevoicing.

2.2.3.2,1.2.2, By place of articulation

In addition to voicing type, Cho and Ladefoged (1999) claim, in a crosslinguisric study.

that VOT characteristically increases with the backness of a stop,s place of articulation.

Paharj stops are not consistent with this cross-linguistic generalization, as shown in

Figure 2.7.

Table 2.31: VOT by place of articulation

Place of articulation Average VOT(ms)

Bilabial

Dental

Alveolar

Velar

42

35

36

51

VOT by pla€ of anitularion

a Bihbial lDdul EAlv61[ ovdd

stops according to place of artjculation
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To see the effect of places ofarticulation, one-way ANOVA test is pedormed and the p_

value is found smaller than 0.001 which means that the place of articulation is

statistically significant. Moreover, to detemine the differences between bilabials and

dentals; bilabials and alveolar; bilabiats and velars: dentals and alveolal dental and

velars; alveolar and ve1a6, a pairwise test shows the places of afliculation differ from

each other sig ficantly as the p,value is found smaller than 0.00lexcept for dental and

alveolar where the p value is great€r than 0.001.

. The previous studies show that the VOT is shortest for bilabial, longer for

alveolar, and longest for velars as shown in hierarchy: bilabial < alveolar <

velars. This suggests that the more we go back in oral cavity, the greater the

VOT. Howevet, this study shows that the VOT of dental and alveolar is no[

consistent to previous studies and js less lhan bilabial and velar. Velai has longcr

VOT for unaspimted aspimted and voiced srops than all the other places of

articulatior. Dental and alveolar show similar VOT duration (35 ms and 36 ms

respectively), and this smaller difference between them is not statistically

sienificant (p= .2,15). On the orher han4 VOT durarions are sratisrically

significant between bilabial and dental, alveolar and velar, and between bilabial

and velar. The study shows that dental and alveolar have shorter VOT than labial

and the velar because, in the production of dental and alveolar tip of the tongue is

involved. It moves faster than lower lip and back of the tongue which are acdve

afiiculators in the articulation of bilabial and velar rcspectively. The study claims

that faster the active articulator, the longer the VOT.
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VOT by Place and VoiciDg Typ€

VOT by Stop Type

Figure 2.9: VOT by piace and voicing type

Figure 2.9 shows rhar by voicing t)!e, aspirared srops have rhe longest VOT that r,lnges

from 53 ms (dental) to 77 ms (velar). Voiceless unaspirated sounds have the shorlest

VOT mnging from 16 ms (alveolar) to 27 ms (velar). As discussed in sec tioD 2.2.2.2.2.1,

voiced stops are fully voiced during closue and, therefore, have negative VOT ranging

from -94 ms (bilabial) to -109 ms (velai). By place of articularion, velar have rbe longesr

VOT (51 ms), white dental have the shorrest VOT (35 ms).
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VOT by place aid rcicmg O,?e

Figure 2.10: VOT by place and voicing typ€

The above results show that pahari has three way voicing: voiced, voiceless unaspimted

and voiceless aspirated. Statistical test also proves that VOT of three way voicing is

clearly separated from each other. It is important to make a comparison of the VOT

values of Pahari stops wjth those measured for other languages. For four American

English speakers, the VOT values of /p/, /4 ,4d, tbl, ldl, and lgl are fo.rnd to be 5g, 70,

80, l, 5, 2l ms, respecrively (Lisker & Abmmson, 1964). In the srudy of Macleod anal

Stoel-Gamoon (2005), the VOT values for rhree Canadian English speakers arc

measured and the mean VOT values of voiced stops,/b/, /d/ and voiceless stops /p/, /, are

found 19.8 and 87.9 ms, rcspectively.

Lisker and Abmmson (1964) report that for two puerto Rican Spanish speakers, the

VOT values of voiceless stops /p/, /4 /t/ are 4, 9, and 29 ms, resF,ectively, whereas the

voiced stops /b/, /d/, /g/ are -138, -110, and -108 ms. respectively. They further report rhe

VOT for tkee Thai speakers and rhe VOT valws of /p/, ttl. N, tb/,1d./ are found to be 6,

9,25, -97, -78 ms respectively. Kessinger and Blumsrein (1997) on four Thaj speakers

report that the VOT valnes ol lp/, /tJ, /b/, ldl are 15, 13, -70, -65 rns, respecrively.
66
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VOT is found to be an effective means to distinguish between voiciDg categories in oral

stops. The above discussed studies show that the voiceless srops /p/, /4 /U have long

positive VOI while voiced stops /b, d, d, g/ have negative VOT excepr English where

VOT is positive. For Italian, Spanish and Thai, the voiced and voiceless stops have

voicing lead and shorr voicing lag, rcspeoively. Thus, the value of VOT is a good

indicator for voiced and voiceless stops.

In Pahari language, both the voiceless unaspirated /p, g t, U and voiceless aspirated /pb ,

lh, th, kb/ stops have positive VOT values in the range of 16 to 2? ms and 53 to 77 ms.

respectively. In the voiced stops /b, d, g/, the VOT values are negative and are in the

range -94 to -109 ms. This indicates that voiceless un-aspimted stops have shofi voicing

lag, while voiceless aspirated stops have long VOT. On the other haad voiced stops have

voicing led. It is also found that the manner and place of aniculations affect the values of

VOT, thus it can tre used as a reliable acoustic pammeter that indicates the conrasr

between voiced and voiceless stops. Also, VOT can be used for the distinction of

bilabials, dentals, alveola$ and velars from one another.

Regarding the effect of place of articularion oD VOT, the srudy finds that:

. Velar stops have the longest VOT.

VOTS of dental stops and alveolar stops are overlapping. The mean of VOT

value for dental stops is 35 ms and that for alveolar stops it is 36 ms. A paired t-

test showed that difference between these means is not significant.

VOTS of dental and alveolar arc less than that of bilabial and rhis provides the

evidence against the claim that VOT difference is tbe relative size of the

supraglottal cavity behind the point of constricrion O{addieson, 1977).
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. There is a significanr djfference in the VOT ofbilabial and veiar stops in palari.

. The srudy claios rhat fasrer the active a icularor, longer rhe VOT in pahari.

The study suggesrs rhe following hierarchy in pahari:

vela$ > bilabial > alveolar > dental

2.2.3.1,2. Closure duration

The closure duation of stops is the acoustic interval corresponding to the articulatory

occlusioD (Kent & Read 1996). The following sections illushares rhe closue dumtion of

Pahari stops by place and voicing rype.

2,2.3.1.2.1. Closure by place of articulation

The closure duration of a stop is likely to be related ro rhe size anal mobility of rhe

articulators involved i[ the articulation: a small, flexib]e articulator, such as the tongue

tip is likely to allow short closure durations, whereas larger and./or less flexible

articulators, such as the ljps or the tongue dorsum are likely to require more time to

rclease the closure. The following table shows the closure duntion by place of

ardculation
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Table 2.32: Closure dumrion by piace ofarticularion

Voiced Unaspirated voiiiiii Aspiftted voic;le;

Bilabial

Dental

Velar

86

85

84

80

106

123

116

106

103

110

103

91

Closue duration by place

11

1

105

Closure

duration

Bilabial Dental Alveolar Velar

Place of aniculation

Figure 2.l1: Closure dumrion by place of articularion

Figure 2.11 illustrates that dentals have the longest closure duration, while velars have

the shonest. The resuks do not support the claim (Maddieson, 1991) that closure duation

decreases with the backness of tle tongue. A single-facto ANOVA shows that the

difference of closue duration in four places of articulation is significant as the p-value is

smaller than 0.001. Pairwise differences are also significant. Anderson and Maddieson

(1994) state in their study on Tiwi coronal slops that the closure duration of alveolar

segments is the shortest of all coronals. So, the above resulrs arc in consistence with the

study of Anderson and Maddieson (1994). This suggesrs thar ir is also language specific.
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2.2.3.1.2.2. By voicing typ€

Closure duralion by voicing q?e

Voiceless Vorekss asntrareil
voic e TyE€

Figure 2.12; Closure duration by voicing type

The above figure demonstmtes that voiceless unaspirated stops have the longest closure

duation, while voiced have the shortest closure duration. It further shows that voiceless

un-aspirated stops have longer VOT than that of unaspirated voiced stops. A sjngle

factor ANOVA shows that these differences are significant. All pairwise tests are also

significant (maximum p < 0.003).

2.2.3.1.2.3, ClosurqVOT (total stop duration)

Summing up closure duation and VOT in Pahari shows that the VOT and closure

duration differences disringlishing stops by place of artjcularion arc greatly diminished.

A possible teason for this VOT-closure duration rradeoff, proposed by Weismer (1980),

is that the duration of the vocal fold openirg may be fixed for a given voicing true and

different across vojcing types; closure duration thus decreases as the VOT increases.

This is the case in Pahari: the differences in overall stop duration is no longer sigdfican!
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as shown in Fjgure 2.13

ts Closure du.aion lvOT

160

140

120

E 100

e80
a60

40
20

0

Figure 2. I 3 : Stop duration by place of arriculation

The above section demonstmtes that pahari confiasts voiceless unaspirate4 voiceless

aspirated and voiced stops at labial, dental, alveolar, and velar places of articulation. A

few interesring rrends emerge fiom this srudy. LEhiste (1960) claims rhat VOT

characteristically increases with the backness of a stop's place of articulation. pahari

stops are not consistent with this generalization. VOT by place of articulation suppons

the view that the faster the movement of the articulator, the shorter the VOT (Hardcastle.

1973). The study shows rhat denral and alveolar have shorter VOT rhan that of labial and

the velar because in the production of dentai and atveolar, tip of the tongue is involved. It

moves faster than lower lip and back of the tongue which are active artjculators in the

articulation of bilabial and velar, respectively. Regarding closurc duration, Maddieson

(1997) claims that rhe srop closue duation for bilabial stops is, in general, longer than

that of either alveolar or velar stops, which may be due to different degees of air

pressure in the cavity behind the constriction but this study shows that closue duration

of dental stop is the longest. This study claims that more the contact duration betwcen
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active and passive articulators, the longer the closr.re duration. The statistical rests

applied show that Pahari stops are distributed in obviously clearly separated VOTranges,

except dental and alveolar where VOT difference was not significant, anal closure

durations by borh the voicing rype andplace ofarticularion.

2.2.3.1.3. Burst as acoustic cue

It is long recognized that the spectum of a stop burst varies with the place of

afiiculation. According to Kent and Read (1996), the spectral variation is attdbuted to the

fact that the short noise burst is shaped by the resonance properties defined by the

panicular afiiculatory configuration. The stop burst is represented as a short vertical

noise pulse with a specified center frequency. Halle, Hughes and Radley (1957) repon

that bilabial srops /p, b/ have low ftequeDcy concenrration from 500_1500 Hz. Alveolar

/t. d/ had a high ftequency above 4000 Hz. The velar ,&, g/ had srrong concenrmtion of

energy in the mid region of about 1500 - 4000 Hz. Stevens and Blumstein (197E)

explore the possibiliry thar a specral remplare could be associared with each place of

articulation: bilabiai: a flat or falling spectrum; alveolai a rising spectlum, and velar: a

compact (mid-ftequency) spectrum. The highlighted parts in rhe following spectograms

show burst at different places of afiiculation.
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Figure 2.14: Spectrogram showing bilabial burst in [apa] sequence

Fipre 2.15: Specrogram showing dental burst in [ala] sequence
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Figure 2.16: Spectrogram showing alveolar bu$t in [ata] sequence

Figure 2.17: Spectrogram showing velar burst in [aka] sequence

The spectrogam in figure 2.14 clearly shows that bilabial bust is dsing because it fades

away as it goes upward. Figure 2.15 and 2.16 exlibit falling bursrs for borh dental and

alveolar stops, respectively. The difference between them is that the latter js stronger

than the former. So, at both these places of aniculatjon. the trend is falling. Figure 2.1?

shows an intemediate burct in the mid ftequency spectrum. These results support the
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claim (Blunstein & Steven, 1979) that spectral templates arc associated with each place

of afiiculation. This shows fhe bust is a useful cue to identify different stops across

different places of articulation. Following table gives the summary of burst Eend at all

lhe four places of aniculation in Pahari.

Table 2.33: Relatiorship betweEn place of articulation fot stops and bust spectrum

Place Bumt spectrum

Bilabial

Dental

Alveolar

Velar

Falling

Rising ( faino

Rising

Compact (mid-Frequency)

2.2.3.1.4. Formant traDsitions of the neighboring vowels

Davenport and Hannahs (2005) state that a transition is a movement in the formant

pattem of a sonorant due to a nejghbodng consonant and these faDsitions are usually

stated with reference to a point known as locus. They further state that bilabial stops

have F2 locus at around 800 IIz, alveolars have a locus at 1800 IIz and velars havc a

locus at around 3000 Hz adjacent to front vowels, and a secoDd locus at 1200 IIz for

back vowels-

2.2,3.1.4.1. Bilabial

Figures 3.18 a.d 3.19 show the neighboring vowel rransirion in CVC and CV context
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for bilabial stops

Figure 3.18: Fl andF2 transjtion in aca conrexr for bilabial

Fl ffansition also dses in CV context. Specrrognm in figure 3.18 shows rhar in CVC

context Fl and F2 ofonset vowels fall, while Fl starts low and goes up to the offset

vowel Fl value. F2 starts low and goes up to vowel F2 value.

2

I

0
-

.-

- 

t-

-t- 
- 

) 

- 

,-

bi

Figure 2.19: Fl andF2 transition in CV conrexr (where C is bilabial srop)

In CV context, F2 tmnsition rises for both fiont and back vowels. This dse is sharp for

front vowels and slow for back vowels.

bube

16



2.2.3.1.4.2. Deatal

Figures 3.20 and 3.21, as given below, show the neighboring vowel rmnsirion in CVC

aDd CV context for dental stops

Figure 3.20: Fl and F2 transition in aca context for dertal stops

Specrogam in figure 2.20 shows that Fl drops at onset position, while F2 goes towards

a common locus at 1300-1500 Hz. At onset position, F2 of vowels havirg their F2 above

locus fiequency drops and if it is lower $an locus ftequency, jt rises. At offset posirion,

F2 starts from locus ftequency and goes up oI down to the F2 value of Vowel.

:

2

I

0

-

.l-

AF

g

b\ '\

-EE
/ 

--
gugogadagegi

Figure 2.21: Fl and F2 Eansition in CV context (where C is dental stop)
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In CV context as shown above, Fl rises for both ftont and back vowels. F2 ffansition

rises for front vowels and falls for back vowels.

2.2,3.1.4.3. Alveolar

Figures 3.22 and 3.23, as given below, show the neighboring vowel tlansition in CvC

and CV context for alveolar stops

Figure 3.22: F1 and F2 transition in aca context for alveolar stops

Spectrogram in figure 2.22 shows that Fl drops at onset position, while F2 goes toward

to a corrmon locus at 1600-1800 Hz. At onset position, F2 of vowels having their F2

above locus frequency drops and if it is lower than locus frequency, it dses. At offset

position, F2 starts from locus ftequency and goes up or down to the F2 value ofvowel.
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Figure 2.23: F1 and F2 transition in CV context (where C is an alveolar stop)

In Cv context, Ft dses while F2 rises for front vowels and falls for back vowels. Back

vowels show a sharp rise ar theil F2 is low.

2.2.3.1 ,4,4. \ el^r

Figures 3.24 and 3.25 show the neighboring vowel transition in CvC and CV context for

velar stops

Figure 3.24: Fl and F2 transition in aca context for velar stops
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Figure 2.25: Fl and F2 tansition in CV context (where C is a velar stop)

In CV context. Fl dses while F2 falls for both ftont aDd back vowels. At onset position,

Ft falls, while at offset position, it mises to F1 of the neighboring vowel. F2 at onset

starts down and goes up to a common locus of about 3000 ltz. At offset position, F2

starts high (locus 3000IIz) and goes down to the neighboring vowel F2 value

Table 2.34: Fl and F2 loci for four places of articulation

Place Locus Estimate

F2F1

Bilabial Near zero 500-700

Dental Near zero 1300-1500

Alveolar Near zero 1600-1800

Velar

Summary of Cues for Stops

Following table suminanzes the acoustic cues of Pahari stop consonants

Near zero 1200-1500
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Table 2.35: Summary ofacoustic cues of Pahari stops

Bilabial s-1"r"" p.aoa, **r *a tisng turst' Falling Fl at both onset and

offset positions, Falling F2 at onset while Rising F2 at offset, locus

Dental

ftequency is between 500-?00 Hz

silence p€riod, falling burst. F1 falls at onset and offset

positions, F2 moves to a locus fiequency of around 1300-1500 Hz'

silence period, strong falling bu$t, Fl falls at offset and onset posidons,

F2 moves to a locus frequency of around I 600- I 800 llz

silence period. stiong compact mid ftequency bust, F2 locus frequency is

around 1200'1500 Hz while F3 locus fiequency is around 2500-2800 Hz.

Alveolar

Velar

2.2.3,2. Fricatives

Davenpon aod Hannahs (2005) state that fricatives are accompanied by a periodic

vibmtion in the higier ftequencies and main resonant frequencies (darkest part on

specfiogam) of fricatives rise as ihe size of the oral cavity decrcases. They fiuther report

that /1/'s strongest resonances are around 1000 Hz, those of /-fl about 3000II.z, 4000 Hz

lor ls/, 50$) Hz for l0l and between 4500 to ?000 Hz for /fl. I-adefoged (2001) Foves

that fricatives show mndom noise pattem, especially in hiSher frequency regions, but

depend on the place of articulation. The overall spectlum shape of the fricatives sound

received outside the mouth is determined by the size and shape of the oral cavity in front

of the constriction (Pickett, 1999). According to Kent and Read (1996), fricatives are

identified (l) by the formation of narow constriction somewhere in the oral tmct, (2) by

the development of turbulent air flow, and (3) by the Seneration of turbulence noise.

Numerous studies (e.g., Hughes & Halle, 1956; Tomiak, 1990i JonS@an et al. 2000)

have examined the fricatives of English, while only a few studies (e.g., Halle (1959) on
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Russian, Westeralale (1969) on French, Jassem (19?9) on Polish' Lacerda (1982) on

Portuguese, Norlin (1983) on Cairene Arabic' Svantesson (1986) on Mandarin Chi'ese'

Tronnier and Dantsuji (1993) on Japanese and German) have examined fricatives in

languages other than English. It is clear that fricatives are potentially differcntiated along

a number of acoustic paralneters, e.g., spectral shape, duration' overall intensity There is

a particularly acute dearth of studies employing the same set of measures to other

langlages. This section investigates the acoustic cues of fricatives of Pahari by using

alumtion, spectml shape and formant trarsition and also duration of vowels in VCv

context. As mentioned in section 2.1, Pahari has eight fticatives articulated ftom flve

places of articulation. All the voiceless fricatives have their voiced counterparts except

/-/. /fi/ is voiced in Pahari.

2.2.3.2.1, L^bio-lellt^l lf, I I

In the production of /f, v/, constriction is labio-dental and there is no cavity in front of

this release. There is no filter so random noise spreads across all the ftequencies.

Figlrle 2.26: Spectrogram of voiceless labio-dental fricative /f/ in [afa] sequence
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The spectrogram in figure 2.26 demonstmtes rhar Fl and F2 at onset position drop, while

at offset position both Fl and F2 dse for /f/ and same is true for its voiced counterpan

/v/. The speclrogam further rcveals that there are no sffiatjon in the production of /f/ it

means it is voiceless sound. It has also its voiced counterpart /v/.

Table 2.36: Mean duation and Fl, F2 of Vl, V2 and ftication duration of labio-denrat

fricatives

Dur,V 1 Dur,v2 Dur.
Fricalion

F1,F2lV1 F1.F2N2

605

625

afa .140

.144

.115

.i3t

.124

.074

1071

1059

494

51',7

1056

1016

Table 2.36 illustrates that ftication dumtion of voiceless labilo-dental fticative is 124 ms

that is longer than that of voiced fricative /v/ that is .074 ms. There is a sigTlificant

difference in the length of these labio-dental fricatives- There is no significant difference

between Vl duration for both /f/ and /v/ but V2 duration after voiceless fiicative /f/ is

less than that of voiced ficative lvl.

2.2.3.2.2. A.lveol^t ls. z.l

In alveolar fiicatives, close consricdon is made at alveolar rcgion. After passing through

this constriction, the air passes through forward area of moutl that acts as a tube and this

tube acts as a filter. This tube is not very loDg so it filters only high ftequencies and low

frequencies are dampen in mouth.
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Figure 2.27: Spectrogram of voiceless alveolar fticative /s/ in [asa] sequence

Fig!rc 2.2'7 shows that only high fiequencies go out and mark black bands at arcund

3200 Hz and above. The spectrogEm does not show voicing bar for /s/ that means it is

voiceless in Pahari. Its voiced counterpart is rJ. lt fulther shows that in asa context, Fl

falls at onset position, but it rises at offset position. F2 of the Eeceding vowel (Vt) rises

at onset position, while drops at the onset of succeeding vowels ry2). As mentioned

earlier, F2 locus frequency of alveolar is about 1800-2000 IIz, so it can be said that the

transition of F2 for alveolar fricatives depends on neighboirg vowels. F2 moves to the

locus ftequency.

Table 2-3?: Mean duration and F1. F2 of V1. V2 and Frication duration of alveolar

fricatives

Dur.Vl Dur.V2 Dur.
Frication

F1.F2,ry1 FI.F2N2

.t'79 .153

.202 .116

613 1094

583 1114

.1M

.110

1104

1145

495

508
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Table 2.37 exhjbits rhe significant difference in fticarion dumrion of /s/ and, lzl_ T\e

fiication duration of voiceless alveolar fiicative /s/ is longer than that of its voiced

counterpart. The preceding vowel (Vl) is longer with /s/ than wirh /z/_ Like labio denral

fticatives /f, v/ both Vl and V2 duration are longer for voiced alveolar fricative ,/ than

that of voiceless alveolar fricative /s/

2,2.3.2,3. Prlst^l I I

For palatal /r, constiction of close approximation is at palatal region ard the tube after

constriction is long and as a result low frequencies come out and black bands also come

down on specffogmm. Heins and Stevens (1961) identify a low frequency Doise region

for /-/ i.e., around 3000 Hz- Manrique and Massone (1981) determine the relative noise

regions to fticative identification and show that /s/ appears to depend on energy peaks at

about 500 - 800 Hz, wheieas idenrification of /, is related to a peak at abour 2500 Hz.

Figure 2.28: Spectrognm of voiceless palatal fricative /, in /aJ, sequence
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In figure 2.28, dark bands are seen at around 2000 Ilz and above. Fl falls at onset

position of /r, while it drops at offset positior. The spectrogram 2.28 firtier shows F2

rise at onset and fall at offset. F2 locus frequency for f/ is about 2000 IIz in Pahari. No

striation at the bottom of the specrogram in intervocalic posirion is found, this suggesrs

/, is a voiceless fricative.

Figure 2.29: Spectrogram of voiced palatal4/ in [aja] sequence

An acoustic analysis has been conducted for the identification of post alveolar fricatives

in Pahari. lt was expected that Pahad has two post alveolar iricatives f, y'. The srudy

confirms the presence of /, in Pahari but acoustic cues of /3/ sound do not show any sign

of ftication noise in the spectrum; rather it shows all the acoustic cues of glide 4/. Therc

is a big gap between F1 and F2 and a very nanow gap between F2 and F3

Table 2.38: Mean dumtion andFl, F2 of V1, V2 and Fricatiofl duration ofpalatal

Dur,Vl Dur,V2 Dur. Frication Fl, F2lV1 FI,F2N2

a[a .156 .133 .139
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V1 -V2 duration difference is also significanr as Vl duration is 156 ms and V2 durarion

is 133 ms. Frication duation is 139 ms.

2.2.3.2.4, Y elars lx,\l

In the production of velar fricatives /x, y/, the constriction is at velum region and the

back of the tongue is involved, thus, forming a long tube in the oral cavity.

Figure 2.30: Spectrogram ofvoiceless velar fricative /, in [axa] sequence

Speccoglam in figurc 2.30 shows two dark bands of frequencies at two different places

on spectrogram. One band is at around 1200 I{z and other is at around 3500 Hz and

above. The spectogram does not show any stdation at the bottom of the spectrogram in

iDtervocalic position, this shows that /, is a voiceless fticative. Its voiced counterpart is

/y/ in Pahari that clearly shows the striation at intervocalic position. The spectrograin

further reveals Fl fall at onset and nse at offset. F2 has its locus ftequency at arcund

1200-1500 Hz.
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Table 2.39: Mean duration ard Fl, F2 ofVl. V2 and Ficarion duration of velar

Dur,Vl Dur,V2 Dur.
Frication

F1,F2l'Vl Fl,F2N2

aYa

.151

.t51

.135

.150

.l2t

.052

605

601

r054

1099

609

530

1065

1060

V1-V2 difference is very much significant for voiceless velar fricarive (i.e., 16 ms),

while for voiced fricative, this differcnce is ,ot significanr (i.e., 7 ms). So far, their

frication duratioD is concemed, voiceless fticative /x/ is significantly longer than that of

its voiced counterpart /y/.

2.23.2.5. Glottzl lhl

Figure 2.31: Spectrogram of voiceless glottal fricative /fu in [ana] sequence

Spectrogram 2.31 shows that /fi/ has vowel like formants as the turbulence is generated

by the glottis. The formants, as shown in the specftogmm, are like those of vowel. The

spectogram shows striation at interocalic position for /6/, so it is voiced fricative and
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does not have voiceless counte4,art in Pahari. Eaton (2008) also claims that Kangri,

varieq, of Pahari spoken iD Hamachel Pardeh, has voiced glottal fricative. After

recording and an lyztng llJ at word initial position, the specffogmm shows that it is

voiceless ,/h/ but at intervocalic position it is voiced /fi/.

Table 2.40: Mean dumtion and Fl, F2 of V1, V2 and Frication durarion of glottal

Dur,Vl Dur,V2 Dur.
Frication

F1,F2lV I FI.P2N2

.127 .060 626 t06'7 479

Table 2.40 demonstates that ftication dumtion of/fi/ is 60 msec. Like all other fricarrves,

Vl is longer than V2.

The results above show that voiceless alveolar f.icative /s/ is the longest fricative with

lzg ms duration and voiced velar fricative /y/ is the shortest fricative with 52 ms

duraaion in Pahari. The study indicates that there js no specific trend of ftication duration

found in the langlage, so it can be concluded that ftication duratjon is not a good cue fm

the identification offticatives in Pahari.

The spectml chamctedstics show a clear cut trend in fricative i.e., the most prominent

noise peak is corelated to the backness of the fiicative. The back fricatives show a

greater noise in the low ftequencies. Thus, the velar fricatives have noise peaks around at

1200 and 2500 Hz, while palatal has 2500 Hz. This rend indicates thar spectral

chamcteristics are a good cue for identifrcation of fiicatives in Pahari.

Formant tmnsition of neighboring vowels is aiso helpful in distinguishing fticatives in

Pahari as different places of articulation have different formant ftansition pattems. As
89
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discussed earlier, labial fticatives have falling Fl and F2 at onset and have rising Fl and

F2 at offset position. On the other hand, alveolar fticatives have falling Fl on both onset

and offset but F2 dse and fall depends on the locus frequency i.e., 1300-1500 Hz. So, on

the basis of these fomant Eansition cues, we can differcntiate labio-dental /f/ from

Turbulence noise is seen in all fticatives. These can be further classified into stddent and

non-strident with respect to noise energy. Strident fticatives are produced with more

noise energy than the non-strident fiicatjves. The data show that the tdbulence noise is

stlong for stident /s, z,/ and weak for non-strident /f, v, x, y, 6/. The following frgure

summarizes the classification of fricatives in Pahari.

Alveolar

Strident

Fricative

Non-strident

Figure 2.32: Phonetic Classification of fricative consonants

Voiced --z

Voiceless --s

Voiceless -J

Voiced----v

Voiceless---f

Voiced-----x

Voiceless--Y

voiced------ hGlottal
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Summarv

The previous studies on fticatives (as mentioned in section 2.1.2.1) reveal two categories

of cues which are important in the discdmination of fricadves in intervocalic position.

These are cues in the adjacent vowels (duation and fomant tmnsitions), and cues in the

ftication (duration and spectral characteristjcs). The study reveals that:

. Vl dumtion was generally sho er than V2 at all the places of articulation but no

significant difference was found in the Vl duation between voiced and

voiceless fricarives. In addidon ro this, it is also found thar VI - V2 difference

for voiced fricatives is longer than the V1-V2 difference for voiceless fricatives.

. Formant transitions of neighboring vowels depend on the place of articulation

inespective of voiciilg typei for labio-dental fricative, Fl and F2 at onset fall

while dse at offset posirion; for alveolar, Fl falls ar both onset and offset

positions while F2 locus frequency is 1800-2000 Hz; for velar fiicatives F[ locus

is arcund 1300 while F2 locus is around 2500- 28O0 Hz; N has vowel like

fomants but fainter than vowels-

. Voiced and voiceless distinction is found at three places of articulation, namely

Iabio-dental /f, v/, alveolar /s, z/ and velar /x, y/ but no such difference exists at

palatal and glottal places ofarticulation.

. Regarding fricative duration, a general tlend is also found that voiceless fricatives

have longer duration than the voiced fticatives but within voiceless or voiced

fricatives, no such uend is found that can be genemlized.
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. The study confims that the back fiicatives are disringuished from rhe anterior

fricatives through thei, Iow ftequency peaks. It is also noteworthy that labial

fricatives have less noise throughout the spe.irum as compmed to other Don-

labialized fricatives.

It is concluded that the differences in spectral shape and fomart Eansition are the

pimary cues, while duration of adjacent vowels and dumtion of frication are secondary

cues as they are less informative to distjnguishing the fricatives in Pahari.

2.2.3.3. Affricatus

Affricate involves a sequence of stop and fricative atticulations. Like stops, the fiIst part

of affricate is prcduced with a period of complete closule, while the second part is

produced with a period of frication (Kent & Read, 1996).

The study shows that there are three affricates in Pahari articulated fiom a single place of

afliculation called palatal. It further describes that therc is thrce way vojcing contmst in

affticates. Voiceless un-aspirated, voiceless aspimted and voiced. Acoustic description of

the affticates includes a description of stop portion as well as a description of the

frication.
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Fignre 2.33: Specrrogram of voiceless palatal affricate /d/ in [at a] sequence

Table 2.41: Closure, ftication and total duration of affricates

Closurc Frication Total
Duation duration duration

'74

5'7

52

65 t39

r01

36

tJ

,t

d3

160

9t

Table 2.41 illustrates a significant difference in three voicing types of affticates, namely

voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated and voiced un_aspirateal i.e., 139 ms. 160 ms

and 91 ms, respectively. This shows rhat tlrep voicing qpes in pahar-i are significantly

separated from one anothet. There is also a correlation seen betwe€n closure duration

and frication duration iD voiceless aspimted and unaspirated affricates i.e., more the

closure dumtion, less the frication. As the table shows that closure duation fbr

unaspimted and aspirated voiceless affricates is 74 and 5? ms. respectively and their
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ftication duration is 65 and l0l ms, respectively.

voiced unaspirated affricate /dgl has the shortest crosure dumdon as wen as frication

duration. If we compare the closure dumtioIl and fricatjon dumtion of the constituenr

segments of affricates with the closure duratiol of /t/ ard frication duation of /, in

isolation then we find that duration of individual segment in affricates is shorter than

duation of its coresponding segment in isolation. Overall, voiceless affricates take more

time in production than voiced affticate.

Duration of Affricates

I Closure dur- lFrication dur_ ETotal duration

Figure 2.34: Closue, frication and total duration of affricates in pahari

The above figurc precisely demonstmtes the differences in closure dumtion, ftication

duration and total duration of thee rypes of voicing i.e., voiceless unaspirated, voiced

aspirated and voiced unaspimted in affricates.

It is concluded that the main acoustic cues to identify and djstinguish affricates are

closure duration followed by frication. Uniike Stops, formant transition cue is not useful

because all affricates are articulated by the same place of articulation in pahari. Voicing

contrast and aspiration are also helpful in differentiating afflicates in pahari.
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2.2.3,4. Nasals

Ladefoged (2001) states that a clear mark of nasal consonant is an abrupt change in the

spectrogram at the time of the formation of the articulatory closure. He further states that

each of the nasals has a formant structure like vowel but with fainter nasal formants at

about 250,2500 and 3250 1Iz. Fujimura (1962) flnds that nasal consonants have three

common properties. Fist. all the nasals have the FI about 300 Hz rhat is well sepamted

from the higher formants. Second, fomants are highly damped (i.e., they have large

band width). Thid, there is high density of formants and the existence of antiformants.

Pahari has three nasal consonants /m, n, !/ afliculated from three different places of

articulation, namely bilabial /m/, alveolar /n/ and velar /lll.

Figure 2.35: Spectrogam of nasal /rD-/ and /n/ in [ama] and [ana] sequence

A close examination of figure 2.35 rcveals that like stops, nasal consonants are also

associated with the formant transition of neighboring sonorant. This formant transition of

neighboring sonorant is very much like that of stops. It can be explained according to the
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place of aniculation. Fl ofprcceding vowel falls at the onset of the bilabial nasal /n/,

while Fl of the following vowel rises at the offset of /n/. F2 ftequency also falls during

the tnnsition from precediDg vowel to /m/ and rises from /r/ to the following vowel. For

alveolar nasal /n/, Fl falls at onset as well as at offset position. For /n/, F2 staring

frequency (locus frequency) appears to be about 1400 Hz. For hl, there are two loci: one

is at 1200 Hz and other is at around 2700 Hz. The results are in substantial agreement

with the study of Kurowski and Blumstein (1984) that the transitions are roughly equal

in providing information on place of aniculation. The spectrogram also shows that nasals

have vowel like formants but bit fainter. Fl , F2 and F3 arc at about 200 Hz, 1 300 Hz and

2800 Hz. A comparison with Fomants of English nasals presented by Ladefoged (2001)

demonstrates a difference in F2 values. It is 2500 Hz for English nasals, while about

1300 Hz for Pahari nasals.

2.2,3.5. Liquids

Pahari has three liquids: Iateral /y, t.ill /r/ and alveolar flap /r/.

2,2,3.5.1, Laterals lV

Tongue profile of Iaterals and the central apprcximant is such that the airway is split,

thus impacting on the middle and high frequencies; this feature is one of the acouslic

differences sepamting liquids fiom vowels and gljdes (Stevens, 1998). The term 'lateral'

describes "sounds iI) which tongue is contracted in such a way as to narrow its profile

from side to side so that a greater volume of air flows around one or both sides than over
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the center of the tongue" (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996).

I-ateral contrastJ can be made at each of the four coronal places of articulation @ixon,

1980). McDonald's (2002) study of Yaraldi, an Ausralian language, describes the

acoustic properties of the various lateral aniculations. The main characteristics of post-

alveolar latemls [] includes: falling F3 formant ffansition ftom rhe prcceding vowel; F3

less than 2000 Hz; the occasional merging of F3 and F2; the possibility of F2 dropping

below 1000 Hz and similarities with the alveolar lareral in tems of F2. The apico-

alveolar laterals []l had the Foperties: F2 between 1200 ]Iz and 1800 Hz; F3 berween

2000 Hz and 3000 Hz and F4 greater than 3000 Hz but with small amplitude. Overall,

clear and abrupt transitions were noted between laterals and vowels.

Figure 2.36: Spectrogram of lateral alveolar /l/ in [ala] sequence

The above spectogram reveals that lateral 1y is soDewhat similar to the nasals in irs

acoustic appearance. Mean fomant ftequencies for ru in Pahad are as follows: Fl- 250

Hz, F2-1300 Hz and F3- 2500 Hz. In [ala] context, Fl falls ar onset and rises at offser

position. F2 moves to or originates from alveolar locus frequency of about 1600-1800 Hz
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2.2.3.5.2. Trill lrl

Pickett (1999) states that a t ill /r/ is .ot phonemic in English and is produced by a

vibration of the tongue tip toward and away from the palate, causing a rapid altemation

in the spectrum. Lindau (1985) argues that there is no acoustic correlate for the diverse

rhotic goup; however, others argue that the correlate is a lowered F3, with "the lower

the F3, the greater the degree of rhoticity" (Ladefoged, 2003: 149). While a low F3 is

associated with cenffal apFoximant Il o-indau, 1985), when talking about'rhotic'as the

cover term for a diverse group of r sounds, such as taps and rills, the argument for an

acoustic corelate of low F3 is considerably weakened. The acoustic chamctedstics of

trills and taps are quite diverse across languages and speakers (I-indau, 1985). Fomant

values generally vary during the open phase of tdlls depending on t}Ie place of

articulation.

Fig)te 2.37: Specfiogram of alveolar trill /r/ in [ara] sequence

The spectogram above reveals the mean formant frequencies for /t/i Fl-280 Hz, F2-

1400 Hz and F3- 3000 Hz. Unlike /r/ in English that has low F3, Pahari has F3 at about
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3000 Hz. Main characteistics of /r/ in Pahari are its broken F2 and F3 formants. As

vowel transition is place dependent cue, so for alveolar /r/ Fl falls at onset, while it dses

at offset position. F2 locus ftequency for alveolar is 1600-1800 Hz in Pahari.

2.2.3.s. 3. Flap l(l

For /t/, the tongue is flexed back and curved upward (alveolar) so that the tip forms a

moderate constriction at the palate (Picket! 1999). He states that for the movement to the

[d constdction, there is a large F3 transitjon downward to about 1300 Hz, because of the

increasing constriction of the oral tmct at the middle of the palate by the alveolared

tongue tip; there is also a slight downward transition in F2 and F4.

Figure 2.38: Spectrogam ofpalatal flap /d in [ala] sequence

The above spectrog8m exhibits F3 basiiion downward but contrary to Pickefs (1999)

claim that F2 goes slightly downword; it shows an upward transition in F2- It is

concluded that the main cue for rcfoflex flap is F3 downward tmnsition in Pahari.
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2.2.3.6. Glides

I-adegofed (2001) finds that the characteristics of the glides /j/ and /w/ are very similar to

those of the vowels /i/ and /u/. The main difference between glides and vowels is that the

fomer do not have a steady-state positions, i.e., they cannot be characterized in terms of

stable formant values, and so they have fomant transitions. Pickett (1999) reports that

therc are upward transitions of F2, F3 and F4 lot ljl, 8o1n9 from [schwa] to the

coDstruction and downward again for /, in [oja] context. He further states that for /w/,

F2 makes a large downward Sansition to the consffictjon, but F3 is not affected in

frequency; F4 makes a smaller downward transition than F2.

Figure 2.39: Spectrogram of palatal glide /j/ in [aja] sequence

The above spectrogmm [] has vowel like formants. Its Fl is very low andF2 rises high

and goes near to F3 forming a big gap between Fl and F2.
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Summary

This chapter provides a comprehensive description of pahad consonants. It is divided

into two main sections. First section identifies and establishes pahari consonanr

inventory after extensive phonemic analysis which includes minimal pairs, aspiration

contrast and distribution of sounds. It is established that pahari has 30 consonanls

articulated from seven piaces of alticulatioD, namely bilabial, labio_dental, dental,

alveolar, palatal, velar and glottal. Three way voicing contrast (i.e., voiceless un_

aspirated, voiceless aspirared and voiced un-aspirared) is also found in pahad. Unlike

Urdu, Pahari does not have aspirated voiced consonants; mther cognate words with

voiced aspirated consonants surface iD pahari as voiceless unaspirated counte4)arts with

low tone. The section futher addrcsses the issue whether tone is phorcmic or allophonic

in Pahari and argues that tooe is allophonic in pahari. The last part of the section

discusses the consonant gemination in pahari and shows that lexical and concatenated

gemination is possible in Pahari. In addjtion, a production experiment shows that the

primary corelates distinglishing singletons fiom geminates arc consonant duation,

closure dumtion and prcceding vowel shortening. Finally, this section prcsents tie

consonant gemination rules.

Section 2 of this chapter focuses on the acoustic properties of pahari consonarts. Data

have been collected from ten Paiari speakers in VCV sequence where C is one of tle

target consonants- To rcduce variation from the vowel context, an identical vowel /a/ is

used for both VI and V2 positions for all stimuli. Data analyzed o, PRAAT speech

analyzei show that the consonants involve a variety of acoustic chamcteristics and a
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given consonant may be associate'l with severat cues lt is also verified that consonant

ideDtification includes an integation of diffe'ent acoustic cues The data also confirm

and support many of the existing cues applied across languages Following are some

points conffary to existing claims:

o Iehiste (1960) claims that the turther back the closure' the longer the VOT In

coDtras! the study shows that VOT of dental and alveolar is shorter than that of

alveolal. It suppofts the claim that tbe faster the movement of the articulator' the

shorter the VOT (Hardcastle, 1973).

. The section conflrms that the back fricatives are distiDguished ftom the anterior

fricatives thrcugh tbeir low frequency peaks lt argues that the dumtion of

adjacent vowels anal the dumtion of fiication arc secondary cues as they are less

infomative to distinguishing the fricatives in Pahari.

. Pahari nasal formants Fl, F2 and F3 are at about 200IIz, 1300 Hz and 2800 Hz'

respectively: a compadson with formants of English nasals (I-adefoged, 2001)

clearly shows a difference in F2 values, as it is 2500 llz for English nasals, while

it is about 1300 IIz for Pahari nasals.

. It is argued that main acoustic cues for /r/ are brcken F2 and F3 fomants and a

Iow downward F3 for //
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Chapter 3

VOWEL SYSTEM OF PAIIARI

3.0. INTRODUCTION

This chapte, aims to identify and establish Pahari vowel system by providing an initial

systematic acoustic investigation of monophthongs and diphthongs lt is divided into two

main sections. Section I identifies Pahad vowel system which includes monophthongs and

diphthongs. The issue whether nasalization is phonemic or allophonic in Pahari is also

taken up in this section. The analysis is based on minimal pairs, contrast between differcnt

vowels and their word level distribution. Section 2 analyses the monophthongs and

diphthongs using two acoustic parameterc: Temporal and spectral characteristics- The aim

of tle acoustic study is to establish inventories of monophthongs and diphthongs identified

in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.

3.1. VOWEL SYSTEM

Vowel inventories in the world's languages differ considerably in size. Maddieson's

(1984) survey of the corpus of 317 languages shows that 5 77o languages have only three

vowel phonemes, while, at the other exteme, 4.1/o have 17 or more confastive vowel

categodes. The most common vowels are: /aJ, lil, I'rl. On the basis of number of vowels in
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a language, Maddieson (1984) divides the vowel inventories into: small vowel inventory

(24), average vowel inventory (5-6) and large vowel inventory (?-14)

In the small amount of literature previously witten about Pahari' only a short desciption

(Karnai, 2007) is found. It addresses the topic of vowels ln terms of vowel inventory'

Pahari is an interesting case to study as it has nineteen vowels, both oral and nasal (Kamai'

2007). But he did not use IPA s)Tnbols for vowelsi mther he uses Urdu alphabets'

Following section aims to identify monophthongs, diphthongs and nasalised vowels

providing minimal pai$, vowel conffasts and distribution of vowels in words'

3.1.1, Oral Vowels

As given below, twelve oral vowels have been identified after phonemic analysis (Minimal

pai6, long-short contrast and distribution).
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3.1.1.1. Minimal Pairs

Table 3.1: Minimal pairs oforal vowels

si:na

ift

belnd:

thel

m2e:l

!al

ba:l

belnd:

bo:lflA:

khos

pu:l

uththa:

khos

pul

eththa:

brcast

a piece of wood

to roll

dislocate

difi

fry

hair

to peel a tree

speak

hole

grassy sandals

got uP

ba:ln6: to ignite

bolan6: to call someone

leg

ignite

steep mountain

rub

mole

akight

snatch

bridge

slnna

1e!

bein6:

I\1

m@l

gl

bel

belt

r05

o



3.1.1,2. Contrast of oral vo\ els

Table3 .2. Contrast of oral vowels

tvsu

!i:li:

xa:li:

ft

trl

u:r

!u: !

bu:

ullu:

phul

i: vs u: i:di: eid gift

stick

empty

bdck

mole

NA

like

interaction

met

average

difi

therc

a kind of ftuit

smell

owl

flower

e: vs o:

a: vs a:

&vse

o:th

mo:I

lo:

a:la:

mal

pha:la:

el

bel

e:Ia:

me:1

mrle:

e:si:

m@:l

typical ftuit

stop

NA

lip

tum

light

to call someone

cattle

kind of vegetable

kind of vegetable

fine/ok

!elsi:

khel
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Table 3.3: Irng - short contrast

i: vs I si:lna:

e: vs e be:lna:

@: vs & mre:l

a: vs a ba:n

o: vs o bolna:

u: vs o pul

to plough crops

to roll

difi

rope

to speak

srlnd: to sew

rolling

to rub

pond

to call

bridge

beln6:

mel

ben

bo16:nd:

sandal made of grass Pul

3-1-1.3. Word Level Distribution

Table 3.4 .Word level distdbution of oral vowels

Initial Medial Final

1:

I

e,.

!:r

ftti:

et&n

&:ve

e1kn6

a:xa:la:

gili:

brlli:

te:l

thelnd:

p&:se

tel

ka:y

oil

dislocate

money

fry

here

a sport-stick

sirrah

here

useless

stuck

a kind of fruit

match stick ma:d: mlne

pE:se: money

tE. live

tfotta: short
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eg

o:xa:

opla:!a:

u:r

obbi

nek

tJo:ki:

motta:

bu:s

butti:

nose

a stool

fat

dizzling

mark

light

potato

fire

tough

superficial

there

a kind of bird

lo:

alu:

o

The above analysis shows that Pahari has twelve oral vowels- The vowel system basically

consists of six basic vowels to which a distinction of length is applied. There is a

quantitative length difference between adjacent vowel pai6 (e.9. ti:l - kl, [ul - [o]' [e:] -

lel, to:l - tol, [e:] - [ae] and to:l - tel), but these vowels are also distinguishable on the

basis of vowel quality as well. Minimal pairs in Table 3 l and distibution of vowel sounds

in words in Table 3.2 show that the distinction between long and shofi pails is conbasting

The analysis further shows that long vowelsr/a:, a:, u:, i:, o:, e:/ occur at word initial,

mediat and final position, while shon vowels /I, e, E, a, o, o / occur only at word initial and

medial position. It indicates that Pahari words do not end with a short vowel. The research

on other local languages like Punjabi and Udu show ten vowel systems wherc this vowel

length contrast is not phonemic. In this respect, Pahari is unique.

I In the phonetic transcriptions given in this paper, vowel length is be shown by putting (:)

mark following the vowels (e.g. 0irkh vs ltkhl).
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3.1.2. Diphthongs

The majority of languages of the world do not use diphthongs in their phonological

inventory o-aver, 1994). Clark and Yallop (1992) state if a language distinguishes morc

than ten vowels. then it may be exploiting diphthongal combinatiofls Kamai (2007)

discusses the possibility of diphthongs in Pahad. He gives a list of some words on the basis

oi which, as he states, a study can be taken in future to identify diphthongs in Pahari- As

discussed in section 3.1 that Pahari has twelve oral and four nasal vowels, it is expected

that Pahari makes use of diphthongs as well.

3.1.2.1. Minimal Pairs

Table 3.5: Minimal pairs of diphthongs

klor a slab of stone klal wdst

loe iron lor quilt made of wood

soe a kind of vegetable sui needle

p& a penny peo father

pae a t)?jcal local soup par a penny

lao twist

bra mardage

lre took

I ar aunt

beo sit down

loe ironIe
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ua

ui

pro ddnk

d3ua gamble

mui mouse (F)

mue mice

peo father

pae a typical local soup

dno live

ral mustard

mae mother

pao quarter

Above table shows 13 minimal pairs of two vowel sequences. It is not so far clear whether

they all are diphthongs or not. Section 3.2.2 discusses the status of diphthongs in Pahari.

3.1.2.2. word level distribution

Table 3.6: world level distibution of diphthongs in Pahad

lnitial Medial Final

or

ot

lor quilt made of wood

klor a slab of stone

loe iron

tJoo a small pond

soe a kind of vegetable

goe dung

kar a kind of tree

par a penny

pae a typical local soup

oe

AI
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ao

IA

IO

ua

ui

ue

t-[opae

tao

plao

bra

sIa

he

ste

pro

d3ro

mua

bua

mui

sui

mue

bue

peo

beo

animals with four legs

twist

rice cooked in onion

maIIiage

black

took

stitched

drink

live

mouse

door

mouse (F)

needle

mice

dooIs

father

sit down

Table 3.6 shows the minimal pai6 for Pahari diphthongs. Thirteen sequences of two

vowels are identified on the basis of minimal pairs. It was quite difficult to establish
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minimal pairs, as Paiari gender and number markers are based on vowel changes. When

they are added with an open syllable, it is always not sure whether the syllable is hiatus or

diphthong. In Palari, /i:/ is feminine singular marker, /a:/ is mascuiine singular marker and

/e:/ is masculine plural marker. Open syllables often end with this marker. Most of the

minimal pails discussed are based on root words. For confirmation of these vowels, an

acoustic analysis is also conducted in section 3.2.2. Table 3.6 shows that diphthongs only

occur on word final position, not on initial and medial position.

3-1.3. Nasalization in Pahari

Phonetic nasalization can take place in the vicirity of nasal consonants (Cohn, 1990:

Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996). Many languages, e.g., English, exhibit phonetic

nasalization. Nasalization is also phonemic in some languages of the world e.g., French.

Chang (2008) claims tlat in Taiwanese oml-nasal distinction is phonemic, where oml and

nasal vowels can distinguish minimal pairs, for example, lil 'to play gatnble' and lil
'yard'; fpe'j 'father' and [p6] 'sict'.

Regarding the source of nasal vowels, many arguments are put forward by many scholaN.

Grcenberg (1966) states that nasalized vowels derive from ea ier states of oral vowels in

proximity with nasal consonants. According to him, the tlpical sequence of event frcm one

point in the evolution of nasalized vowels to the final stage can be represented as: VN >

VN > VN-coda is deleted. It then implies that an oral vowel assimilates the nasai feature of
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a syllable-final N and the lattn (i.e., the N-coda) is deleted. Following data show that

nasalization is allophonic as well as Phonemic in Pahad.

3.1.3,1. Minimal pairs

Table 3.7: Minimal pairs of nasalized vowels

l: pl: swing pi: drink

c: e:!a:r Sunday o:fa:r drop

e: be: aLrms ba: arm

Table 3.8: Contrast of oral and nasalized vowels

e: vs. E be:te: sons kE:te: dried apricots

a: vs. a a:sra: support a:xa:lna: clean

u: vs. I bu: bad smell a:r[: peach

This suggests that nasalization in long vowels is phonefiic in Paharj as four out of six

loflg vowels have their nasal counterpafis. No example of conffasts between /e:/ and /o:/

and their nasal counterparts is found in the data corpus.
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Table 3-9: Nasal vowels in CV svllables

i pize: pieces of clothes ma:xi honey

e: e:Ia:r sunday e:vC: useless

d'. leaa)tr oven

t: t-[t:ti: pinch

gra: village

dg[: ]ice

The above examples show that Pahari nasalization is phonemic because oral long vowels

have their nasal counterparts in different contexts. On the other hand, short vowels show

only allophonic nasalization. Interestingly, short oral vowels don't have their nasal

counterparts, but in nasal context, tlree short vowels /r, a, u/ have their nasalized

counterParts.

Table 3.10: Oral and nasalized contast

r vs i lrt a small piece of wood lim nosy

o vs. 5 ett a fencing wall 5m mango

o vs. 6 gup darkness g6m lost

3.1.3.2. Regressive nasalization

Several languages exhibit regressive nasalization of vowels before nasal consonants.

Narang and Becker (1971) claim that Hindi-Urdu exhibit regressive nasalization in
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N# and _ NC envircnments. In Pahari, oml vowels are nasalized before a nasal

consonant as shown in Table 3.11. VN ard CVN syllables are legal in Pa.trari.

Table 3.1l: VN and CVN syltables in Pahari

VNam

k5n

mon

C\,T.I

C\,N

mango

ear

40 kg

3.1.3.3. Progressive nasalization

Schourop (1972) states that a number of languages (English, Portuguese, yoruba, etc.) in

the world show prcgressive nasalization. Progressive Nasalization occurs in |W or NVC

environments. Languages with progressive nasalization do not necessarily inhibit

regressive assimilation and vice ve6a. Both types are attested for pofiuguese, Icelandic

and Thai (Schourop, 1972). Palad data also show progressive nasalization: oral vowels are

nasalized in oniy NV not in NVC context as in [ni] 'ao'and not in [na:l] 'rirr,. This

shows that only open syllables show progressive nasalization, not closed syllables. As

shown in 3.1.3.2, in regressive nasalization only three shoft vowels /1,., o/ are nasalized,

while, on the other hand, in progressive assimilation long vowels are nasalized as in [me:].

The data show that only one long vowel [a:] is nasalized in NV context. Another

observation is that all the Pahari verbs end in [ni:] suffix. The focus of this study is lo give

the phonological description ofPahari, so it is an interesting area in futurc to see the
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correlation between nasalizatjon and morphological processes in Pahad.

3,1.3.4. Nasalization and nasal loss

In Pahad, there are instances wherc apparently there seems no nasal consonant but vowels

arc nasalized as in pi:ze:, ar[:, ga:de:, gC:li: This sort of nasalization process which

causes VN sequence to be released as long nasalized vowel occun in many languages.

Lightner (1970) considers three altemative analyses for this phenomenon:

. Nasalization of voweli loss ofnasal; compensatory lengthening of the vowel.

. Nasalization of the vowel; lengthening of vowel; loss of the nasal.

. Nasalization of vowel: assimilation of the nasal to the nasalization of the vowel.

Schourop (19?2) suppotu the compensatory lengthening of the vowel and prcsents the

pdnciple of migation in nasalization. Accoding to this principle, nasals are lost to the left,

they are lost thrcugh migration of the oral closure component of the nasal towards the

following consonant or word boundary, leaving the nasalization behind on the vowel, as

the information bearing component.

In Pahari, final /r/ lost is a common phenomenon, almost all the verbs have hnal vowel

nasalized as jn [la:na:], [pa:na:], [sina:]. This sort of nasalization occu$ at wod initial,

medial and final position of words, but always at syllable final position. The data show that
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there are four nasalized voweis where /n/ is lost. These are

The examples are: [a:rt:] ,peach' ; lgE.7i:l 
,digging 

spade,;

[ma:xL.)'honey'.

all long vowels /a:, C:, a:, t:/.

lerya:tl 'badly tom clothes':

As it is clear ftom the above data presented that four pahari nasalized vowels /a:, c:, e:, [:/
occur without nasal context, so it is argued here that nasalization in pahari is phonemic as

well. On the other hand, data presented in 3.1.3.2 show that vowel preceding nasals are

nasalised, so it exhibits regressive nasalization. progressive nasalization is not allowed in

Pahari. Progessive nasalization is phonetic as oral vowels occurring only before nasal

stops are nasalised. In addition to this allophonjc nasalization, examples in 3.1.3.4 indicate

that there is also phonemic nasalization caused by rhe loss of the histodcal syllable final

nasals. This t)?e of nasalization is clearly heard because these phonemic nasal vowels iue

t)?ically long. AII long oral vowels have their nasal counterpafts except /e:/ and /o:/. As

the focus of the study is to give a descdptive account of the language, so it does not deal

with the loss of N- coda in demil. There is a need t0 conduct a study in future to explorc

the loss of N- coda hisrorically in Pahari.

Based on the contrastive examples shown in rables 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9, the study posits the

nasal phonemes in table 3.12.
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Table 3.12: Nasal vowels in palari

Front Central Back

Close

Mid

Open

t:

E:

u:

a:

3.2. ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF VOWELS

The physical differences characterizing different speech sounds may be measured in tems

of frequency, amplitude, dumtion, and spectral distdbution. To these correspond the

perceptual corelates of pitch, loudness, length, and quality (Kent & Read, 1996). This

section describes an acoustic-phonetic study of the vowels in Pahari in which panems of

vowel duration and vowel formant ftequency are examined. The aim of the acoustic

analysis is to establjsh vowel inventories ofmonophthongs and diphthorgs.

3.2.1. Temporal Characteristics

Cochrane (1970) states that vowels may be distinguished in tefms of duration for those

languages and dialects that employ phonemic vowel length. This dumtional conrast may

or may not be the only distinctive feature between two vowels. For example, English shofi
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vowels //, lal and. ltsl are qualitativeiy distinct ftom their corresponding long vowels.

According to Kimiko (2002), vowel duration is used confasrively in some languages, but

not in others. He states that English and Hindi differ from Japarese and Thai since both

these languages use vowel duration as an acoustic cue for the length distinction in addition

to qualitative differences to maintain the contrast between lrl and liJ,ltl and lu!,lal and,

/a:/. It shows that in Japanese and Thai, length contrast is a prominent cue, whereas

English uses other acoustic cues, such as spectral differences. Watson and Harrington

(1999) claim that vowel classification experiments show jncreased accuracy when

frequency and durational information are combined. According to Cochrane (1967), the

major difference between long and short vowels is simply one of total vowel duration.

However, the difference is relative rather than absolute as contextual and prcsodic facton

affect the ultimate length of the vowel. Peterson and IJhiste (1960) describe short vowels,

as showing a shon target and slow relaxation, whereas for long vowels the target is

maintained for longq followed by a more rapid offglide. Lindblom (1967) documents that

openness is positively corelated with length, and therefore open vowels tend to be longer

than close vowels. He suggests that this is universally the result of the increased

biomechanical effort required to produce low vowels. Erickson (2000) presents summaries

of the factoN that affect segmental duration including speaking mte, phonologicaVphonetic

influences, such as inherent segmental duration and the effect of a postvocalic consonant.
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3.2,2. Vowel Formant Characteristics

In articulatory phonetics, vowels are mainly described in terms of thrce features: (l) height

of the tongue (2) backness of the tongue and (3) lip roundiflg. Acoustic studies apprcach

the description of vowel differcntly. "An acoustic analysis of vowel sfesses the different

formant configurations that are characteristic of each vowel. The rclationship among the

vowels can be examined by compadng their formant values (Olive, Greenwood, &

Coleman, 1993). Vowels are frequently described with reference to their fomant structurc,

which provides an indication of vocal tract resonanc€ and therefore articulatory shaP

(Iant, 1960). The high-low and front-back distinctions are represented by the first and

second formants on the spectogram (Fry, 1996i olive, Greenwood, & Coleman, 1993).

FiNt fomant (henceforth Fl) shows the highlow distinction. That is, the lower the

formant value, the higher the vowel. Second formant (henceforth F2) shows the front-back

djstinction. If the value of F2 is high, the vowel is closer to the front position. The

rclatjonships between (F1) and the height of tongue, and F2 and the front/back dimension

ensures that when the fiIst two formants of a set of vowel targets are plotted on axes with

appropriate scaling characteristics, the result closely resembles the ffaditional auditory

vowel map. Such vowel spaces, with axes F1 and F2, rely on the concept of the vowel

target. The target is the vowel component least influenced by its surrounding phonetic

context, and it is considered to be either a point in the time cou^e of the vowel or else a

section of time during which the vowel position remains stable. A single point is often

used to provide a representation of the target position and for most vowels, this can be
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assurned to be apprcximately mid way though the nucleus.

3.2.3. Metbodolog.

3.2.3.1. Participants

Ten Pahari native adult spealels (five male and five female) participated in this study. The

participants selected for this study were the residents bom in poonch dialectal region and

had lived there in most part of their life. They all speak pahari with their ftiends, family

and at market places. They speak Urdu with people who do not speak pahari. Their ages

mnge ftom 20 to 40 years at the time these recordings were made in October 2010. All the

participants werc interacted with to ensurc that they had no hearing or afticulation

prcblems.

3.2.3.2. Data collection

Monosyllabic words exemplifying 12 monophthongs of Pahari were selected such that the

target vowels occur between /m/ and fl/. A list containing CVC context was constucted,

and al1 the participants werc asked to read each word three tirnes in rundom order. The

participants were instructed to rcad words with nomal speed. Ten speakers of Pahari give

a total of 360 tokens (ten speakers x three repetitions x 12 vowels). AII recordings werc

made in Muzaffarabad. They were recorded directly on PRAAT sofrware by usjng high

fidelity microphone. In addition, participants were also given a list ofwords containing all
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the vowels to pronounce, and they all werc recorded.

Table 3.13: List of words in CVC context used in this studv

Words
Vowel Words /mVY Vowel

mrl

mel

mel

mel

mo:l

mul

i: mi:l I

e: me:l e

e: mal &

a: ma:l e

o: mo:l o

u mu:l o

3.2.3.3. Data analysis procedure

Spectrograms were used to determine first two formant frequencies. Measures of the

lowest two formants of vowels werc made using PRAAT software. The vowels wel€

segmented on the basis of visual information in a wide band specfogram. F1 and F2 werc

detemined and measured in IIz in the middle of the target vowel since it can be assumed

that the influence of an adjacent segment is minimal and the articulatory targel is

maximally achieved in this position- The target is the vowel component least influenced by

its surrounding phonetic context and is considered to be either a point in the time course of
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the vowel or else a section of time during which the vowel position remains stable. A

single point is used to provide a representation of the target position and for most vowels:

this is assumed to be apFoximately mid way through the nucleus. Figure 3.1 shows the

spectrogram of a speaker's utterance 'ma:l' with the target vowel [a] selected in three

cursors. The mid cursor indicates the middle of the fomants at which measurement of the

formant ftequencies are taken in Henz Glz), while the two extreme cu$ors measure the

duration ofthe vowel ftom the beginning of the sound (left) to rhe end (right) in seconds.

Figure3.1: Spectrogam showing measurcment ofF formants and duration

3.2.3.4. Statistical aralysis

An inferential statistical test, rcpeated measures ANOVA, was used with alpha level set

to .05. In the vowel duration stlldies, the independent variable was vowel (phoneme), and
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the dependent variable was each speaker's mean vowel duBtion. In the vowel quality

studies, the independent variable was Vowel (phoneme), and the dependent variahle was

each speaker's mean Fl and F2.

3.2.4. Results

3.2.4.1. Monophthongs

As discussed in section 3.2, the paramete$ selected fol acoustic analysis are vowel

duration and the formant frcquencies Gl, F2). Table 3.1 shows mean vowel duntion and

Table 3.2 illusrates mean Fl and F2 values with standard deviations for the data in CVC

context. ln both the tables, the standard deviation rcpresents the variance of means of the

three tokens for each of the ten speakels- The measurements of three tokens within each

pafticipant are treated as repeated measures and therefore averaged.

3.2.4.1.1. Vowel duration

The means for the duration values are prcvided in Table 3.14, while Figure 3 2 illustrates

the relative nucleus dumtions for each vowel. It is observed that when speakers of the same

geographical region produce same vowel, the rcsult is different vowel durations- This is

because some speakers speak faster and some speak slower.
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Table 3.14: The means of duration values and standatd deviations for the vowels

in milliseconds

Mean duration Standard deviation

u:

218

93

225

92

228

99

235

94

221

88

218

96

43.5

25.2

31.1

26.),

41.7

34.4

28.1

4),.6

31.5

22.5

20.9
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Loog $o.l Vo*l C.rrast

F,-",-.il]
250

200

150

100

50

0

FiSure 3.2: The length of vowels in milliseconds

The bar chart above shows the average duration of each long and short vowel in the speech

of selected participants. The data indicate that durational contast between long and shod

vowels is very much prominent and distinctive. The average dutation of long and short

vowels is 224 ms and 94 ms, respectively, which is shown by last two bars on bar chart

above. The short vowels are approximately 40 percent the length of their coresponding

long vowels. The data fufiher show the increase in length with vowel openness. /a:/ has

235 ms duration that is longer than that of two other front mid and front close vowels /e:/

and /i:/, respectively. The length of back vowels decrcases with vowel closeness as the

close back vowel /u/ is shorter than mid back vowel /o/. It is also evident that all the long

vowels are over two times longer than thei coresponding short vowels. Statistical

analysis also proves that the difference between shot and long vowels is significant (F (1,

'164) =4350.636, p=.O00). A significant difference in terms of duration is found between
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long and short vowels, but no significant difference is found within long vowels and same

is for the short vowels.

The above rcsults show that durational conffast is significant. It is phonemic in Pahari.

Though it is the most distinctive and prominent and does help the listener to place vowels

in large categories, such as long and short, it is not sufficient in itself to enable

identification of any individual vowel. For example, [e] and [r] can't be differentiated on

the basis of duration as both are short and have mean duration 93 and 92 ms, respectively.

ln addition, the data analysed also gives evidence of six short oral vowels in Pahad,

corresponding to each of the long oral vowels. For example, Iong vowels map into short

vowels when granmatical categories of certain words arc changed. Some examples of this

prccess of vowel mapping are listed in Table 3.15.

Table 3.15: vowel mapping

Long vowel to short vowel mapping Base Verbs

pi:n6:

be: t[n6:

ba:thnd:

ma:ma:

kho:lnd:

mu:iemA:

prld:nd:

betJ6:n6:

be:thd:nd:

merva:na:

khol6:nA:

muE6:nd:

'to drink'

'to sell'

'to sit'

'to beat'

10 oper'

'to udnate'
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It can be concluded ftom above discussion that the duration conffast in Pahari is phonemic.

However, quantity (duration) alone is not enough to identify the individual vowels. To

identify individual vowels along with quantity, quality cues are also impofiant. Quality of

Pahad vowels is taken in detail in Section 3.4.1.2.

3.2.4.1.2. Forma[t freque[cies

Table 3.16 gives the mean Fl and F2 values with standard deviations for the data collected

form ten Pahari speakers in CVC context. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 display the mean Fl and F2

ftequencies in Hz of the monophthongs.

Table 3.16: Pahari CVC mean vowel formants in Hz with standard deviations

F1 Gd) F2 Gd)

310 ( 6r.7)

332 (62.1)

412 (48.8)

401(62.3)

578 (91.1)

s67 (r 18.8)

625 (13't .6)

582 (136.9)

2234 (200.7)

2140 (280)

t9o9 (266.',7)

1850 (185.4)

t'73O (220.2)

1660 (106.9)

1143 (284.8)

1158 (177.9)
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o: 460 (52.s)

44t (48.2)

364 (61;7)

310 (37.s)

95s (r23.6)

984 (142.1)

8s4 (1s9.8)

950 (135.6)

Fl of loDg 8nd shorl vowels

tl hDg (F] ) I Shon (rl )

Figure 3.3: Fl of long and short vowels

The bar diagram above shows tlat therc is very little differcnce between the Fl values of

shofi and long vowels. The correlation is statistically insignificant at p > 0 .05.

12 of tong .Dd !ho.i roftls

A b4 (F2) I Shon 0:2)

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

0

Figure 3.4: F2 of long and short vowels
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Figure 3.4 also shows that there is very little difference in F2 values of long vowels and

their corresponding shofi vowels. The corelation is statistically insigrificant at p > 0 .05.

Figures 3.5 and 3.6, given below, illustrate Fl-F2 difference more elaborately.

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

0

Figure 3.5: Fl-F2 contrast between long and short vowels

e

€

25{X)

W

l5qt

tqE

50

o

Fisure 3.6: Vowels Fl- F2
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Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show that, for front vowels, F1 becomes lower when the constdction in

the oml cavity increases. As /i:/ is the most constricted front vowel, it has the lowest Fl. It

means that F1 increases as the tongue position gets lower for front vowels i.e., F1 of high

front vowel /i:/ is 310 Hz, while Fl of mid ftont vowel leJ is 567 Hz. In case of back

vowels, F1 decreases with the height of the tongue i.e., mid back long vowel /o: / has 460

IIz, while high back long vowel /u:/ has 370IIz. In contast to Fl, /i:/ has tle highesr F2

and /u:/ has the lowest F2. This suggests that high vowels have low Fland low vowels

have high Fl. Pahari has only one low vowel /a:/ and it has the highest Fl value (625 llz).

Figure 3.6 displays that the maximum separation between Fl and F2 occurs with tle close

front vowels, and it is the smallest with the low vowels. For back vowels, F2 is much

lower and closer to Fl.

3.2.4.1.3. Vowel space

Catford (1988) talks about the concepts called "vowel space" and "vowel limit". He says

that the idea of the Cardinal vowels by Daniel Jones is based on the corcept that the

vowels are limited by vowel space. In the production of a vowel, tlere is a cefiain fixed

area within oral cavity, beyond which the vowel takes space of an approximate type sound.

Thus, theoretically speaking, "any vowel of any language must have its tongue-position

either on the vowel limit itself, or within the vowel space" (Catford, 1988).

Maddieson (1984) claims that vowel inventones in his sample vary from having three to
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fourteen distinct vowel qualities, with two-third of the languages having between five and

seven distinct vowel qualities. He iurtha makes a claim that the specific vowels that

compdse these statistically pleferred vowel inventories tend to be the same. For example,

flve-vowel systems tend to have /i, e, a, o, u/, seven-vowel systems tend to have these five

vowels plus /3/ and /o/, and sjx-vowel systems usually have /i, e, e, o, u, u/. Furthermore,

the vowel inventories of the vast majority of the world's languages include the three

vowels that define the extrcmes of the general vowel space, namely /i, a, d. Accordingly,

these three vowels are known as the "point vowels", and have been awarded a special

status in theories of vowel systems. Previous work has led to the development of seveml

theoretical positions regarding the sfucturc of vowel systems. Dispersion theory @T)

claims that the vowels of a given language are aranged in the acoustic vowel space so as

to minimize the potential for perceptual confusion between the distinct vowel categodes.

Using computer programs to generate the optimal configurations for vowel systems of

various sizes, this approach to vowel inventories has been proved fairly successful

(Liljencmnts & Lindblom, 1972: Lindblom, 19"15, 1986: Disner, 1984). However, these

investigations of DT focus exclusively on intercategory distance as the determiner of

vowel system configuration in a universally defined acoustic vowel space. As a result, this

approach fails to account for the observation that cetain languages, such as Swedish with

nine vowels and Danish with ten vowels, crowd their vowels into a small comer of the

entire vowel space rather than dispersing them throughout the available space (Disner,

1983). In more recent developments, the dispersion pdnciple has been expressed as a

pdnciple of sufficient, rather than maximal, contrast (Lindblom, 1989, 1990). Fufihermore,
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the theory has been extended to account for within-speaker variation. A speaker's vowel

space will be expanded relative to his or her casual speech vowel space

The Quantal Theory of Speech (QTS) (Stevens, 1998) suggests an altemative approach to

vowel systems. According to this theory, therc a.e certain regions of stability in the

phonetic space. In particular, it is claimed that there are stable regions coresponding to the

point vowels /i/, /a/, and /u/. Thus, this theory predicts that the point vowels should be in

approximately the same locations across all languages, regardless of vowel invenrory size.

Fufihermore, QTS prcdicts that since the point vowels are in phonetically stable rcgions,

they should show less within-category variability than non-point vowels. This section

shows the vowel plots that were genemted with Plot Formants. The gaphs show F2 on the

horizontal axis and Fl on rhe venical a-lis.

Figure 3.7: F1-F2 acoustic space for Pahari vowels, inner line showing short vowels and

outer line showing lo.g vowels
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Figurc 3.7 shows the acoustic space enclosed by the long and short vowels of Pahari As it

is seen, all the short vowels are a bit centralized and do form the inner circle of vowel

space as compared to their coresponding long vowels, which are distributed peripherally

in vowel space. This shows that the acoustic space enclosed by long vowels is more than

that for the short vowels.

H.!.'o! \ €:.

:,\
\tt,.\

Figure 3.8: Quadrjlateral of Pahari vowels

Figure 3.8 shows that orly 2 vowels, one long and one short arc central, while other 10 are

peripheral in Pahad. The long and short vowels are located close to each other in the

quaddlateral. This shows that there is very little spectral/qualitative difference between

long and short vowels. This suggests that duration is the primary and distinctive cue in

Pahad. Figure 3.8 further exhibits that all the shofi vowels are a bit centralized as

compared to their long counterparts. Another trend appears that F1 of mid short vowels is

lower than that of their corresponding long vowels. In contrast, all the close cental vowels

have higher Fl than that oftheir long counterparts.
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3.2.4.1.4. Pahari vowels description

3.2.4.1.4.1. Front vowels

Pahad has three sets of front vowels: a close front and two mid ftont. It has two high front

vowels: long [j:], as in [pi:p] ?xr' and shoit [r], as in [l]tl 'a piece ofwood'. These two

vowels differ in length as well as in qualjty. As the data show, F1 and F2 of [i:] are 310

.|nd2234Hz, whll,eFl and F2 of [I] are 332 and 2140Hz, respectively. Lower F2 value of

// than /i:/ suggests that // is inclined toward center. [i:] has the lowest Fl value and the

highest F2 value among the entire vowel system, which makes this vowel a high front

vowel. In the articulation of [i:], the body of the tongue moves forward and upward in the

direction of the hard palate. The lips are widely spread. The vowel /i:/ has shown the

maximum separation between Fl and F2 among the twelve vowels of Pahari. Vowel

duration is 218 ms for /i:/.This can be classified as hi?h-front or close-front long vowel.

Both are unrounded vowels. On the other hand, // has the 2nd lowest Fl value and the 2nd

highest F2 value among the close front vowels. In articulatory tems, the body of the

tongue is displaced upward and forward in the direction of the hard palate. The lips arc

spread. Vowel duration is 93 ms for//. This vowel can be classifiedas high-fro totclose-

front short vowel ofPahai.

The flrst set of the two mid front vowels is: long [e:], as in [kie:l] 'garne' and shofl [e], as

h lbelndf 'rolling'. As the data show, Fl and F2 of [e:] axe 412 and l9O9 Hz, while Fl and

F2 of [e] are 401 and 1850 IIz, respectively. These are found just below cardinal vowel 2.
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Duration of [e:] is 222 ms. In articulatory terms, the body of the tongue moves forward and

upward in the dircction of the hard palate for this vowel of Palari. The lips rcmain neutral,

and the mouth remains half closed for this vowel. Since the tongue body is displaced

forward and upward in the direction of the hard palate, this vowel can b€ classified as nid-

close front lotug rowel of Pahari. Like [e:], the production of [e] involves the same

articulatoN (the body of the tongue moves forward and upward in the dircction of the hard

palate). The difference is of duratjon. [e] has 92 ms duration, and it can be classified as

mid-close front shorl voreL Both arc unrcunded vowels. This is mid -close short vowel in

Pahari.

The second set of two mid ftont vowels is: [a:] and [e]. It is found in words like

[ge:v/ 'co]r'and [mel] 'rub'. These are foundjust above the cardinal vowel 3. TheirFl

are 578 ar,d 56'1 Hz, artd F2 are 1730 and 1660 Hz rcspectively. In articulatory tems, the

body of the tongue moves forward and upward in the direction of the hard palate ftom

neutral position to the mid high position in mouth fol both the vowels.They are found

above cardinal vowel 3. Both arc unrounded vowels. Their dumtion is 228 ms and 99 ms

respectively. They are classified as mid-low front long and mid-low front short ro\rels

respectively in Pahari.

3.2,4.1.4,2. Central vowels

Pahari has two central vowels [a:] and [e], which contrast in length. They are found in
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words like lba.l) 'hair' and lbel) 'alight" respectively. Their FI and F2 values are 625

andll43, and 582 and 1158 Hz, respectively. [e] has a high F1 frequency value and a

middle range F2 value which makes it a central vowel. In afiiculatory terms, the body of

the tongue is raised up in the direction of hard palate ftom the neufal position to the

middle position in the mouth. The lips remain neutral, and tle mouth remains opened.

Mean duration of [e] is 96 ms and is classified as mid central short vowel. [a:] has the

highest Fl frequency value among the twelvg vowels of Pahari and a mid mnge F2. In

afiiculatory terms, the tongue body is mised up towards hard palate fiom the neutal

position. The lips remain neufal and the mouth remains widely opened dudng the

production ofthis vowel. [a:] is open- central long vowel with mean duration 235 ms.

3.2.4.1.4.3. Back vowels

Paiari has two sets of back vowels: Set I [o: and o] is aniculated ftom the back mid

position as in [kho:[a:] 'donkey' Md lkholtatl 'mean', while set 2 [u: and o] is articulated

from the high back position, as in words Lbn,rat) 'plant' and tnoll'pice'. This set of

vowels has middle mnge F1 value (460 IIz) and a small F2 value (955 Hz), which make

these vowels back series vowels. The tongue body moves upward and backward in the

direction of the soft palate. The lips are rounded and the mouth remains half closed . Their

mean duration is 221 ms and 88 ms, respectively. They can be classified as mid-back long

and mid-back shon vowels, rcspectively. Fl and F2 of [u:] are 3& and 854 ]lz, while Fl

and F2 of [u] are 370 and 950 ]Iz, respectively. Table 3.16 shows that [u:] has the lowest
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Fl and F2 values among the back series vowels, which make this vowel the high back or

close back vowel of Pahari. In the production of both [u:] and [o], the tongue body moves

backward and upwad in the dircction of the soft palate. The lips are rounded and the

mouth is simultaneously narrowed down during the production of these vowels. Their

mean duration is 218 ms and 96 ms, respectively. Both the vowels are rounded. They can

be descdbed as close-back long and close back shofi vowels, rcspectively.

Table 3.17: Summary of Pahari oral vowels descriptjon

front

front

ftont

front

ftont

ftont

central

cenral

back

back

back

black

unrounded

unrounded

unrcunded

unrounded

unrounded

uarounded

unmunded

unrounded

rounded

rounded

rounded

rounded

close

close

mid

mid

mid

mid

mid

mid

mid

mid

close

close

long

shoft

long

short

long

short

long

short

long

short

long

short

13E

i:

I

e:

e,:

a:

e

o:

o

u:

o



Based on the confastive examples discussed in 3 1'l and acoustic analysis conducted in

3.2.1, it is concluded that Pahari operates on 12 vowel system These vowels ale prcsented

in Table 3.18.

Table 3.18: oral vowel phonemes

Frcnt Central Back

Close

Mid

1:,r

e. ,e

a..e

o, u:

o, o:

a:.Open

Summary

With respect to Pahari monophthongs, the analysis shows that Pahari has four close

vowels, six mid vowels, two open vowels. The data suggest that its monophthongs are

described as occurring in the folm of long-shofi pai6 that differ significantly quantitatively

(vowel duration) and less in terms of quality (specfal characteristics). This study shows

that long vowels are over two times longer (e.g., li.,l and hl Ne 218 ms and 93 ms,

respectively) in tems of duration than their short- counterparts. Specffal differences also

occur.rmong long-short pails i.e., all the short front vowels show low F2, while all the

shofi back vowels show higher F2 than that of their corresponding long vowels. This

shows that long vowels are peripheral in quadrilateral, while shoft vowels are a bit
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centralised as compared to their corresponding long vowels Long vowels enclose more

vowel space than short vowels. Temporal cue is the most prominent as the language clearly

exhibits long-short distinction and duration is phonemic in Pahari vowel system After

establishing oral vowel phonemes, the following section acoustically analyses diphthongs'

3.2,4.2. Diphthongs

Diphthongs are considered as vowel sounds which have the qualities of two vowels ln

other words, diphthongs are produced when two consecutive vowel sounds occul in the

oral cavity for one syllable and result in a glide from the first vowel to the second vowel.

Jones (1969) defines them as independent vowel-glides; which mean that the articulators

set in the position of one vowel for afticulation, move in the direction of another vowel for

articulation. Kent (2002) states that diphthongs are correlated with the movjng pattem of

the formant frequency plots, starting at the on-glide section of the plot and ending at the

off-glide section. For example, the English diphthong [ed involves plot changes from the

on-g)ide [e] segment to the off-glide [I] segment. Gay (1968) defines diphthong as the

combination of two vocalic elements with three significant analysis points: (i) on-glide (the

duration of the first vocalic element), (ii) tansition (the duration of the shift between fimt

and second vocalic elements), and (iii) off-glide (the duratjon of the second vocaljc

element).

In order to quantify the acoustic characteristics of diphthongs in Pahari, the main acoustic
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parameters measured arc the first two fomants Gl, F2), and tle duration of three analysis

points (on-glide, the transition segment and off-glide). The first two formants prcvide

fundamental cues for the perception of the monophthong vowels: however, the second

formant is considercd one of the most fundamental acoustic cues for the perception of

diphthongs (Aiza, 2004; Borzone de Manrique, 1979; Jha, 1985).

The acoustic analysis is carried out keeping in view the following characteristics of

diphthongs in Pahari:

. the diphthongs should have two vocalic rargets (Ladefoged, 2001)

. the diphthong type falling or dsing

the transition between ihe two vowels is not a hiatus

the transition between two vocalic elements is a diphthong transition or it is a

vowel-to-glide tansition

A list of 26 words was given to ten Pahari speakers to pronounce them thice. They were

all recorded and analysed by using PRAAT softwarc. The segment boundaries for

diphthong in the words were marked manually by inspecting the spectrogmms.

Spectrograms of the coresponding twenty words, shown in Table 3.19, were computed for

analysis of the diphthongs of Pahari.
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Table 3.19: List of words contajning potential diphthongs

Diphthong words gloss

or lor quilt made of wool

slab of stone
klor

oe loo iron

t-[oo a small pond

oe soe a kind of vegetable

goe dung

ar kar a Lind of tree

par a penny

ae pae a tlpical local soup

tJopae animals with four
legs

ao lao twist

plao rice cooked in onion

Ia bra mardage

sra black

re he took

sre stitched

ro pro drink

d3o live

ua mua mouse (M)

bua door
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mul

sui

mue

bue

mouse (F)

needle

mice

doors

fathet

sit down

eo peo

beo

3.2.4.2,1. Formant frequencies

The fomant frequencies for the fi$t two fomants ffI, F2) of twenty six words were

obtained from the spectrograms. Diphthongs are considered as moving voicing elements

from the beginning vowel to the targer vowel (Gay, 1968; Raphael, 2006). The acoustjc

Flx F2 vowel plot in Figure 3.9 shows how formants gradually move for the two vocalic

elements of diphthongs. The arrow lines in figure 3.9 indicate the direction ofthe formants

movement from the first vocalic element to the second vocalic element. The downward

arrows are drawn for the direction of all falling diphthongs from the first vocalic element

to the second vocalic element. The upward arrows are drawn for the direction of all rising

diphthongs from the first vocalic element to the second vocalic element of pahari

diphthongs.

ui

ue



Figure 3.9: Acoustic F1 x F2 diphthong vowel plot of pahari

Figure 3.10: Spectognm of rhre€ diphrhon Es loel,loal and, totl of pahari along wirh the

fomant ffacks.
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I

Figurc 3.11: Specffogam of three diphthongs latl,lael and laol ofPahari along with the

formant tracks

Thirteen minimal pails presented for diphthongs in Section 3.1.2 are acoustically analysed

to confiIm their status and it is found that only six have diphthongs like fansition in two

vocalic segments. Seven minimal pain /ra, re, ro, ua, ui, ue, eo/ are not identified

acoustically as diphthongs because all the participants insen glide /j/ between the two

vocalic segments /ra, re, ro, ua/ showing monosyllabic word as disyllabic word (e.9. [pio]

'drirr,t'is pronounced as [pijo:]. In /ua, ui, ue/ vocaiic sequence, both the vocalic segments

are long vowels and the data show that speake$ teat them in two different syllables e.g.

lmu:.a-.) 'mouse',

The formant movement of the diphthongs /a/ and /o/ of Pahafi starts with the open centBl
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and mid back vowels respectively and ends with the close-front vowel. The formant

movement of the diphthongs [ae] and [oe] of Pahari typically stafis with the open central

[a:] and mid long back [o] vowels and ends with the mid- frcnt vowel [e]. The formant

movement of the diphthongs [ao] and [oe] of Pahari starts with the long open central vowel

[a:] and long mjd-back vowel [o] and end with the short mjd-back vowel [o] and shofi

mid-central vowel [e], respectively. In other words, fomant movement of four diphthongs

is towards front, of one towards center and one towards back posjtion. Pahari diphthongs

can be classified into closing and centering diphthongs, as shown in Figure 3.1

Closing

(or, oe, ar, ae, ao)

Figure 3.12: Diphthongs in Pahari

Centering

(oe)

3.2.4.2.1. Duration

Table 3.20 displays the mean dumtion values (in ms) for Pahari diphthongs. Mean duration

of diphthongs is 220 ms.
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Table 3.20i Mean duration of diphthongs in Pahari

Diphthong Duration ofVl Duration ofV2

(ms) (ms)

TotalDuration
(ms)

OI

oe

oe

AI

ae

ao

137

112

128

143

130

125

9'7

94

89

99

95

87

234

206

211

u2

225

212

Duation of V.v and vv

lsv r" trwl

Figure 3.13: Duration of Pahari diphthongs and their constituent segDents

t1'7

Diphthongs

or oe



240

230

220

2to

200

190

180

Mean diphthongs dumtion

Duration

Figure 3.14: Duration of Pahari diphthongs

Table 3.20 and Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show that diphthong dwation ranges from 206 ms to

242 r[s. 'fhe longest diphthong is /a/ with 242 ms. As discussed in Section 3.2, long

vowels have almost the same duIation in the range of 219 ms to 235 ms. The obtained

acoustic analyses results in this study suggest, when a shofi vowel immediately follows a

long vowel (Vv) in a syllable at the word final position, the combined productioo of the

two sounds result in a diphthong phoneme ofPahad. In other words, Pahari does not allow

VV, vV and w combinations in djphthongs.

Based on the examples in Section 3.1.2 and acoustic analysis in Section 3.2.2, the study

presents and summaries Pahari diphthongs in Table 3.21.
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Table 3.21: Summary of diphthong movement thrcugh the monophthongs vowel space

mid back fiISt target with a closing glide

mid back first target with a centdng glide

mid back first target with a closing glide.

low central fiIst target with a closing glide.

low central flrst target with a closing glide.

low central fiIst target with a back closing glide.

Summary

This chapter has aimed to provide a descdptive account of the vowel system in Pahari and

also to conflrm the findings by experimental study in terms of two acoustic pafameteN:

duration and spectral formants. The main findings of the chapter are listed below.

. Twelve oral vowels aje identified and established in Pahari. Six pairs of long and

short vovr'els show a significant durational difference. The long vowels are found

more than two times longer than their coresponding short vowels. Dumtion

emerges as a rcbust cue for the distinction between short and long vovels in Pahari.

. Acoustic space covered by long vowels is more than that by short vowels, but this

difference is not very big. lt shows a very little spectral contrast in long and short

vowels.

ao
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Vowel quaddlateral detemined by plotting F2 for front/back criteria against Fl for

close/open criteria show that long and short vowels are pronounced along the same

lines with a very little difference. Short vowels arc a bit centralized but not like

English and Urdu wherc shorter vowels arc more cenralized.

The study also finds that nasalization is both Phonemic and allophonic in Pahari-

Four nasal vowels /i, e:, a:, [:/ are identified and they all are long. On the other

hand, three short oral vowels /r, ., u/ are nasalized in nasal context (VN) and /a:/

nasalized in I'lV context. Allophonic nasalization is found both regressive and

prcgressive in nature.

The analysis shows when a short vowel immediately follows a long vowel (Vv) in

a syllable at the word final position, the combined production of the two sounds

result in a diphthong phoneme in Pahari. The analysis also shows that a short and a

long vowel (W), two short vowels (w) or two long vowels (W) sequence in a

syllable or in a word do not folm a diphthong in Pahari.

Based on the acoustic analysis, the study idefltifies and establishes six diphthongs

(or, oe, oe, ar, ae, ao) in Pahari. On the basis of glide movement, they are

classified as closing and centering diphthongs. Five arc closing /ot, oe, aI, ae, aol

and one /oe/ is centering diphthongs in Pahari.

It is concluded that Pahari contains 12 oral vowels, 4 nasal vowels and 6 diphthongs.
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Chapter 4

SYLLABLE STRUCTURE AND ST'LLABIFICATION IN PAIIARI

1.0. INTRODUCTION

This chapter aims to present a comprchensive descdptive study on Pahari syllable

structue and syllabification and to analyse the findings in the framework of Optimality

Theory (OT). The chapter is divided into three main sections. Section 4.1 discusses the

concept of syllable structue, theories of syllable structue and syllabification pocess.

The purpose is to provide a solid background to the pointJ, which are discussed with

special rcference to Pahari. Section 4.2 deals with the descdptioD of Pahari syllable

structure and syllabification in detail. These findings further provide an impetus to the

next section. Section 4.3 discusses Pahari syllable stucture in OT ftamework.

4.1. SYLLABLE STRUCTURE AND SYLLABIFICATION

Before proceeding to a delailed examination of the syllables of Pahari, this section

inEoduces the concept ofsyllable, its intemal stlucture and syllabification theodes.
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4.1.1. Syllable and its Internal Structure

There has been debate fol yeam over the definition and role of syllable. Phonetically, it is

claimed that syllables are produced with a single chest pulse. l,adefoged and Maddieson

(1990) arc of the view that the syllables must stdcdy be viewed as a phonological unit.

Kager (1999) defines syllable as "a prosodic category organizing segDents in s€quences

according to the sonority values. Each syllable has a sonority peak (nucleus), usually a

vowel, possibly swrounded on both sides by margin segments of lower sonority, usually

consonants (onrer, codi)" - He mentions four points in favour of syllable as a

phonological unit.

. It is a major ingledient of phonological generalizations (e.g., defining

phonotactics paftems).

It also govems the pattems of epenthesis and deletion.

It prcvides a level of prosodic orgarisahon between segments and higher level

prosodic units i.e., foot, stess, prosodic word.

. It functions in the demarcation of the morpheme edges, like defining the position

of affixes and reduplication.

Besides this, different theoies on sress assignment, such as Hayes (1981, 1991), Prince

(1983) and Halle and Vergraud (198?) a$ee with one another in that the stress

placement is dependent on syllables and syllable intemal structure- The light and healy

syllables are deflned on the basis of syllable intemal stluctule.

AII of the above evidences provide support ior the importance of the syllable as a

phonological unit necessary for the description of any language. This study also takes
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syllable in terms of phonotogical unit that is the pan of higher prcsodic hierarchy shown

in Figure 4.1. The followiDg figure shows the four level prosodic hiemrchy up to the

prosodic word.

Prosodic (phonological) word

Syllable (o)

Mora (p)

(Segment)

Figure 4.1: Prosodic hierarchy (Nespor & Vogel, 1986)

Keeping in view the syllable as phonological unjt, it js useful to look at the intemal

strxcture of a syllable for which there arc two major contrasting theoies- One theory

assumes that therc is no intemal structure of syllable. It attributes the effects of apparent

sub-syllabic units to language usem. The second theory proposes a hierarchical sffucture

of syllable with ce ain sub-syllabic constituents. This section bdefly discusses the main

chamcrerisrics of e two qpes ol theories.

4.1,1.1. Non-structural models

Early theories (discussed below), which rcfer to boundaries, claim no intemal sffucture

of syllable. Kohler (1966: 207) claims that the syllable is "either an unnecessary
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coDcept... or an imPossible one..- or even a harmful one". The Sound Pattem of English

(SPE) shows that phonological lepresentation consists of a linea, amngement of

segments which are sepamted by boundaries. SPE does not present any specific

explanation about the role of syllable in phonological description. One major

phonological argument for doing without the syllable that emerges ftom SPE is that

phonological descriptions seem to be satisfactorily done without the concept of syllable

if segmental information is fully exploited. Accordirg to SPE, all the majot phonological

observations may be described without resorting to the syllable. It is quire

underctandable that Chomsky and Halle (1968) and Kohler (1966) do not rccogrize the

syllable because, as Halle and Keyser (1971) point out, the notion of syllable is used as

"the equivalent of sequence of speech sounds consistiDg of one syllabic sound Feceded

and followed by any number of consecutive non'syllabic sounds". Kahn (1976) argues

against this strict linear arrangement of segments and boundaries and suggests that

phonemes and syllable nodes are on separate tiers linked with associated lines. ln this

approach, the syllable structwe is basically flat as shown in Figure 4.2 below.

Figure 4.2: Non-sEuctural rcpres€ntation of syllable by Kahn (1976)

Disallowing sub-syllabic units implies that ro syllable terminal segment is inherefitly

more closely rclated to any other, i.e., tbe nucleus is no more closely related to either the

prevocalic or postvocalic consonan(s). Many researchem, such as Clements and Keyser

Syllable
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(1983) and Davis (1989) argue for a syllable structure where the syllable node direcdy

alominates each segment, with no sub_syllabic uniti like Onset-Rime'

Clements and Keyser (1983) posit a CV tier between the segmental tier and the syllahle

tier, ruling out internal hierarchical syllable st cture. According to this approach, the

Pahari word [plot] 's/otu'may have the following structurc:

Figure 4.3: CV reprcsentalion of syllable

The represeDtation in figurc 4.3 isjust like Kahn's (1976) flat structure except that it has

an intermediate Cv tier between segments and syllable nodes- Clemerts and Keyser

(1983), however, noie the necessity of the nucleus as part of the intemal sfucture of the

syllable which should be represented on a different tier. In the CV framework, either a

VV or a VC sequence within a syllable forms a heavy syllable for the pupose of sless

assignments. According to Clements and Keyser (1983), such sequences would be

projected as pan of the nucleus projection for stress assiglment. Selkirk (1982) saongly

argues that syllable sffucture is necessary for "the most general and explanatory

statement of phonotactic constraints", for "the proper characterization of the domain" of

phonological rules, and for "an adequate treatment of suprasegmental pheDomena such as

sEess and tone".

CCCCrllr
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4.1,1.2. Structural models

The theodes that claim intemal st ctule of syllable are divided into two major types:

Onset / Rhyme (OR) Theories

Moraic Theories

4.1.2.1. Onset-rhyne (OR) theories

once the syllable is accepted as a fomal unit of phonological description, different

poposals on the syllable intemal structures have been suggested. Davis (1985) discusses

three of these proposals.

Rhyme Suucture Analysis

Body-sffucture Analysis

Level-Syllable Structule

Of the theories that favour syllable intemal structure, OR is the most popular. This

theory claims that the rclation between the syllable's vowel (nucleus) and following

consonants (coda) is special in that they arc the immediate daughters of a distinct

constituent called the rhyme. The initial consonant or consonant cluster is outside this

constioent and forms on its own another distinct constituent called the onset. This model

is srongly supported in Selkirk (1982) and in Halle and Vergnaud (1980). This particular

model is also known as right branching. It is the rhyme that branches into nucleus and

coda as in [brl] iCew'.
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Syllable

Nucleus

Figure 4.4; Rhyme s[ucture analysis representation

Wheeler (1981) proposes body sffuctue analysis to explain the Phonotactic constraints in

Korean. In contrast to the languages (like English) having onset fiyme interaal structure

syllable, body structurc analysis proposes 'onset+nucleus' (rcfered to as "Body") vs.

Coda. This has also been proposed for languages including Korean (Yoon & Derwing.

2001) and Japanese (Yoshiba, 1981; IGtada, 1990). Derwing and his colleagrtes (1992)

used a variety of expedmertal techniques in order to support the body-coda model for

Korean syllables. ln a blending experiment, Derwing et al. (1993) show that blends of

the type 'body + coda' significantly outnumber those of the tyPe 'onset + fiyme' in

Koiean. Similar results were obtained by the method of 'sound similarity judgnent' used

in Yoon and DerwiDg (2001).

t5'7

Onset

I

I
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Coda

I

I
I

Onset

I

I

b

Figure 4.5: Body structure analysis represenration

Davis (1985) reviews all the claims made by the supponers of rhyme structurc analysjs

and body sructure analysis against vaious language data, such as stress, phonotactic

constmjnts and languages games. He suggests that rhyfie does not have to be universal

and argues for the flat structure as show, below.

brl
structue analysis rePresentationFig!rc 4.6: Level Syllable
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4.1.2,2. Moraic syllable structure

According to Hyman (1985)' Mccarthy and Prince (1986)' and Hayes (1989)' onset

consonaflts do not contribute to the weight of a syllable and syllable weigbt may vary

ftom language to language. For example, languages Iike E glish and I-atin take CW and

CVC as hea\ry syllables and Cv syllables as light, while in Lardil, a language spoken in

Austmlia, only a CW syllable is healy and both CVC and CV syllables are light These

observations show that the Cv theory of syllable structurc should have an additional

condition apafl fiom the syllable structure that will deflne what heavy and light syllahles

for each language are.

A moraic theory of syllable sffucture was developed to addrcss the language specific

differcnces in defining heavy syllables. The fundamental assumption in moraic

phonology is that languages vary in assiSring moGic shuctures. For example, a language

such as Urdu assigns two moras both to CW and CvC syllables and only one mora to

CV syllables (Hussain, 2010), while Lardil assigns two moms to a Cw syllable andjust

one mora to a CVC or CV syllable. In this ftamework, there is no need for any

conditions in interpreting heavy syllabte. The moraic theory sirnply states that a syllable

is considered hea\ry if it has two moras. There are no language specific differences

regarding syllable weight.

Hayes (1989) presents very convincing evidence for the moraic theory from the

asymmery in compensatory len$hening. He claims that the deletion of a segment does

not always result in compensatory lengthening. According to Hayes (1989), the orset

consonants do not contribute to syllable weight as they do not have moras. He futher
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claims that the deletion of a moraic segment results in a floating mom and that

compensatory len$hening is the rcsult of a vowel segment spreading to the mora. He

also claims that the deletioD of onset consonant does not trigger compensatory

lengthening because the deletion of onset consonant does not leave any empty mora. In

CV or X theory, the deletion of an onset consonant leaves aII errPty slot, so

compensatory lengthening may occul as a result of any such deletion. Thus, Hayes

(1989) criticizes both CV and X theory as they don't differentiate between onset and

coda consonants in terms of their weight and convincingly shows that the moraic theory

of syllable sruc$re is more effective than CV or X theory in handling compensatory

lengthening.

Mccarthy and Prince (1986) argrte that the CV approach may suggest some impossible

templates. For example, there is no CVCCCV template in Arabic, but the CV rheory fails

to explain the absence of such a template in Ambic. For a prcsodic aPprcach, such a

template is natumlly excluded since Alabic syllabifrcation disallows a CCC sequence.

In sum, Hayes (1989) and Mccarthy and Prince (1986) show conYincing evialences to

support a moraic theory of syllable sEucture as opposed to one consisting of CV or X-

slots. The studies in syllable intemal structurc in the framework of moraic Phonology

have given dse to three differcnt versions, as discussed below.

Mora-only (MO) Structue

Weighted-segDent (WS) Structure

Onset and Mora (OlO SEucture

The mom only structure (hencefonh MO) is proposed by Hyman (1985). MO does not

pemit any segment to be direcdy linked to the syllable node. All tbe segments are Iinked
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to the mora first and only moms are then linked to the syllable nodes. The MO structule

shows that onset consonants are dominated by the mor4 while syllables dominate

nothing but moras as shown in figure 4.6 below.

bl e

Figure 4.7: Mora-only (MO) representalion of syllable

The weighled segment structurc (henceforth WS) was adopted by Mccanhy and prince

(1986) in explaining template morphology including rcduplicarion i, various languages.

Figure 4.8: Weightsegment (WS) representation of syllable

Hayes (1989) intloduced the Onset and mom structure (henceforth OM) for the

explanation ofcompensatory vowel lengthening in many languages.

F

\

o

//\
p
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Figure 4.9: Onset and Mora (OM) representarion of syllable

In all the ve ions of moraic theory of syllable stlucture, moras are considereal as the

legitimate and only intemal constifuents within a syllable. The difference between MO

structure and oM sffucnlle is that syllable initial consonants are not directly linked to

syllable nodes. They are flrst linked to moras in the former, while they are directly linked

to the syllable node in the latter.

The MO and OM structures are different from fle WS sfucture in the way they ffeat

syllable final consonant clusters. In the fonner, these are viewed as being attached to the

second mor4 not directly to the syllable. The WS sructure makes a very strong claim

that only true moraic segments (like vowels) are associated to moras and all others are

linked to the syllable directly regardless whether the non-momic segments are in syllable

initial position or syllable final posirion.

The above discussed theories show that in general, phonologists are in agreement that a

syllable consists of a nucleus, preceded by an optional onset and followed by an optional

coda. l,anguages differ with respect to various typological palameters, such as

optionalify of onsets, admissibility of codas, and the allowed complexity of the syllable

constituents. For example, onsets arc rcquired in Geman, while Spanish prohibits
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complex codas. For phonologjcal purposes, however, a further sub_grouping is relevanL

namely (1) the onset, Cl, and (2) the core or rhyme, consisting the phonetic peak and

coda combined, VlC2. In line with this stmcture, the rypical pahari monosyllabic word

can be analyzed as in Figure 4.

Figure 4.10: A syllable wirh rhyme

So far, we have discussed different evidence for the syllable as a phonological unit and

theodes of syllable structure in terms of a set ofprinciples and parameters, which express

what is common to all languages and also allowing variations in terrns of parameters.

The following section focuses on theodes of syllabification.

4,1.2, Syllabification

Syllabification is the process of dividing a word into its constituenr syllables. As

discussed above, syllables are phonological units that are composed of strings of

phonemes. Most linguists view syllables as an important unit of prosody because many

phonological rules and constraints apply within syllables oI at syllable boundaries

(Blevins, 1995). There are a number of theories of syllabification, bur rhis section

presents three of the most prevalent.

ORIAt/\lNc

I

c2c1
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Maximal Onset PriDciple O,IOP)

L.egality Principle (LP)

Sonodty Sequencing hinciple (SSp)

4.1,2.1. Maximat onset principle (MOp)

When a polysyllabic word like ,cenrral, is broken into syllables, there is uDcertainry as ro

where to place a consonant, more precjsely e.g. ltl in.central', whether to put it in the

onset of the following syllable or in the coda of rhe preceding syllable. The Maximal

Onset Principle addresses that we should extend a syllable,s onset at the expense of the

preceding syllable's coda whenever it is legal to do so (Kahn, 1976). In ,cenrral,, 
rhe

principle gives preference ro ICVC.CCVCI over orher alrematives (CVCC.CVC or

cvccc.vc).

4.1.2.2. Legality principle (Lp)

The Legality Principle (LP) stares that a syllable is not allowed to begin wjth a consonant

cluster that is not found at the beginning of some word, or end with a cluster that is not

found at the end of some word (Goslin & Frauenfelder, 2001). Thus, a word like adrri,

[a/r,/4 must be syllabified lrdr r], because [dm] never appean word_initially or word_

finally jn English. A shortcoming of the iegality principle is thar ir does nor always imply

a unique syllabificarion. For example, in a word like astel, I skju], the principle does not

rule out any of [ -skju], I s-kju], or I sk-ju], as all rhree employ legal onsers and codas.
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4.1.2.3. Sonority sequencing principle (SSP)

The Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP) provides a stricter definition of legality. The

sonoity of a sound is its inherent loudness, holding factors like pitch and duradon

constant (Crystal, 2003). Irw vowels like [a], tie most sonorous sounds, are high on the

sonority scale, while voiceless stop [p] is ar rhe bottom. When syllabifying a word, SSp

states that sonority should increase fiom the first phoneme of the otset to the syllable,s

nucleus, and then fall off ro rhe coda (Selkirk, 1984). Consequently, in a word like

virra8e [vmtrdg], we can rule our a syllabiflcarion like [vmr] because [n] is more

sonorant than [t]. However, SSP do€s not rell us whether to prcfer [vm.trd3] or [vmr.rd3].

Moreovet when syllabifying a word like vintner fy\r]f.nef, the theory allows both [vm-

tnal and [vmt.ne], even though [tn] is an illegal onser in English. Both the Legaliry

Principle and SSP tell us which onsets and codas are pelmitted in legal syllables, and

which are not. However, neither theory gives us any guiclance when deciding between

legal onsets.

Classical approaches to possible and impossible consonant clusters have made reference

to sonority hierarchy and the degree to which the consonants in the clusters must differ in

sonodty (Kenstowhich, 1994: Rocca & Johnson, 1999). Goldsmith (1994) reporrs rhat in

the analysis ofEnglish cluster, there are four degrees of sonority and onset clusters must

dse in sonoity from the first to the second consonant by at least two degrees in the

hierarchy. This restdction in English is called "Minimal Sonority Distance" (MSD).

Sonority Scale in English
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Table 4.1: Sonority scale

souG SdMiNS61!

GId.s t-
Liqsrr. l
N6.b 2

o'*!al! I

Duanmu (2000) criticises rhe sonoriry based analysis of possible and impossible

consonant sequences. In English, some clusters, such as /tl. / and /fW, satisfy MSD of

two but they are not found in inventory. Other clusters, such as /sV and /sn/ yiolate MSD

but are found in inventory. These inconsisEncies lead linguists to add two more

assunptions to sonoriry based analysis), that is, i) two sounds jn a clustet must not have

the same place of arriculation, and ii) injtial /s/ must be added to English as an

appendix.

Table 4.2: Sonority scale (Old Version)

V!i*!s tlied $i..le! rilcd

P.bt!

kg
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t-

I.iishllnisnl

itrt al-.---.-/ I f js.rE a

Figure 4.1 1: Sonoriq, scale (feature based version)

After giving an overview of syllable structurc and syllabificatioD iD section 4.1, the

coming section 4.2 presents a detailed description of syllable structure and syllabification

in Pahari

sBserl t-lodoradn
/\

i-.rlti6Eaad [retiirrrl

/\
,/\

r-rrtrr ir*.':

/\
t'c6d@brl t_6!.'eE{

4.2. SYLLABLE STRUCTURE OF PAHARI

This section discusses onset (simple and complex), coda (simple and complex) and

Rhyme phonotactics in Pahari, with particular empbasis on the coDsEaints that underlie

their well- o. ill-formedness. It further focuses on the jntemal structue of syllable and

syllabification.
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4.2.1. Onset Phorotactics

In examining the distributio, of simple onsets, it is found that any consonantal segment

of the language (see the phonemic inventory in chapter 2, section 2.1.1) can occur as a

one-segment onset either word-initially or word-intemally except /!/. The following

words illustrate the distribution of simple onsets.

4.2.1.1. Simple onsets

Table 4.3: Simple onsets in Pahari

Sounds Initiai Medial

P

ph

b

t
$

PUI

phet

ba:l.nd:

Fli

lhek.nd:

da:l

to:.ka:

tbek.nA:

&l

ket.ta:

kho:l

g6:.n6:

fa:l.Iu:

ve:.la:

bridge

stdke with axe

to bum

clapping

tire

pulse

cutter

To dip

Pan

calf

oPen

song

spare

time

sro:.puI

repb.pho1

sa:.buq

ki!a:b

gulr',.rr'i

mel.di:jal

kbar.ta:

ken.dal

da:.da:

lo:.ka:

si:.kta:

sa:.fi:

eg.val

wrapet

dispute

whole

book

bag

naine of tribe

bitter

thorn

hard

light

leamt

d

t

s

f

kb

completely

lawn
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s

z

.r

Y

fr

rJ

tf
d3

m

n

!

I

I

t
j

sot.n6:

zoif

Jo:k

xa:,li:

Yem

hot.ti

t-[.n

tla,p

d3ol

ma:l

nA:.nA:

throw

interest

empty

shop

moon

Iing

hair

animal

grardfather

las.si

fnez,za

a:.-[uk

ma:.xi:

tIe:-yun

flm.t[a:

betlfa

kho:.d3i

ma:.1i:

rot.nd:

dgr.la:v

po:!ru:

ma:.Ia:

rc.pej ja:

leber

enjoyment

lover

honey

tomato

spoon

calf

searcher

gardener

cramming

lo:.ta:

rcl.na:

mo:I

ja:r

mu8

miselable condition

tum

ftiend

loose motion

grandson

mine

rupee

4.2.1.2. Complex onsets

Pahari allows complex oDsets. However, the segmental structure of such syllable-initial

consonant clusters is restricted as all the complex onset clusters consist of an obsEuent

and a liquid. It mears these constraints arc un-dominated. It is important to note that not

all obstruent-liquid clusters constitute well formed onsets. Al1 the 26 logically possible

combinations (rhe 13 obsrruenr phonemes N, lp\, k/, /!t, l , /W, Alrl, ry, /sl, lzt $/, lxJ,
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/d, combine with three liquids /y, /r/ and /t/. Not liquid foms clusrer with all tlirteen

obstruentJ (see table 4.4). These clusters occur word initially only, and are brokel word

medially. The questioD why the cluster is broken word medially is taken up in detail in

section 4.2.5. It means onset cluste$ are possible only word inirially in Pahari. The

following table illustrates consonant clusters in Pahmi.

Table 4.4: Complex onsets in Pahari

Inilial Medial

pr

pl

PT

pol

piI

br

b1

bt

tr

Cr

dt

k
kl

kt

kbr

kht

kot

pra:!

ple:r.

ptek

phlo:r.nA

itek

bra:.bor

blo:r.nd

b1E:

no:r.d:

flra:.ti:

Cla:1.

kup.n6:

klo

ktem

kbrc:s.nd

kblo:r.nA

kotok

gIA

big plate

fence

rattle

tuming over

sudden

equal

sprinkle

down

to break

sickle

pimp

cut

slab of stone

a kind of vegetable

drag

dig

sudden

village

o:p.m:

op.la:. !a:

kop.te:

stIange

superficial

clothes

dispute

wife

nonsense

jaws

glandson

half-done

whitish

fraud

skiD of ffee

stroDg

bufterfly

upset

girl

initiative
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SI

s1

ZT

.t',

xr

rI

dgr

d3l

glo:.ti:

CtaT

sro:,poI

sla:,ta:

zru:ri:

,fra:.ruI

t!U4.ad

d3ra:v.

d3la:v.

knot

a kind of Srain

wraper

round dtone

important

mischief

spoiled

exffacl

socks

diarriaha

beg.la:

peg.G:

mes.iu:f

tos.la:

gez.fa

m@Lru{

0x.ro:t

me$la:

od3.ri:

ud3.la:

big piece of land

turban

busy

Hrpy

boy

conditioned

walnut

naughty

intestines

clean

Table 4.4 shows that 28 word initial consonant clusters are possible. Only obstruent-

liquid combination is possible. It is impo ant ro mentioD here rhat all-obstruenFliquids

are not possible. The following clusters, though in obstruent-liquid combination, are not

well-formed cluste6 word initially. *[ t 1, ft, dI, 01, rh, Ot, tl, tr, .I, ril, Cr, r\, dr, dl, dt,

st, zl, z[, fr, fl, ft, vr,vs, v1,!,ft, xl, x 6 g, yl, yf, tjr, rjt, dgl, tJ\, rft rff].

Table 4.4 shows that onset clusters are found only word initially and are broken word

medially, when they are at inte ocaljc position. The onset clusters do not break when

the Feceding syllable has aheady a coda consonant but are very limiteq as shour

below.

Table 4.5: Onset consonant clusters don't break.

muJ.kla:!

krr.kli:

hardshjps

A kind oflizard

kv
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4.2,2. Coda phonotactics

After discussing onset phorotactics in the prcvious section, the present section describes

the coda phonotactics includiog both simple and complex.

4.2.2.1. Simpl€ codas

In section 4.2.1.1, it is se€n that any consonantal phoneme of the language can occur as a

simple onset in Pahari except /l/. When it comes to codas, all except three /ph, fi,j/ occur

at coda position word finally and / fi,j/ word medially as well, as shown in rable 4.6.

Table 4.6: Simple codas in Pahari

Medial Final

p

ph

b

t

f
d

t

d

k

kb

clothes

quarrel

wife

rude

a kind ofvegetable

whitish

name of a tree

water container

wood

sad story

1a!rn

to bury

s.p snake

f

deb

l"!

holo

led

kbet

ked

mak

okh

eg

sa:f

cottage

leg

hand

load

bed

fist

extract

com

eye

fire

clear
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s

z

-t'

x

Y

n

tI

tf

dg

m

n

T

I

r

t

j

kev.rus.Ia:n

K&v.rus. ta:n

8@2.ft:

muf. kul

nexJa:

ka:I.ti:

gaveyard

graveyard

boy

difficult

prcud

thin but strong

gerv

kbos

ba:z

t2 f

me:x

ka:y

hole

eagle

cards

nail

met-[.la:

pltf. va:l

odS.rii

kbem.ba:

ben.ta:

tIuIg.Da:

bul.bel

ber.mi

kEt.va:l

naughty

backyard

insteDtines

pole

a small glass ball

exftact

nightingale

drill

dry grass

Dance

Bear

Cover

pillar

pass

sen/ing dish

door

pain

na:t-[

tJh

kod3

Iiom

kon

lo!

Ire:l

der

sa:I

4.2.2.2. Complex codas

When it comes to complex codas in Pahari, the possibilities are even more limited. Only

5 complex codas exist word finally and none word medially. At word final position, the

first segment is one of the nasals /m, n, !/ and the second element is one of the

obsruents /b, d, d, g, dgl. lt is found that both the consonants, Cl (Dasals) and C2
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(obstruents). are voiced. It is also found that Cl and C2 match their place ofarticulation.

It is shown acoustically in chapter 2 tbat pahari speakers doD,t make a clear cut VOT

difference in dental and alveolar places of articulation, although difference is not

significant- Here nasal /n/ articulated from alveolar region is preceding both dental and

alveolar voiced stops. This point supports the claim made in chapter 2 that pahari

speakers do not clearly differentiate between dental and alveolar places of articulation.

Another commonality among all coda complex cluste$ is that they are preceded by shon

vowels as in [kond] 'Ddc&'and [gemb] .hole'. Ihis shows rhat coda clusrers brcak to

satisfy maximal onser pinciple (MOp).

Table 4.7: Complex codas in Pahari

Medial Final

mb

nd

nc

nd3

!c

nrm.bu:

btn.di:

ba:.sm.Cer

en.d3a:-n

lurl.gi:

lemon

a small wall

bed room

stranger

turbon

hole

back

wall

joint

bangJe

gernb

kend

kon{

end3

berlg

Table 4.7 shows that coala clusters break when they occur at intervocalic position. On the

other hand as the examples below show, cocla clusters do not brcak, when following

syllable has onset-

Table 4.8: Complex codas in Pahari

lr,dl

htg

hrn^d.ve:. na:

me!8. na:

bend. na:

water melon

begging

distribute
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4.2,3. Rhyme phobotactics

The rhyme consists of the peak and coda. The peak of the element contains the syltabic

elements and is more sonorous than both onset and coda. All the languages contain

vowels as syllabic elements. However, a few laagnages, like English. also allow syllabic

consonants. Pahmi allows monophthongs and diphtbongs in peak, as shown below. but

no consonant.

xxx

O! Rh

li\
lp.

g

d, 'nnItrAxxxttl
tal

&.t

At/\ I/\ Ix xx
\/ I

O!

x
I

Figure 4.12: Peak phonotactics rcpresentation

The above diagrams show the association of vowels with X-position. They are shown in

the form of rules below.

. A Short vowel is associated with one X-position

. A long vowel is associated witb two X- positions

. Each element of a diphthong is associated with one X-posirion

A peak can have two X-positions maximum. Other segment of rhyme is coda. As

discussed in secnon 4.2.2.2, maximally two consonants arc possible at coda position in
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Pahari, so ir rakes two x-positions maximaly. It is not possibre to have ari the four x_
positions in a single word i.e., if peak takes rwo x-positions, then coda wil take one

(lbatl'rope' has [WCl and vice versa as jn lkond] .back,. 
Tl,e following figure

illustrates the rhyme ofa monosyllabic word in pahari.

Figure 4.13: Rhyme structure of monosyllabic words in pahai

Figure above shows that:

. Rhyme can have 3 X-positions marimum

. X3 is optional

. Xl is always associated with peak, while X2 may be associated with peak or coda

. X3 is associated with coda

After identifying onse! coda, peak and rhyme phonotactics, the overall pictue can be

summarised in terms of syllable templare for Pahari monosyllabic words in figure 4.14.
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Eh

,/\
,/\ae Con _.^,,,,, \ './ \

/ \--"- \
x3

Figue 4.14: Syllable template for pahari monosyllabic words.

Figure above reads as:

. Onset can have maximum two consonants

. xa-b are oprional

. Rh),rne can have maximum 3 X-positions

. Xa - X3 are associated with a single sonority peak

. Xl is always associated with peak, while X2 may be associated with peak or coda

. X3 is associated wirh coda

4.2.4. Syllable inventory of Pahari

Based on the consonant clusters and examples discussed above, there are a total of 11

syllable templates in Pahari as displayed in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9: Pahari syllable templates

Syllable Type I-exeme GIoss

a:

CV,C\.,/C f..ki:r beggar

VC eight

WC o:s dew

CVV tar aunt

CVVC sa:t pain

CVC nl mole

CVCC kend back

CCW klor a slab of stone

CCVC pbtek rattied

CCVVC ara:I plain stone

The syllable templates show that minimum requirement for a syllable is a short vowel,

but minimum requircment for a monosyllabic word is a long vowel or a diphthong.

Syllable with a short vowel cannot be a monosyllabic word. Example [a:] 'come, in

Table 4.9 further shows that syllable is formed only by a long vowel. It means that

syllables without onset and coda arc allowed. L rhyme, minimal rcquirement is a short

vowel (CV). This template is not possible word finally as the language does nor allow

words to end with shofl vowels. Short vowel also does not come aloDe in a word. It is

either preceded or followed by corsonant. Onset is optional, but it takes maximatly two

consonants (Cl) and (C2) word initially. Wod medial onset clusrers are nor possible (see

Table 4.4). Table 4.4 indicates that (C1) and (C2) are always occupied by obstruenrs and
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liquids, respecrivery. Tabre 4.7 arso illusrrares when a sylabre is without onset and coda,

nucleus takes W slots. When there is a coda in the syllable, V2 becomes optional. It
means a rh),me minimally occupies one time slot_ Table 4.? further shows that coda is

also optional, but maximally two optional coda consonants are allowed. The question

whether or oot codas cary weight in pahari synabres is discussed in det^ir in 4.2.4-,

uDder the heading syllable weight.

4,2.5. Syllabification of Pahari words

After accepting that the syllable is a phonological unit tlat consists of onset. nucleus and

coda. lhis seclion addresses rwo main questions:

r Do complex onset and coda clusters confom to sonority sequencing principle

(SSP) in Pahari?

. Do Pahari speakers respect maximal onset pdnciple (MOp) aDd Legality

principle (LP) while demarking rhe syllable boundaries?

4.2.5.1. SSP and consonant clusters in Pahari

Sonodty is the degree of audible resonance of sound segmeDts (Clements, 2002). It

rcpresents the classification of sound segments indicating the relation of a particular

segment to other sound segments. As discussed in se.tion 4.1.2.1.3., phonology has a

mDge of sonority hierarchy schema, of which the basic order of the resonance mnking is

(Vowels > Glides > Liquids >Nasals > Obstruents). However, for the purpose of the

present study, a set of language specific sonoriq, hierarchy has t€en applied, as shown in

Table 4.8.
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Table 4.10: Sonority hierarchy (SII) of pahari segments

l,east Sonorous

Voiceless stops
Voiced stops
Voiceless Fdcatives
Voiced Fricarives
Nasals
Liquids
clides
High Vowels
Mid Vowels
I-ow Vowels

Most Sonorcus

Tbe given sonority hierarchy is clucial for the present stDdy. The proposed distinctions

within the ranking show language specific sonority needs that have to be respected.

Following table shows four degrees of sonority for palari. On the basis of this, the

minimal sonodry distance is calculated for onset and coda clusters.

Table 4.11: Sonority scale

Sounds Sonodty Scale

Glides

Liquids

Nasals

Obstruents

r80
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Table 4.12 shows all possible consonant clusters C1C2, while C1 is shown along the

vertical axis and C2 along fhe horizontal axis. Examples of ClC2 consonant clusters are

given in front of them. The (+) sign appears under columns headed by the morc sonorous

sounds, while i, rows headed by less sonorous obstruents. The data show that the ClC2

consonant cluster occupying the onset tends to be chosen ftom opposite axis of the

sonoity scale.

Table 4.12: Possible onset Clusters and Sonority Sequencing distaDce in Pahari

mn , I r I j Examples

p

pb

b

I

I

d

t

th

d

k

k6

c

f

+ + + plo:k.na:, pru:n, pto:si:

+ + pblo:r.na, phlek

i + + blo:r.na, b(a:.bur, bte:

tla:r

draxi+

+ + J- klor, kupna: ,kpm,

+ + + khle:q khro:s.ni:, khlek

+ + + gra:, gtoD

++ fre:.bi:, fla:



mn j Examples

t!o1.n5:

d3la:v, dgra:v

x

Y

fi

r-1"

rf

d3

m

,)

!

I

T

j

Table 4.12 shows that 2? onset clusters exist in Pahari. Broadly spefing, obstruent _

Iiquids cornbination is possible at onset position, but all the obsffuents do not make

cluste$ with liquids. It is found that labial stops and velar stops occur with all the

liquids, while dental stops are rcstticted only with /r/. Alveolar stops do not form

consonant clusters at all. kicativeljquid is also limited. Table 4 12 furthe, shows that

onset cluste$ conform to SSP as the l_sonorant] sounds are listed along vertical axis and

take C1 position, while on horizontal axis, [+sonorant] sounds arc listed and they take C2

posiiion. Minimum sonority distance between Cl (obs(uents) and C2 (liquids) is of 2

degees. Not all the obsfuent-liquid combinatiols which conform to SSP and MSD 2 arc

pemissible. Though the following list of words follows both SSP and MSD 2, but these

+
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are rot attested by the language.'k[ ll, trl, tr,r, CI, tl, tr, tt trl, Cr, t\, &, dl, dt, st, zl, 4, fi,

fl, f1, vr,vs, v1,!,-[6 xl, x6 yr, yl, y1, tJr, tft, dgt, tfr, tfl, tft].

Sonority in Pahad also ises ftom firct (CI) to secord consonant (C2) within coda.

Following example illustrates sonority nsing at onset position.

(1). plo:k.n-a

Example (l) shows that well fomed complex onsets have a minimal sonority distance of

two and respec! sonority sequencing- It is clear that adjacent consonants in onset (pl)

differ by two degrees of sonority i.e., /p/ is obstruent and has the sonority degee 1 on

sonority scale, while /l/ shows sonority degree 3. So, it shows that the difference is of

two degrees. This further shows that the sonority incrcases within onset. lt rises from

onset to peak. Clusters such as obstruent-obstruent */tp/, obstruenFnasal */prn/, ,asal-

obstruent */nb/, nasal-nasal */mr/, nasal-liquid */nl/, liquid-obstruent +/rfl and liquid-

nasal *1lnl are never syllabified as complex onsets follow from this mnking.

Sonodty decreases from peak to coda, but contrary to onset, the difference of sonority

between (C3) and (C4) is of one degree sonority. Following table illustrates the sonoriry

distance and possible coda clustem. It shows all possible two consonant clusters C1C2,

with Cl shown along the vertical axis and C2 along the horizontal &\is. Examples of

coda consonant clusters are given in front of them.
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Table 4.13: Possible coda cluslers and sonorityssequencing distance in Pahari

d3 Examples

Somb

ken* send, end3

to{g

m+
D

{ +

Table 4.13 shows that only 5 coda clusters arc possible. Only nasals /m, n, ! / occur at

Cl coda position, while at C2 position, broadly speaking, only voiced obs(uents @cur.

It is also found that Cl (m, n, 4) and C2 (b, 4 d, C, d3) have homorganic place of

articulation (see sectiol 4.2-1.2.2). Minimum sonodty distance between Cl and C2 is of

l(i.e., Cl, nasal, C2, obstruent) degree. Table 4.13 shows that sonodty dec.eases fiom

Cl to C2, as nasals are more sonorous than obstruents. Following figure illustmtes the

falling sonority within coda.

(2). kond

/\

The figure shows that adjacent consonants in coda (nd) differ by one degree of sonority

i.e., /r/ is nasal and has the sonority degree 2 on sonority scale, while /ay is obstruent and

exhibits sonority degree 1. So, it indicates that the difference is of one degree. This

shows that sonoity drstance between coda clusters is minimally l, and the sonoriry

decreases within coda. It falls ftofi peak to coda.

The above examples (1) and (2) illustrate that the segmertal structure of syllable-initial
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(onset) and syllable final (coala) consonant clusters is resricted by two important

markedness coDstraints. The first, abbteviated as MSD, embodies the minirnal sonority

distance rcquirement that many languages impose on complex onsets and/or coalas' ln

case of Pahari onsets, this minimal distance is 2 on a sonority scale' wherc obsfiuents

have a value of 1, nasals 2, and liquids 3. This sonority distances for coda lades ftom 1'

The second. abbreviated as SoNSEQ, captues the sonority sequencing principle (SSP)'

The relevant constaints are defined as follows.

(3) MSD-'?oNs

The minimal sonority distance between the two elements of a comPlex onset is 2'

(4) MSD-rcoD

The minimal sonority distance between the two elements of a complex coda js 1'

(5) soNsEQ

Onsets must rise in sonority towards the nucleus and codas must fall in sonoriry

from the nucleus.

4.2.5,2, Demarcation of syllatles in Pahan

To mark the syllable bounalary, phonologists seem to apply \,hat Pulgram (19?0) offels

as the "pinciple of minimal coala and maximal onset". Accordin8 to this pdnciPle, as

many consonants as possible are assigned to the following vowel, as long as the

phonotactics consffaints of the langlrage are not violated. Clements (1990) terms it the

core syllabifi cation pdnciple.

Most experimental evialence related to syllable division comes largely from English

(Delwing, 1992) and supports the onset first principle. On the other han4 Derwitrg

(1992) shows that in case of Korean and Arabic' expedments sllppofl olset frst for
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intervocalic single consonant but for inte ocalic consonant clusters, the syllable breal

between two consonant clustefi is preferred, Two experiments were conducted to

demark the syllable boundaries in Pahari.

4.2.5.2.1, Experiment one

Experiment one was conducted to answer the following question:

. Do Pahari speakers syllabify intervocalic single consonant with preceding or

followiDg vowel ry: Cvr ---> V:C.v: orV:.Cv:)?

An expenmental pamdigm designed by Derwing (1992) is used for the two experiments.

Subjects were given words with different syllabifying altematives and asked to choose

the corect one. For this experiment, the same ten Pahari speakers (those participated in

the experiments for chapter 2 and 3) were chosen. Before the exp€riment, the participants

werc briefed with an English example, for the wotd lnelo with its two altematives,

[me.lon] and [mel.on]. The participants werc given two options. The expedment was

conducted orally because there was a chance of confusion as the language does not exis[

in written form. Words were rcad in different pauses by a native speaker and the subjects

encircled their preference on a sheet provided to them with the word number and its two

choices (a) and (b). AII the words werc repeated three times bu( in different order to

avoid guessing. A list of 20 Pahari intervocalic single consonants is shown in table 4.14

below. The consonants are liquids (10 words) and stops (ten words involving five voiced

and five voiceless).
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Table 4.14: List of single intervocalic consonants

wods

xa:li:

ma:si:

malik

pa:pi:

a:ta:

xa:ki:

sa:vi:

na:pa:

so: B:

to:li:

zi.ta,

AI

su:na:

ka:tI:

pi:nal

bo:ti:

t o:ra:

la:ft:

kbo:!a:

e:na:

empty

aunt

master

sinner

floor

khaki

light geen colour

measured

goup

cumin

came

Give birth

ambush

drink

Piece of meat

broke

I-ame excuse

donkey

come
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Before the experiment stafled, the participants were gjven examples of words which

were not included in the list. The puryose behind this short training was to make sule that

they understand what they were going to do.

Results of this experiment show that the participants syllabify the inte ocalic consonaDt

with the fotlowing vowel ry.CV sequence), thus supporting the maxirnal onset principle

O4OP). Statistical analysis test shows that the difference in options ry.CV and VC.V) is

significant (p < .001). There is no difference found based on stops categories whether the

consonant is liquid, stop or nasal.

4.2.5.2.2. ExperimeDt two

Experiment two addresses the following question:

. Do Pahari speakers syllabify intervocalic consonant clusters as:

VCCV --| VC. VC, VCC. V or V. CCV?

The same experimentat paradigm was used for this experiment as well. The same ten

participants with different word list werc chosen. This time therc were three choices: (a),

(b) and (c). The pause break was as follows: vCC.v, V.CC or VC.VC- 12 words were

used and these prcsented the following types: stop + liquid, stop + nasal, fricative +

nasal, fticative + stop. The list of the words is sbown in Table 4.15.
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Table 4.15: List of inlervocalic consonant clusters

gloss

I'
sa

exro:t

rurvrJ t

sas Ia:

o:pra:

begla:

tebi:

krsmu I

tIa:plu:s

lambel

o-dra:

lokti:

me-ftu: I
d3ebte

repi[ a:

pegF:

kenda:

walnut

bdbery

cheap

stIanget

a big piece of land

wife

late

flatterer

long

half done

conditioned

jaws

dispute

turban

thom

pr

gl

br

pl

mb

dr

kt

"l^.

bt

p\

nd

Participants overwhelmingly preferred to syllabify between the two clusters, i-e.

(vCC --| VC. Cv). The statistical test shows that VC.CV response was significant

(1) < -001) for all the words. Regardless of the possible word initial or word flnal clusters,

the syllabification was betrreen the two corsonants. This VC.CV syllabification goes
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against both the locality principle and maximal onset principle as [pl] cluster in

lplaol'rice cooked in mear' is permitted in onset position and also respects SSP, but it is

broken by all the participants in interuocalic position. Another example, [nd] is

permissible cluster in coda position as in [kend] 'rdcft' but also syllabified by all

participarts between two consonants as rn lkenda..) 'thron' . The possible motivation

b€hind this intervocalic cluster breaking could be that CV template exists only at initial

position before a super heary syllable. By breaking the CC intervocalic cluster, the

prcceding vowel becomes vC and following is also CVV Oat is heavy and this heavy-

heavy combination is possible as in [ka:.la:] 'black'. h also suggests that coda

consonant has time slot that carries weight. This discussion leads to discuss the weight of

syllable. It is also observed duriDg the analysis that geminadofl of inte ocalic consonant

is frequent in Pahari that could also be due to syllable weight. This also suggests that

syllable weight dominates maximal orset principle, localiry principle and sonority

sequencing principle in demarking a syllable. Syllable weight and gemination arc

discussed in the nexi two sections to see iheir role in syllable dernarcation.

The relevant constaints can be defined as follows:

. A single intervocalic consonant is always syllabified with the following vowel

i.e., VCV ---> V.CV.

. A word inteflal cluster of the form VCCV is syllabified as VC.CV. Even the

cluster of the two consonant is permitted word initially.

. A word intemal cluster of the form VCCCV is always syllabified as VCC.CV-

4.2.5.3. Syllabic weight

As discussed in chapter 3, Pahari is sensitive to vowel length: long vowels have different
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phonological status from that of short vowels. One way to descibe this difference is to

represent quantity in terms of mora. A mora rcpresents a time slot equivalent to a single

short vowel (Irhiste, 1970). Using the moraic concepl, Pahari syllables arc considered to

be of three distinct types.

. Mono-momic (i.e., CV)

bi-moraic (i.e., CVC or CW)

tri'moraic (i.e., CWC or CVCC)

The weight is based on the fiyme of the syllable only; onsets are irrelevant (Kenstowicz,

1994). Furthemore, individual vowels may be multi-moraic. The long vowels /i:. e:, ae:

a:, o: u:/ and diphthongs /or, oe, ar, ae, ao/ are bi-moraic, while the short vowels h, e, e

o, o, u/ arc treated as a single mom. So any syllable contajning one of the former set

would automatically be at least heavy. Pahari coda consonants are also moraic.

Therefore, open syllables with a short vowel are mono-moraic, closed syllables with a

short vowel and a single coDsonant coda are bi moraic and open syllables with a long

vowel or a diphthong are also bi-moraic. On tle other hand, closed syllable with a long

vowel and a consonan! and a short vowel with two consonants ale tri-moraic,

These quantity or moraic differences arc genemlly represented as a difference of the

weight of syllables. Mono-moraic syllables are called 'light', bi-moraic are 'heaw' and

tri-momic are called 'super hea\y'.
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Table 4.16: hesents data on bi-moraic and ri-moraic.

fe.ki:r

L.ki:r

Bi-moraic

Mono-momic

khet

heth

l.ar

Io:

Tri-momic

ma:r

pha:t

tfend

pft-f

CV,C\'VC

CV,C\'VC

begga.

line

bed

hand

aunt

light

CVC

CVC

C\ry

C\ry

CVVC

cwc

CVCC

CVCC

beat

stick

slap

saucer

1. a. fo.ki:r Cv.(mono-moraic ) CVVC (tri-moriac)

o

t\.IAI ": :.| ,f l

r- vi

o

OrI Ry

I

Pe

Light Syl. (CV)

Figure 4-15: Syllable weight rcptesentation

Super heavy Syl. (CVVC)

Rv

A
Pe Co|lIrptlrl
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IrI other worals, if a syllabte has branching rhyme, the syllables ate heavy (2P= bi-

moraic) and super hea\ry (3!= ffi-moraic), and if,o branching at rhyme, the syllable is

light (lp= mono'moraic). Rhyme can have maximum 3 moras i e ' VCC as in lkendl

'back'. WC as in Jsall 'year' in Pahari. Syllable weight plays an important role in

lexical stess, so its rclation with stress is discussed in detail in chapter 5'

4.2.5.4, Gemination and svllable structure

A number of studies in the past have dealt with the geminates phonetically and

phonologically. Phonetically' gemirates arc teated as long vowels (Ladefoged &

Maddisien, 1996) and greater muscular tension is needed to articulate them (Trubetzkoy'

1969). Phonologically, tbere are different views on their natllle'

Delattre (1971) views gemination in tems of syllable structule He sees gemination as a

process of consonant re-articulation: whereas the first consonant crcupies a syllable

cod4 the second one occupies tbe onset of the following syllable He argues that

geminaies arc differcnt ftom long consonants in that geminates have two phases in rheir

articulation. Accordirgly, a geminated /1/, for example' has the representation in (6)'

(6) Representation of geminates

bb

According 1o this view, a geminate is a cluster of two identical consonants The first

occupies a syllable coda anal the seconal is rearticulated as the onset of a following

syllable. Long consonants, on the other hand me seen as a single segment occuPying two

xx
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timing slots as represented in (7)'

(7) Representation of long consonants

In linear phonology, geminates are distinguished fiom singletons by the feature [+long];

otherwise, they arc referred to as a sequence of two identical segments'

(8)

bb
within moraic theory, a geminate is seen as a consonant encoding inherent weight rather

than length. It follows that a geminate is always mo'aic, and any CVC syllable should

count as heavy if the coda consonant is part of an underlying geminate' even in

languages which have CVC syllables, otherwise count as light Cfranel, l99l)'

As aliscussed in Chapter 2, gemination is lexical in Pahari and geminates occur at

inteflocalic as well as word final positions. At intervocalic position, frst part of the

geminate goes with the preceding vowet, while the second part of the geminate goes with

the following vowel and forms its onset as shown in the following examples'

xx

b

CC

!
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Table 4.17: Lexical gemination in Pahari

Words gloss templales

t*.p.pud N)

lkop.pa:l (N)

tkheb.ba:l (Adj)

'slap'

'hive'

'left'

CVC.CVC

CVC.CVV

CVC,CVV

Asseenthatfirstandsecondsyllabtearehea\rybutthediffere'ceisofsegment

sequence. In case of flrst syllable, first segment is always a short vowel and second is a

consonant.whilethesecon.lsyl]ablecanhavealongvoweloldiphthong(Vv)orashort

vowel and a consonant.

On the other hand, in word final consonant gemination, only monosyllabic words show

geflination and syllable structure is always (VC), as shown in Table 4'l8 However'

changes take place when suffixation occus, as shown in Table 4 19'

Table 4.18: Final gemination

Words gloss templates

lknoppl

lmuCtbl

lsottl

(N)

(N)

(v)

'Iush'

'frsf

['t}lrow'

CVCC.

cvcc.
CVCC.

Table 4.19: Word final geminates with vowel initial sufflxes

Root + suffix templates Resyllabifrcation templates

lkhetrl 'bed' +6j

lleltl ' leg' + d:

CVC-CW

cvc.cw

(pl)

(pl)

CVCC [k\ot.t6:] 'beds'

CVCC thf.t6J 'less'

lkadl 'extract' +i: (perBpso CVCC [ked.dil 'exmcted' CVC CVC
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The preference is to gerninate intervocalic consonant as fi'st part goes with the preceding

vowel to make it hea\ry' The second part forms the onset of the following vowel This

suggests that a syllable does not en'l witl a sho't vowel when the following syllable is

bi'moraic-IntenPahanvoweltemplates,CVisfoundbutonlybeforethetd-moraic

syllables.

Table 4.20: Word final geminates with consonant initial suffixes

Root + suffix Giplates Resyllabification templates

[sott] 'throw' + na

(infinitive)

lsattl 'throw' +ja (3msPerf)

CVCC Isort.na] 'to throw' CVCC.CW

CVCC [settja] 'threw' CVCC.CW

lkeppl 'cut'+ na (infinitive) CVCC lkepp.nel 'to cut' CVCC.CVC

cemination is rcalized to avoid the clash between syllable weight and MOP Paharj is a

quantity sensitive language, thus shess is assigned on the basis of weight of the syllatlle-

In disyllabic words, if both syllables are heavy, stress goes on the first The second

syllable gets stress only if it is super heary' As discussed in section 425 2' Pahari

respects MOP anal according to this principle, inte ocalic consonant should be tie onset

of the following vowel. This ir rctum leaves the first syllable light that is not accepted

before a bimoraic_syllable in the language. Consequently, gemination takes place and

both syllable weight and MOP are rcspected. As discussed earlier, first part remains the

coila making the syllable heavy (VC) and the second pafi of geminate goes with the

following syllabte to obey the maximal onset principle. word final geminates also

support this view as when vowel finat sufflxes are added to the stem. Resyllabificadon

takes place anal the second syllable occupies the onset position of the following vowel
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dividing the word into two syllables maintaining the first syllable heavy OD the other

hand. when the consonant initial suffix js added to the geminate stem at word finally'

gefiinates consonant remains at cod"a position of first syllable and does not move to the

onset of the following syllable as the place is al'eady occupied by the consonant This

shows clearly that geminatioD takes place to satisfy both the conditions in disyllabic

words to make the syllable heavy and to respect MOP Another evidence comes ftom the

consonant clusters. They do not geminate word finally When vowel initial suffix is

added to tberL the flnal consonant of the segrnent moves to onset position of the

following vowel leaviDg behind the first syllable still hea\ry as shown in table 4 18'

Table 4.2 I : Consonant clusters+ vowel initial sufflx and consonant initial suffix

Words ,gloss,afflxes templates Words,gloss, templates

[kend] 'back' *6 (pl)

lprrJl 'saucer'+i 1pl)

lgembl'hole'+i:
(smallness)

lken.del'backs'

[pr.tJi]'saucers'

lFm.bil 'a small

hole'

CVCC

CVCC

CVCC

CVC.CVV

CVC.CVV

CVC.CVV

These consonant clusters suggest a Possible motivation for this gemination rule lt seems

to ensute that the final syllable of the stefi is as heavy as possible Widout the

gemination, a single stem_final consonant would become the onset to a suffix_initial

vowel by the Maximal Onset Principle (Kahn. 1976) According to MOP' the final

consonant woulal prcfer an onset to a coda i e', CVC+V + [CV CV] However' when

gemination occuls, the odginal stefi-fmal consonant is rcalized in the coda' closing the

stem-final syllable. Then the geminate consonant is realized in the onset of the syllable in

which the affix vowel is the nucleus i.e., CVCC+V + [CVC.CV]. Thus, the gemination

ensures that the stem retains its shape and makes the stem-flnal syllable to be both heavy
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and closed. This also suggests that geminate (CC) takes one mora as the second pafi

moves to onset that is weightless slot. As stress is assigned on the basis of syllable

weight, so this rule and its interaction with stress assigrment is taken up further in

chapter 5.

4.3. SYLLABIFICATION IN PAHARI; AN OT ACCOUNT

Optimality Theory (OT) proposes that universal gfimmzr contains a set of violable

coDstraints and these constmirts reflect universal properties of larguages. 11 also

proposes that each language has its own ranking for these constaints and the difference

between constmints rankings rcsult in differeDt language specific pattems. This 81ves rise

ro systematic variation between languages.

This section focuses on dle set of consraints that are employed in the process of

determining the set ofpossible corc syllables in Pahari. Following Prince and Smolensky

(1993), the section presents these consEaints as members of two families: Markedness

and Faithfulness constraints. on the basis of universal eyidence into the structues of

syllables, it is accepted that CV is the basic syllable shap€. Some languages may have

CVC and/or V syllables, but no languaSe has only V or only CVC. AII languages have

CV syllables.

4.3.1. Universal Syllable Structure Comtraints

4,3.1.1. Markedness constmints

As mentioned in chapter I, markedness constraints evaluate the well-formedness of

output candialates. To account for basic syllable structure, Pdnce and Smolensky (1993)
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introduce the following markealness constraints:

(9). ONSET

*[o V (Syllables must have onsets)

(Prince and Smolensky, 1993)

(10). NOCODA

*C lo ('Syllables must not have codas.')

(Kager, 1999)

(1t). +69r*"r*on'

*[o CC ('Omets are simPle.')

(Kager, 1999)

(12). *6.r*"rr"o'
*CC I o ('Codas are simple.')

(Kager, 1999)

ONSET rcquires all syllables to have onsets Syllables with onsets ale universally

unma*ed syllables, while syllables without onsets are marked. If ONSET is un-

dominated in the grammar of a particular language, it ensures that only unmarked

syllables emerge as optimal, j.e., Cv *Complex rules out a sequence of vowels or more

tha, one segment syllabifled into onset, nucleus or coda.

In addition to markedness constraints, however, there arc the faithfulness consEaints:

namely DEP-IO and MAX-IO. This falnily of constmints aims at restricting the well-

formed syllable sffucilrles to those that exhibit a one-to-one correspondence of input

segments with syllable positions (hince & Smolensky, 1993). In other words, the perfect

syllable stuctue, fiom the viewpoint of this family of consffaints, is the one that can
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occupy all and only those segments ahat appear jn the input which means that addition or

deletion is not preferred. These faithfulness consfiaints are as follows.

4-3.1.2. Faithfulness constraints

Faithfulness constaints require that the output be identical with input. ln OT tems,

when a candidate representing the faithful realizatron of a particular inplt fatally violates

one or more phonotactic constmints, eval may select as optimal a candidate in which one

or morc output segments have no correspondent in the input, i.e., epenthesis, o, in which

one or more input segments have no corespondent in the output, i.e., deletion. Naturally,

every such deviation incurs a vjolation of one or more faithfulness constraints. However,

if the rclevant markedness constraints dominate the relevant faithfulness constraints, an

unfaithful candidate can be chosen. The original consfiaint mitigating against epenthesis

was FILL (Prince & Smolensky, 1993). In Corespondence Theory (CT), this has been

replaced by DEP (ENDENCE), which can be defined as follows.

(13). DEP-rO

Output segments must have input correspondents. ('No epenthesis.')

(Kager, 1999)

The two most basic DEP constmints-DEP-C-Io and DEP-V-IO-are defined below.

(r4). DEP.C-rO

Output consonatt must have input correspondents. ('No consonant epenthesis.')

(15). DEP-V-IO

Output vowel must have input correspondents. ('No vo\rrel epenthesis.')
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The anti-deletion counrerpart of FILL, in prince and Smolensky,s (1993) model, was

PARSE which, in CT, has been rcplaced by oDe or more vetsions of MAX (IMALITY).

Several such consffaints in the present analysis will be used.

(16). MAX-rO

Input must have ou9ut corespondents. ('No deletion.')

(Kager, 1999)

The two most basic MAX constmints-MAx-C-Io and MAX-V-IO-are defined

below.

(17). MAX-C-IO

Input consonants musl have output correspondents. ('No consoDant deletion.')

(18). MAX-V-IO

Input vowels must have output correspondents. ('No vowel deletion.')

4.3.2. Ranking and Language.Specific Satisfaction

Recall that the constraints provided by UG are ranked in a language-specific order of

dominance to detemine the optimal outputs of a certain language. Some of these

consuaints are put in a hjgher position, while the others are relatively ranked to meet the

language-specific needs. This section, specifically, examines how consEaints ranling

and violation handle the Pahari data.

4.3.2.1. Sihple Onset aDd Coda Constraints

Now, let us tum to mnking the basic syllable markedness constrainl, ONS, NO-CODA,
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*COMPLEXoNS *COMPLEXCoD and Faithfulness consraints, DEp- IO and MAX-lo.

in a dominance order suitable for Pahari. Following table shows rhat Pahari syllables

violate the following four basic markedness consffaints.

Table 4.22: Marked cons[aints in Pahari

Templates Examples gloss Constraints violated

vc

CVC

CCVV

CVCC

e8

khat

plao

kond

came

flre

bed

dce cooked in meat

back

ONSET

ONSET

NO-CODA

*COMPLEXONS

*COMPLE>fOD

Table 4.22 shows that Pahari has onsetless (vv, VC), and syllables with onsets (CVC,

CCW, CVCC). It means onset is optional. Similarly, Coda is also optional as Table 4.22

also shows syllables with codas (VC, VCC.WC) and without codas (W, CV). Pahad

data show that ONSET and NOCODA constaiDts are violated. The answer to these

violations tells us how to mnk markedness constraints with respect to their faithfulness

coDstnints and how to mnk the markedness constraints and faithfulness constmints

within each category.

As the data show, four basic unive$al markedness syllabification consftaints (oNSET,

No-coDA- *CoMPLExoNs *COMPLEXCoD) are violated. These violable constaints

must be out ranked by some more important constraints. In such a case, faithfulness

consEaints (IDENT-IO, MAX-IO) are relevant. In order to understand the necessary

constaints. it is useful to explore the options available to avoid these violations. l-€t us

first talk about the violation of ONSET and NO CODA.
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As mentioned, W and VC syllables exisr in Pahari. Ir is obvious they violate ONSET.

To avoid this violation, the wod [a:]u:l 'potaro' can be divided inro different possible

ways as shown blow:

l). One possibility is to add a consonanr before the peak. Ir yiolates the DEP-IO, which

means that the epenthetic consonant is now the onset of dre syllable, and so Do more

violates ONSET. But Pahari does not allow this optjon: [a:lu:] 'poraro' not [*lalu:]

'potato', due to semantic change.

2). A second possibility is to delete the vowel, which would otherwise be left with a

single syllable Uu:1, so violating NrrAjK-IO. In Pahari, this also does nor happen. The

word [a: .lu:] 'potato' composed of two syllables [a: .lu:].Pahari does not allow this.

3). A third possibiljty is to divide the word into two syllables as in [a: .lu:]. This satisfles

the DEP-IO, MAX-IO. It also satisfies ONSET in second syllable, but in fust, ii yiolates.

This shows that faithfulness constraints (IDENT-IO, MAX-IO) must dominate ONSET

consEaint, as this constraint requires a syllable to have a[ onset to dominate other

constaints. This rclation of dominance is .epresented in the following tableau:

Tableau 4.1

DEPIO, MAXJO>> ONSET

In above tableau, the candidate (a) [a:.]u.l is optimal. It only violates ONSET, the lowest

runked constraint. Here the role of fajthfulness is apparent. Candidates G) and (c) both

avoid the ONSET violation at the expense of DEP-IO and MAX-IO, respectively. The
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addition of consonant /V syllabifies it as the onset, which eliminates the ONSET

violation but incurs a faral violation of DEP-IO. Candidate (c) has lost the fust vowel

and syllabifies the word as one syllable word with onset, thus incuring a MAX-IO

violation. MAX-IO violation is higher than ONSET, so this violation is also fatal. The

order of markedness constiainti and faithfulness constrains can be represented as under:

DEP,IO. MAX-IO >> ONSET

As shown in table 4.9, open syllables (W, CV, and CVV) and closed syllables (CVC,

VC, and CVCC) are possible i, Pahari. It also means that codas are optional. The options

available to avoid NOCODA violation can be seen as:

1). One possibility is to mark the syllable as [ma:r]. This satisfles the ONSET consEaint

but violates NOCODA.

2). Adding a vowel after the offending consonant results in the violation of DEP-IO. ID

this way, the offending consonant is the onset for the second syllable, and no more

violates NOCODA. Pahari does not allow this optior: [ma:r], not [*ma:ri] 'b€at' as this

suffix changes tbe tense of the verb [ma:r], beat from present to past [*ma:ri].

3). Deleting the offending consonant rcsults in the violation of MAX-IO. This is also not

possible. As [ma:r] 'beaf has three segments,if the offending consonant is deleled the

word [ma:] means 'mother'.

Tableau 4.2

DEP.IO. I\4A.X-IO >> NOCODA
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The pointing finger in tableau 4.2 shows that candidare (a) is rhe oprimal one. Its only

yiolation is that of NOCODA rhat stands $e lowesr in the ranked constraints and

satisfies the higher mnked consEainrs (DEP-IO, MAX-IO). If the vowel is added. as in

(b), the offending consonant becomes the onset of the epenthetic vowel and satisfies

NOCODA, but at the expense of a high mnked faithfulness consffaint DEP-IO rhar

violates the strictness of domination. So this violation is fatal. If offending candidate is

delete4 NOCODA violation is avoided, bur again ar the expense of higher ranked

constraint MAX-IO. The tableau 4.2 shows the following hierarchy of constrajnts for

Pahari.

DEP.IO, MAX-IO >> NOCODA

On the basis of above two tableaus, the order of markedness consEaints and faithfulness

constrains is represented as under:

DEP-IO, MAX.IO >> ONSET, NOCODA

Colira (1997) explaiDs that syllabification reflects the ranking of (AUGN) MENT. It

would be helpful to understand these constraints which refer to word bounalaries, and

discussing its ranking relative to the othe$ presented above.

(19). ALrcN (Word)

Every word boundary must coincide with a syllable boundary.

(Kager, 1999)

It can be divided into two types:

(20). ALIGN L

Every left word boundary must coincide with left syllable boundary.

(21). ALIGN R

Every right word boundary must coincide with dght syllable boundary.
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Violation of AUGN (Word) occurs when the initial syllable of a word has no onser.

Violation of ONSET or the final syllable of one word has a coda violation of No-CoDA.

Any attempt to satisfy the syilabic well-fomedness ar the left edge either by epenthesis

or deletion would incur the violation of Align L. The dominance of ALIGN L over

ONSET accounts for a large number of languages where epenthesis ff deletion in word-

initial position is not pemifted. As illus[ared in above two tableaus thar Pahari violates

ONSET and NO-CODA, the following tableaux also shows that AUGN L outranks

ONSET and in tableau 4.4, AucN R outanks NO-CODA:

The optimal output is where the stem and prosodic word are aligned in Tableau (a)

above. In (b), the initial consonant violates DEP-IO, which avoids violation of ONSET,

but violates Align L and DEP IO.

Tableau 4.3

AUCN L, DEP.IO,I\trA.X.IO>> ONSET

Tableau 4.4

ALIGN R, DEP IO, MAX IO>> ONSET

AL]CN R I DEP.IO ] MAXIO
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The optimal output is where the stem and prcsodic word are aligned in Tableau (a)

above. In (b), the last vowel violates DEP-IO, which avoids violatio, of NO-CODA and

ONSET, but violates Align R and DEP'IO, so is outranked by candidate (a) that rcspects

higher ranked constraints i.e., Align R and DEP-Io. Ir can be concluded ftom the

discussioo so far that in Pahad. the basic constaints of markedness and faithfulness

occur iII the following hielarchy.

Align L, Alierr R, DEP-Io, MA-X-IO >> ONSET, NO-CODA

It is clear fiom the above discussion that faithfulness constrailts dominate markedness

constraints. The following sectioD presents the interaction of complex onset and coda

constraints and faithfulness constraints ill Pahari.

4.3.2.2. Complex oDset constroiDts

Table 4.4 shows that onset clusters arc possible. Onset has maximum two segments (C1

is one of the obstruents and C2 is one of the liquids) in the clusteff. Section 4.2.5.1 also

shows that sonority sequence (SONSEQ) increases from Cl to C2 and observes a

minimal sonority distance of two degees (MSD-2o clusters conform to SSP). These can

be defined as follows:

(22) MSD-2oNS

The minimal sonoity distance betweeD the two elements of a complex onset is 2.

(23) SONSEQ

Onsets must se in sonority towards the nucleus and codas must fall in sonodty

from the nucleus.
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Pahari allows onset and coda clusters, and as discussed above that these clusters respect

SsP both at onset and coda position. Both univercal markealness constraints

*CONIIEXoNS and 'r'COMPLExcoD arc violated. It means therc are constnints other

than markedness consEaints, and they have hiSher mnking than that of markedness

constraints. Pahari does not allow epenthetic vowel between two clusters both at oDset

and coda. It also disallows deletion of any consonant segrnent. This suggests that

faithfulDess consffaints (DEP- I O and MAX-IO) ouffank the markedness constmints

*CONPIIXoNS and *COMPLEXCoD to avoid the violation of well-formedness of

language.

To avoid this violation, the onset consonant clusters in word [plao] 'rice cooked in meat'

can tE divided into different possible ways as shown b€low:

1). Insening a vowel betwe€n the two consonants results in two syllables ,wherc Cl

occurs at onset of epenthetic vowel and C2 rcmains with the original syllable as its

onset. This possibility avoids the violation of *COMPLEXoNS and also satisfies the

ONSET. But such construction is not allowed as a single syllable word tums into

disyllabic word. Coda cluster violation is avoided at the cost of DEP-IO.

2). We can insert a vowel before the cluster to break it where Cl becomes the coda of the

epenthetic vowel and C2 remains the onset. This also avoids the violation of

*CoMPIExoNs' but this time at the expense of DEPIO, Align L and NOCODA.

3). C1 can be deleted. This also avoids the +COIvPLEXoNS violation, but thjs time at the

cost of MAX-IO and Align L.

These possibilities show that Align L, DEP-IO MAX-IO must dominate *COMPLEXoNS

and other consraints. The following tableau illustrates the nnking:
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Tableau 4.5

Atign L, DEP-IO, MAXIO >> ONSET >> MSD-2oNs SONSEq >> *COMPLEXoN'

Pointing finger in table shows that candidate (a) is optimal. It or|ly violates

*COMPLEXoNS that srands the lowest in the ranked consffaints (ALIGN L, DEP-IO,

MAx-Io. oNsET, MSD-2oNs SoNsEQ). If a vowel is inserted between the clusters, as

in (b), Cl becomes the onset of the epenthetic vowel and satisfies *COMPLEXoNS. But

at the expense of a high mnked faithfulness constraint DEP-IO that is the violation of the

strictness of domination. So this violation is fatal. If vowel is inserted before the

consonant cluster as in (c), C1 becomes the coala of inserted vowel and violates DEP-IO,

AUGN L, ONSET and NOCODA. So this possibility is also ruled out as higher ranked

constmins are being violated. If Cl is deleted, this avoids the violation of

*COMPIEXoNS at the expense of MAXIO and ALIGN L. Therefore, it is again the

yiolation ofhigher ranked candidate. This gives us the following hierarchy.

Align L, DEP-IO, MAX-IO >> ONSET >> MSD-lcoD'SONSEQ >> *COMPLEXoNS

4.3.2.3. Complex coda constraiDts

Table 4.7 shows that coda consonant clusters are possible in Pahari, which allows
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maximally two consoDant at coda position and these clusterc also observe sonodty

sequencilg principle as defined below:

(24) MSD-1coD

The minimal sonoriry distance between the two elements of a complex coda is l.

(25) SONSEQ

Sonority sequence falls from Ducleus to Coda.

As mentioned above, Pahari permits coala complex clusters (CC) and thus violates

*CoMPLEfoD. To avoid this violation, the coda consonant clusters in word [ken{]

'wall' can be divided into differcnt possible candidates as shown below:

l). One possibility would be to insert a vowel after the cluster resulting iilto two

syllables, where the Cl occupies the coda of the fust vowel, while C2 moves to occupy

to the onset position of the epenthetic vowel. It avoids the violation of *COMPI-EXCoD

and also satisfies the ONSET, but such construction is not allowed in Pahad as a single

syllable word tums into disyllabic word. Though this possibility avoids violation of

*CoMPLExcoD, ir violates DEP-IO Align R. The violation of DEP-IO, Align R is fatal.

2). Deieting C2 would avoid the violalion of *COMPI-EXCoD , but at the cost of MAX-

lO and Align R. Due to the violation of higher mnked conshains, it is also ruled out by

strict constraint domination principle.

These possibilities show that DEP-IO MAX-IO, Alig! L must dominate

*COMPLEXCoD and other constmints. The following tableau illusfates the ranking.
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Tableau 4.6

DEp-to, MAX-IO >> Align R >> MSD-rcoD, SONSEQ >> *6614p1t*moa

Candidate (a) is the optimal one, as it violates the lowest mnked constraiDt

(*COMPLEXCoD) and obeys all the higher ranked constmints (DEP-IO, MAX-IO, MSD-

'too SONseql. Candidate (b) respects *COMPLEXCoD but violatEs DEP-Io, which is

fatal. Candidate (c) also avoids to violate *COMPLEXCoD but at tlre expense of high

,anked constGints, MAX-IO and Align R. The above discussion and analysis suggest the

following hierarchy.

DEP-IO, MAX-IO >> AIigN R >>MSD-2ONS, SONSEQ >> *COMPIEXCODA

As shown above, Pahari violates four basic univemal markedness constraints (ONSET,

NOCODA, *COMPLEXoNS ,*COMPLExcoDo), it prefers faithfulness constraints to

maintain wellformedness of the syllable. The coming section talks about word intemal

syllabifi cation cofl straints.

4.3,2.4. Word internsl syllabilication constraints

Section 4.2 shows that:

2|
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A single inteflocalic consonant is always syllabified with the following vowel

i.e., VCV ---| V.CV.

A word intemal cluster of the form VCCV is syllabified as VC.CV, even if the

cluster of the two consonants is pemitted word initially.

As stated above, an intervocalic consonant is always syllabified with tle followinS

vowel, i.e., as an onset, ,ather than as a coala. Prince and Smolensky (1993) point out that

the syliabification V.CV of a sequence VCV is univemal. There are two possibilities of

intervocalic consonant:

1). lt can be the ons€t of the following vowel dividing the word into rwo syllables. This

division do€s not violate either ONSET or NOCODA.

2)- Second possibility is to place it at the coda position of the preceding vowel, bur rhis

division violates both ONSET and NOCODA constraints. Thus. is ruled out. This shows

that candidate (a) is the optimal candidate.

The consffaints in Pahari can be ranked as shown in tableau 4.7.

Tableau 4.?

ONSET >> NOCODA

Tableau 4.7 shows that inte ocalic consonant prefers onset position of following vowel

over coda position of the preceding vowel. This sugSests that ONSET constraint

dominates NOCODA as shown below:

ONSET >> NOCODA

lnput:/pi:la:/

u. e pi:.1a:
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It has been shown in section 4.2.5.2 thal at intervocalic position, consonant cluste$

break. Cl becomes the coda of the preceding vowel, while C2 occupies the onset of the

following vowet, though these are possible legitimate clusters word initially. Expeiment

I shows that an intervocalic consonant goes with the following vowel and becomes its

onset. On the other hand, when inte ocalic consonant is preceded by a short vowel, it

geminates aDd ambisyllabies. h the same way, as the expenment 2 shows, when a

consonant cluster is preceded by a short vowel, it brcaks and Cl takes the coda position

of precedjng vowel and C2 occupies the onset position of following vowel. IJt us

consider the following finding:

. A word intemal cluster of the folm VCCV is syllabified as VC.CV, even the

cllster of the two consonant is permitted word initially.

VCCV clusters can be divided in different way.

l). One is to put consonant clusters as onset of the following vowel. This divides the

word into two syllables as in [te.bd:]. This violates the *CoMPL.Exots constraint thar is

mnked high, so it is not a well-formed construction.

2). Second is to place the consonant cluster at coda position of the fust syllable [toh.i:].

This syllabification violates ONSET, MSD-rcoD and SSP So, it cannot be the optimal

candialate.

3). Thid is to divide the consonant cluster, which syllabifles the word as: Cl becomes

the coda of the preceding vowel, while C2 becomes the onset of the following vowel.

This syllabification violates only NOCODA constraint and satisfies all the higher mnked

consEaints (*COMPLEXoNS,*COMI{ FXcoD ONSET). Thercfore, (c) is the optimal

candidate.
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Tableau 4.8

-COMPLEXONS,*COMPLEXCOD' ONSET >> SSP >> NOCODA

Tableau 4.8 shows that inte ocalic consonant clusters prefer to break and ban clusters ro

move together at onset or the coda positions. Cl goes to the onset position and violates

NOCODA, and C2 occupies onser position of the following vowel and satisfies ONSET.

On the other han4 breaking clusters satisfies two universal conshaints, *CO\,IPI FXoNs

and *COMPI-EXCoD *coMpl-ExlNs and *CoMpLExcoD. and ONSET dominare

NOCODA. This suggests the foliowing hierarchy:

*COMPI-ETNI*COMPLEXCOD, ONSET >> SSP >>NOCODA

4,3.3, Gemination in OT

As discussed in Section 4.2.5.4, Pahari has lexical and concatenated gemination.

Geoination also affects syllabication. It is language specific as some languages favour

gemination, whercas others disfavour this process. For OT analysis of geminates, firct we

Deed to find out the operative constraints needed for the optimal candidate. A general

assumption is fhat geminates are marked crosslinguistically, thus they are Fohibited

(Crowhust, 2001). It is also clear rhar the geminates violate SON and *COMPLEX. ln

Pahari, geminates frequently occur word initially and finally, and make the geminate

constraint fleely tolemted.
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4.3.3,1. Universal constraints

(26). *GEM

ceminates are prohibited

(Boudlal, 2001)

The basic consEaint on geminates is de ved from Kenstowicz (1999), who argues that

geminate resist both altemation and separation. This gives rise to the IDEN-IO [GEM]

constraint as shown below:

(27). IDEN-IO IGEM]

Output corespondence of an input [gem] is also [gem]

(Adra, 1999)

The well known syllable contact law is a relevant issue in gemination as it maintains the

sonority of the syllable edge intact across the syllable boundary (Davis, 1998: Gouskova,

2002; Hooper, 1976; Muray & Vennemann, 1983; Rose,2000; Vennemann, 1988). In a

disyllabic word, if the coda of the first syllable is o and the onset of the second syllable is

9, the sonority of P must not be greater thafl o.

(28). SYLCONTACT

Sonority must not rise across a syllable boundary.

(Gouskova, 2002)

4.3,3.2. Int€rvocalic gemination

Consider the intervocalic gemination example |batt^.) 'sto e' for an OT analysis. One

possibility is that the geminate consonant rcalises as the coda of the preceding vowel,
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this satisfies rhe IDEN-IO (GEM), bul violarion of *GEM rules it our from rhe mce.

Second is to syllabify geminare as rhe onser ofrhe following vowel as shown in @). This

violates a high nnked constmint *GEM and is disfavoured. Candidare (c) is the optimal

candidare as it sarisfies alt rhe consrrainrs (IDEN_IO (cEM),*cEM, SYL_MIN, SON,

MAX-IO, and DEP-IO). Candidare (d) satjsfies NOGEM, bur ar the expense of high ranked

constraints i.e. SYL-MIN and DEPJO. Ca.didare (e) is eliminared. because it incurs rhree

violation (+cEM, SON, MAX IO). Viotarion of *GEM is fatal that exctudes it from the

winning race.

Tableau 4.10

IDEN.IO (GEM), +GEM >> SON, MAX-IO. DEP-IO

4.3,3.3. Word Final Gemination

As discussed in section 4.2.5, consonants geminate word medially and word finally.

Tableau 4.11 shows the constmint ranking of word-final gemination.
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Tahleau 4.11

IDENIO (GEM), *GEM >> *COMPLEX, SON' DEP.IO' SL

As illustrated, the second element of gemination is weiShtless and extrametrical'

According to NON-FINILITY consffaint (*Final-C-p), the final consonant is weightless

and here it goes to the onset position of the next syllable when vowel initial suffix is

added to the geminate, it ambisyllabifles and also b€comes the onset of the following

sytlable as in [sett], 'rhrorr' + .,. [set.ta:], 'rhlev'. On the other hand, when consonant

initial suffix is added to the geminate stem, it does not ambisyllabify.

4,3.3,4. Ceminate + consonant inilial suffil

When a consonant initial suffix is added to the geminate, it is not divided and remains

with coda. Tableau 4.12 illushates the ranking for the selection of optimal candidate.

Tableau 4.12

*FINAL.C. P, IDEN IO >> DEP IO, SON, *COMPLEX. +GEM
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Candidate G) is eliminated because it incun fatal violation of *FINAI-C- [. On the

other hand. IDEN-IO rules out the candialacy of the second altemative (c). So, the

optimal candidate is (a) that violates three low ranked constraints (SON, *COMPLEX

and +GEM) but satisfies all the higher ranked consffaints (*FINAL-C- p' IDEN-IO).

ln sum, it is seen that geminales are the clustels of two consonants that share common

featues and are never split by vowel epenthesis. Tableau 4.tl shows that word final

geminates satisfy IDEN-IO (GEM) consffaint which states that output corespondence of

an input [gem] is also [gem]. So, the geminates never split by vowel epenthesis'

Summary

I started ihe chapter with two aims in mind i-e., fiIst to Provide a detailed description of

syllable structure of Pahari anal second to investigate the flndings by adopting constraint

based framework of OT. The chapter was divided i,to tkee main sections: section 4'1

aliscusses the concept of syllable srucure, theories of syllable shrcture and

syllabification; section 4 2 deals with the description of Pahari syllable structure and

syllabification rulesi anal sectioD 4.3 discusses Pahari syllables in the ftamework ofOT'

Firdings of the section:

Onset

. AII Pahari consonants except /!/ occur syllable initially'

. 2? onset consonant clusters are possible at word initial position'

. Only obsffuent- Iiquid cluste$ me possible word initially'
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. No cluster is permissible word medially.

. All clusters obey sonority sequencing principle and observe MSD 2.

. Sonority is sing from Cl to C2.

Coda

. All Pahari consonants except /pb, fi, j/ occur word finally and /fi, j/ word medially.

. Only 5 coda clusters are possible word finally and coala clusters are not possible

word medially

. Homorganic nasal-obstruents cluste are possible.

. All clusters obey sonority sequencing principle and show MSD l.

. Sonority is falling frorn Coda Cl to C2.

Rhyme

. Rh)me can have 3 X-posirions ma,rimum.

. X3 is optional.

. Xl is always associated with peakrliucleus.

. X2 may be associated with peak or coda.

. X3 is always associated with coda

Word intemal syllabifi cation

. A single intervocalic consonant is always syllabified with the following vowel

i.e., VCV '--+ V.CV.

. A word intemal cluster of the form VCCV is syllabified as VC.CV, even the

cluster of the two consonant is permitted word initially.

Syllabic weight

. Light (CV), heary (w, VC) and super-heavy ryVC, VCC) syllables arc

allowed.

. Both peak and coda have weight.
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. Onsets are weightless.

Gemination

. Consorants geminate interocallically and word finally.

. In inreflocalic gemination, gemirate consonant ambisyllabfies. If the following

syllable already occupies onset rhen ir does nor ambisyllabify.

. Geminate consonant contains one nrora.

OT FiDdings

. Four basic universal markedness syllabificarion constrainrs (ONSET, NO_

CoDA, *COMpLEXo*t,*CoMpl.Excoo) a." violared in pahad.

. FaithfulDess consffaints dominate markedness constraiDts in pahati.

DEPJO, MAX-IO >> ONSET, NOCODA

. Pa.hari allows complex clusrem (CC) and violates *COMPI-EX. Here markedness

constraints arc ranked low aDd faithfulness consEaints dominate.

. At intervocalic position CVC, ONSET dominares NOCODA

ONSET >> NOCODA

. In VCCV, rhe clusrer breaks and *CoMpLExoNs, *COMPLEXCoD, ONSET

dominate SSP and NOCODA

*COMPLEXONS. *COMPI-EXCOD. ONSET >> SSP >> NOCODA

. In intervocalic gemination, geminate breaks , following ranking is proposed:

IDEN-IO (GEM), *GEM >> SON, MAX,rO, DEp-tO

. In word final gemination, the conslaints mnking is:

IDEN-IO (GEM), *GEM >> *COMPI-EX, SON, DEP-IO. SL

. When a consonant initial suffix is added to the geminate, it is not divided and

remains \r ith coda. The consrainls ranbnB is.

*FINAL'C. p. IDEN IO >> DEP IO, SON, +COMPLEX. +GEM
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Chapter 5

WORD STRESS PATTERN IN PAHARI

5.0. INTRODUCTION

This chapter is undertaken with two pdmary objectives: First is to prcvide a detailed

description of lexical stess pattem in pahari; second is to generalize the findings in

Optimality Theory (OT) framework. Section 5.1 inrroduces the stess and its rypology.

Section 5.2 presents an overview of the major theoretical models proposed for the treatment

of stress i.e., metrical theory and optimality theory. The dm herc is to provide a theoretical

backgound for understanding the subsequent analysis. Section 5.3 analyses tle rhythmic

pattem of stress in greater detail on monomorphemic words. Section 5.4 presents an analysis

of the stess pattem in OT framework. The section concenfates on the application of the

theory to stess placement in monomorphemic Pahari words. The chapter concludes with a

summary of the findings.

5.1. WORD STRESS

The study of word stess addrcsses the location of prominent syllables within words as well

as the ft)thmic, positional, quantitative, and morphological factors that govem pattems of

syllable prominence. Word stress refers to the prominence of syllable(s) as comparcd to
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other syllable(s) within a word (Hussain, 1997). Among the syllables of a word, one syllable

usually stands out as morc prominent than othen, so sffess is relative prominence of

syllables. This prominence is always purposeful, e.g. in English, syllable prcminence can

change the category of a word. When the first syllable of the word ./ecold, is stressed, it is

noun, and when second syllable is stressed, it is verb. On the other hand, in Greek, syllable

prominence changes the meaning of a word. When the first syllable of the wod ?ori,is

sfessed, it means 'city' and when second syllable is shessed, it means ,much,. According to

Ladefoged (2001), stressed syllables are "those on which the speaker expends more

muscular energy and usually involves pushing out more air ftom the lungs,'. Stress is

realized in several ways in the languages of the world. The physical process for crcating

prominence has different phonetic correlates. Fundamental frequency @0), duration, and

intensity are often common corelates of syllable prominence (-adefoged 2001). The

prcminence of a syllable in a word influences the other sounds in the word as well. Mehrotra

(1965) lists the following influences of sfess on the sounds and sound-attributes of a

language:

. sress makes a vowel tense and a consonant fortis

sffess causes some sounds to be longer than when they are in some unstressed

syllables

. stress may double a consonant

strcss may introduce aspiration in an initial stop

high and low vowels bead towards the mid central vowel ifthey are unstressed

some dse ifl pitch of the sounds may also be an effect of the stess
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5.1.1. Properties of Stress

Before working on the stess pattem of pahari, it is important to fi,.t fam iarize ourserves

with a number of imponant crosslinguistically conmon prcpeflies of stress languages.

Kager (1999) discusses the following four well known properries of sress:

. Stress is culminative: Morphological and syntactic constituents have a single

prosodic peak. In stress languages, every content word (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and

adve$s) has at least one stressed syllable. Functional words (pronouns, adicles,

prepositions, etc.) are not stressed and are prosodically dependent on content words.

The domain of culminatively differs from language to language (Ilayes, 1995). For

example, English is culminative at word Ievel (every content word has a single

pdmary stess), at the level of intonational phmse, and possibly as the phonological

pkase (Nespor & Vogel, 1986) and Italian srress is culminarive at phmsal level

Q.'Iespor, 1988).

Stress is rhlthmic: Stress is rhythmically disrributed (Selkirk, 1984) in the sense thar

syllables bearing equal levels of stress tend to occur spaced at roughly equal

distances, and fall into altemating pattems. Rh),thmic altemation is manifested in a

number of ways: by avoidance of adjacent stressed syllables ('clashes') or long

strings of unstessed syllables ('lapses'). Rh),rhmic altemation is 'directional', that is,

oriented with rcspect to an edge of the word, beginning or end.

Stess is quantity-sensitive. Stress prefers to fall on elements which have some

intrinsic prominence. For example, sress tends to be attracted by long vowels,

diphthongs and closed syllables rather than short vowels and open syllables.
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Attractjon of stress by heavy syllables is known as ,quantity_sensitivity,.

S&ess is demarcative: Sress tends to be placed near edges of constituents (phrases,

words, stems, etc.). This propedy has been argued to facilitate the processing of

gammatical units in perception. Crosslinguistically favoured positions for pnmary

word strcss are the initial syllable eintupi, Ausfalian; Hansen & Hansen, 1969),

penultimate syllable (Warao, South American; Osborn, 1966), and the final syllable

(Weri, New Guinea; Boxwell & Boxwell. 1966).

In addition to these properties, sfess is a]so hiemrchicai (Liberman & prince, 1977). This

means that most sfessed languages have multiple degrees of stress: primary, secondary,

tertiary, and so on.

5.1.2. Typology of Lcxical Stress

Hayes (1995) oudines a tlpology of stress assignment in languages. He gives three distinct

axes upon which languages may differ in terms of rules for stress placement. They are:

5.1,2.1. Free vs. Iixed

The tems fixed and free rcfer to the phonemic status of stress in a language (I{ayes, 1995).

Fixed sffess is predictable in its location, and may be dedved by rule, while frce sfess is

unpredictable and must be lexically listed. In other words, it has to do with whether the

sfess pattem in a language is predictable based on location or phonological properties of a



wod (fixed) or nor (ftee), in which case stress is phonemic and must be specified in the

Iexicon. According to Hayes (1995), the fixed stess opposition is blurry one. He cites ftom

Spanish that shows phonemic stess, but the locations of stress are limited to the last three

syllables. H),rnan (1977) surveys 306 languages with fixed stess pattem and divided them

into five groups discussed below:

(1)

a. Initial syllable stress, ll4languages (37 Zr)

b. Final syllable stress,9T languages (32%)

c. Penult syllable stress,77 tanguages (25 qo)

d. Second syllable stress, 12languages (4 %)

e. Ante-penult syllable strcss, 6 languages (2 qr)

Some examples of fixed stressed languages given by Hussain (2010), from Hlman (1977),

are listed below:

Table 5.l: Fixed stessed languages

language Lexical stress

Czech

French

Polish

Macedonian

Latin

Old ksbian

Filst syllable of the word

Last syllable of the wod

Penultimate syllable of a word

Antepenultimate syllable

Penullimate syllable if ir has a long rowel;

otherwise antepenultimate syllable

Penultimate syllable if the lasr syllable is long;

antepenultimate ifthe last syllable is short

Classical Arabic Irng syllable that is closest to the beginning of

the word; fimt syllable if all syllables are shofi
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Stress can be fixed by different factors. In the table above, fiIst four languages (Czech,

French, Macedonian, Polish) use word edge to assign stress in a word. On the otler hand,

the last three (I-atin, Old ksbian, Classical Arabic) use syllable weighr ro assign stress.

In the languages with free sfess pattem, it is not possible to devise a simple algodthm to

assign stress because they use free placement of stess. Laver (1994) reports Dutch, English,

Greek, Russian and Assamese as free stess languages. The difference between them is that

sfess placement can change the meaning or grammatical category of words. In English,

several words which have the same segDental sequence but on the basis of stess are

differcntiated as nouns or verbs. In Greek, sfess placement can change the meaning of a

word. He also gives the exampie of Terena, spoken in the Southwest of Brazil, which uses

stess placement to distinguish the subject ftom the object. Thus, in free sress languages, the

stress is associated with different functions.

5,1.2.2. RJrythmic vs. morphological

Hayes (1995) states that languages may mark stress based on phonological factols, such as

syllable weight and distance from word boundaries. He ciassifies these languages as

rhlthmic stress languages. This rhythmic stress is further classified into bounded and

unbounded languages.

ln morphological sress languages, stress serves to highlight the morphological sructure of a

word. Hayes (1995) states, "stress works to elucidate the morphological srructure of the
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word". When differcnt morphemes combine to folm a word, the rcot may bear the pdmary

stress and affixes may bear rhe secondary stress. Hayes (1995) explains that in English, the

word 'unboundedness' has antepenult sress because the stem syllable is in the antepenult

position of this wod. In English, suffixes are sbess shifting and stress maintaining as well.

5.1.2.3. Bounded vs unbounded Langu&ges

The stress systems ofthe world's langlages are roughly divided into two categories:

bounded (or altemating) and unbounded (or non-altemating). This distinction between

bounded and unbounded languages only applies to Rhlthmic stess systems and defines

whether stress can fall within a certain distance from a boundary or another stressed syllable

or whether there are no resffictions on where sress mav fall.

In bounded languages, stress falls within a fixed distance from the word edge or from

another stress. Carlson (1978) classifies Finnish as a bounded stess language.

In unbounded languages, distance ftom word boundary or another stessed syllable is not

ne{essary. IJhiste (1970) shows classical Arabic as an exllmple of unbounded sbess with

sress on the fiIst heavy syllable in a word. In some unbounded stress systems, main sEess

consistently falls on a syllable at or near an edge (left or dght), rcgadless of syllable weight.

In other unbounded stress systems, main sress falls on the leftmost or rightmost heavy

syllable, and in the absence of heavy syllables, on the leftmosr or rightmost syllable. Each of

the four combinations of leftmost and dghrmost in this statement coresponds to attested
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languages (Hayes, 1995); the two cases in which the sides are the same are called default to

same side, and the two cases in which the sides are different arc called default to opposite

side.

Lists of languages fitting each of these grcss typological characterizations are given in (l).

These lists are based on those of Hayes (1995), with addirional larguages from Walker

(1997).

(2) Unbounded stress systems: gross r]?ological instantiations

a. Consistently edgemost

lrft most: Tinrin, Yeletnye

Rightmost: Uzbek, Yavapai, Yawelmani

b. Default to same side (DTS)

Ifftmost heavy, else leftmost: Amele, Au, Indo-European accent, Khalkha

Mongolian, Lhasa Tiberan, Lushootseed, Mordwin, Murik, yana

Rightmost heavy, else rightmosr: Aguacarec, Golin, Kelkar,s Hirdi, Klamath,

Sindhi, Westem Cheremis

c. Default to opposite side (DTO)

kftmost heavy, else rightnost: Komi Yaz 'va, Kwakw'ala

Rightmost heavy, else leftmost: Chuvash, Classical Arabjc, Eastem

Chercmis, Huasteco, Kuuku-Ya^u, Selkup

Given this tlT,ology, Pahari exhibirs fixed rather than free sress language behavior. This

is because the stress in a given word is predictable primadly based on phonological facroG
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(on the basis of syllabie weighr). As the heaviest syllable takes the stress in any word, such

as [ma:.'se:r] 'cousin' and. l'mai a..l 'Jlexible,.In pahari stress is not phonemic/lexically

contrastive. .

Table 5.2: Pahari a fixed language

word Gloss templates Factor

ma:, 'se:r

'-de:y. tf:

'a:y. va:. f:

cousin

pot

yawn

cw.'cwc
.CWC.Cvv

'cwc.cw.c\.v

Syllable weight

Syllable weight

Syllable weighr

In terms of the rhlthmic vs. morphological axis, pahari exhibits rhythmic behavior in the

sense that stress is shown to correlate with syJlable weight, but not morphological

complexities in the sense that sress is only assigned to a syllable within the stem of the

word and never on affixes. It allows trochaic feet as well when syllable weight ties in srem.

Table 5.3: Pahari a rh),thmic language

word Gloss templates Stressed syllable

'lok.ri:ja:

a: 'lem.ba:

'l(het.ta:

wood

flame

beds

'CVC.CW.C\ry Stem

W.,CVC.CW. Stem

,CVC.CW Srem

Hayes (1995) states that the notions of morphological and fi),thmic stess system are not

usually manifested in pure form; most stress systems are a mix of the two: for example,

English has a rhlthmic stess system in stem but mostly morphological stress for productive

affixes.
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L terms of boundedness, Pahari exhibjts an unbounded system in that there are no limits

(within a stem) where stress can occur. Stress can fall at varying distances froln a boundary

or anothq stess, prcvided the appropriate conditions are met. In tri-syllabic words, the

heaviest syllable is stressed. It can be final, trrnult or antepenult as shown in Table 5.4. If

final syllable is not heavy, the stress falls on penult. This means that the language has the

characteristics of unbounded 'default to the same side' @TS) system. Stress the super heavy

syllable in the word as shown in Table 5.4. If all tle syllables have the same weight, stress

the penult as shown in Table 5.5.

Table 5.4: Pahari an unbounded language

word Gloss syllable template stressed svllahle

'd3a:y. ra:.1a:

sa:.'la:rja:

zeb.bor. 'das I

sleeplessness

butterflies

excellent

'cwc.cw.cvv

cvv.,cwc.cw

cvc.cvc. 'cvcc

antepenult

penult

final

Table 5.5: Unbounded 'default to the same side (DTS) Sysrem

word Gloss syllable template stressed syllable

op. 'la: la:.

a: 'lom.ba:

ba:. 'srn. $er

superficial

flame

Iiving rcom

VC. 'CVV.CV<V> penult

VV. 'CVC.CV<V>. penult

CW. 'CVC.CV<C>. penult

From the above discussion, it is suggested that Pahari is a rh),thmic language with

unbounded right headed stess. It is further suggested that in unbounded languages, it falls in

the category of'default frcm the same side' with right most heavy, else right most. After
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discussing lexical stress, its prcperties and determining the stress t)?ology of the language,

we, now, tum to the theories of metrification that would later be helpful in the analysis. The

following section gives a bdef overview of major theoretical models jn meftification. This

section pafiicularly focuses on the metrical footing with special reference to Hayes' (1995)

work, as OT is based on consffaints from metrical theory.

5.2. TIIEORIES ON STRESS PATTERN

The last five decades have seen a substantal chanse in the research on the nature of

phonological theory. This section presents an overview of the major theorctical models

proposed for the placement oflexical sffess.

5.2.1. Early Proposals

Jones (1978) states that early proposals considered stess a property of individual words that

could not be predicted from phonetic structure and consequently had to be leamt

individually for each word. Chomsky and Halle (1968) in their landmark publication, Sound

Paftem of English (SPE), presented a generative phonology based analysis or approach ro

stress using tree diagram. This approach treated stress as a property of individual segments,

especially the vowels. In SPE, the fomal stressing of an input string follows from the

assignment of the feature [STRESS] to a [+syll] segment. Under this system, stress rcmained

an absolute attdbute to the individual segments.
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5.2.2. Metrical Stress Theory

The odgins of modem metrical theory can be attdbuted to Liberman (1975). It is a formal

theory which seeks to account for stress and fi)thmic stucture in a language by means of

consfucting a set of abstact, hiemrchically layered, headed constituents over a given

domain. The lowest constituent in the metdcal hierarchy is the syllable or the mora,

depending on language type. These arc grouped into feet, the heads of which define the

potentially stessed syllables in the domain. One of these heads is then identified as the one

where the primary sfess is expected to fall, and is consequently promoted to head of the

domain. Within a phonological word, this is the syllable carying the primary stress. The

other heads within the domain represent secondary stresses, or they may be rcalized as

skessless. Metrical structure is built by means of a formal algorithm that specifies the size

and headedness of a foot, how a given domain is parsed into feet, and how the constituents

above the feet are constructed.

In eady work in metrical theory, there werc two competing models for representing stress as

a reiation of relative prominences: tree theory (Liberman & Prince, 1977; Hayes, 1980,

1984) and grid theory (Prince, 1983; Selkirk, 1984), with the bmcketed gdd model

(Harffnond, 1984; Halle & Vergnaud, 1987) being a hybrid model incorporating elements of

both.
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5.2.2.1. The metrical tree

A cental idea of metrical theory is to capture the hierarchical nature of sfess. In the

metrical tree, stress is rcpresented as a hierarchy of binary branching sructures. Each of

which is labeled as weak-strong (ws) or strong-weak (sw), as represeflted in the word

'Alabama' - shown belo\N I

As mentioned above, stress is a rclatjonal propefiy: a node is strong only when it is the sister

of a weak node. Th\s in 'Alaba.na', the first syllable is stronger than the second, while the

third is stronger than the fourth. The superior nodes ale themselves in a weak-strong

relationship, which represents the rclative prominence of the first and third syllables.

5.2.2.2. The metrical grid

Trce theory came under citicism when Pdnce (1983) and Selkirk (1984) introduced a pure

grid theory. They show that )thmic notions, such as altemation and clash are best

rcprcsented in gids. Representation below follows the convention of Halle and Vergnaud

(198?) in marking stress levels with astedsks, but still represents the pure grid model of

Pdnce (1983) and Selkirk (1984) since it lacks tree constituency bracketing. Following

example (Kenstowicz 1994) shows the metrical gdd analysis of the English word

word

5! SW
A h ba nir



Apalachicola:

:'

1**

APaDrhic6h

There are three levels of prominence in this grid Level O shows asterisks marked all

elements which can bear sffess. Thus, it shows all syllables in the word Asterisks in

level I indicate foot level stress. lJvel 2 indicates wordlevel stress'

5,2,2.3. The bracketed metrical grid

In Halle and Vergnaud's (1987) bracketed gdd notation, stress is represented as a grid

enriched by bracketing to indicate sress constituents A hierarchy of layers is assumed in

which they are labeled as line 0, l, and so forth. By bracketing, adjacent marks on the same

line are organized into constituents, whose unique head is vertically aligned with a mark at

the next-higher line:

t line 2

C . r) linel

f)f1f') [te0
APo lrdri co1a

Line 0 reprcsents the stress-beadng units' which may be either syllables or rhyme elements

(moras, under some intetPretations). Brackets on line O match the foot boundaries of tlee
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theory. Line 1 contains the heads of lirle 0 constituetlts, which may be organized into

constituents that corespond to the higher level prosodic categories of tle€ theory, such as

the word tee. Line 2 contains the heads of line I constituents'

The above discussed approaches within derivational framework interpret the principles of

stress placement as rules and parameters. These approaches suggest that 'foot' plays an

important role in sfess placement. Following section focuses on the foot inventory

presented by Hayes (1995).

5.2.3. Metrical Theory and Footing

Main contribution of Hayes (1995) is his foot inventory. He claims that the highly restdcted

list of the legitimate bounded feet, with only three membels, is capable of accounting for the

various stess pattems crossJinguistically. His inventory comprises of iambic, syllabic

trochaic and moraic trochaic feet. These foot types are discussed individually below citing

examples ftom djfferent languages.

5.2.3.1. Syllabic Trochee

To introduce this foot type, I follow Hayes (1995) and consider Pintupi, an Austalian

language. In this language, odd-numbered syllables counting ftom the left get stressed, but

not the final in forms with an odd number of syllables. Main stress is on the initial syllable.

To account for this pattem, Hayes proposed what he called the syllabic trochee, in (3).
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(3)

(Syllabic Trochee (x .)

oo
This shows that a well-formed syllabic rochee contains two syllables, irespective of their

intemal structures. Hayes (1995) suggests constructing these left-headed feet going

rightwards. However, this would obtain the itemtjve stresses but not the main. In order to

hav€ the differcnce between primary and secondary stresses, he suggests a further line of

metdcal structure, namely "word layer". This word layer makes use of a parameaic rule that

would build an unbounded constituent over the "existing structue" and specifies the

prominent flank of that constituent. He calls it the End Rule, which is just a manifestation of

Pdnce (1983).

(4) End Rule (lrftlRight)

a. Crcate a new metrical constituent of maximal size at the top of the

existing structure.

b. Place the gdd mark forming the head of this constituent in the (leftmos,

righFmost ) available posirion.

(Hayes, 1995)

The phrase "available position" is motivated by a constraint on the well-formedness

of metdcal stucture- to wit the Continuous Column Consfaint.

(5) Continuous Column Constraint

A grid containing a column with a mark on layer ,r + I and no mark on layer n is ill-formed.

Phonological rules are blocked when they would create such a conflguration

(JaYes, 1995)
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The syllabic trochee encapsulates three parameter settings of Halle and Vergnaud (1987):

[+HT, +BND, and left-headed].

No similar rule is necessary in Halle and Vergnaud's (1987) approach. The very same

paftrmeters employed to describe the shape of the foot suffice to detemine the shape of

higher constituents. Pintupi line I parameter settings are [+IIT, -BND, left-headed].

Therefore, Hayes (1995) claims that the rules achieving the desired Pintupi stress pattem arc

as follows:

(6)

a. Foot Constuction Parse words into syllabic trochees going

ftom lefr to dght.

b. Word Ilyer Coflsfuction End Rule l€ft

The following example demonsrates how these rules work.

(7)

a. (x .) (x .) Foot

ooooConstruction

malawana

b. (x)

(x .) (x .)

oo d o

malawana

Word I-ayer

Construction

23',7



5.2.3.2. Iambs

Hayes (1995) discusses iamb and uses Creek as an example to introduce the iamb as a foot

type. Sfess falls either on the final or the penult, whichever is heavy. If both are heavy, the

ultimate is stressed. If both are light, then the one that is separated from the first prcceding

heavy syllable or (if there is none) from the beginning of the form by an odd number of

syllables is stressed. Hayes suggests the iamb, given below, as the foot t)?e most suitable

for thjs stress pattem.

(8)

(. x) (x)

Iambuo/otherwise- (u = light, 
- = heavy)

This shows two possibilities: l) the left one is light;2) it is built on a single heavy syllable.

This leads to discuss the role of syllable structure in foot building. Before presenting the

analysis of Creek or any other weight sensitive language, it is impottant to know the factors

that are involved in determining syllable weight.

Hyman (1985) introduces the interpretation of syllable weight on a multi-tiered syllabic

representation. He suggests the conceptual substitution of the x-tier by another tier

rcpresenting phonological weight. The x-slots on such a der corespond to weight uflits.

Hayes (1989) eradicates the whole x-tier advocating a mora tier that characterises syllables

as bimoraic or monomoraic, heavy or light, respectively. He proposes that moras fall in two

groups underlying or derivational. He also demonstrates that only vowels, gemjnates, and
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very mrely, long syllabic nasals are moraic.

(e)

.rl Il'v='. l='i:i

(Hayes, 1989)

To assign weight to coda consonants in languages that treat closed syllables as heavy,

Hayes introduces the rule of Weight-by-Position that is activated language specifically.

(10)

\

I1
&F

(Hayes, 1989)

Accodingly, Hayes (1989) proposed the following metrical sfucture rules for Creek:

b.!
II =m
I

I
I

I

crF

s-he s doililrias arry B
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(11)

a. Foot Consfuction Parse the word into iambs going from left to dght'

b. Word l-ayer Constuction End Rule Right

Deriving the stess of the word demonstrates the effects of these rules.

(12)

(x) ( x) Foot

-UuU 
Constnrction

ta:shokita

(x) Word l-ayer
(x) (. x) Construction

-U UU
ta:shokita

The crucial point here is that syllables can be left un-meffified. The final light syllable

cannot form an iambic foot on its own.

5.2.3. 3, Moraic Trochee

Cairene Arabic, a language that exhibits a distinctively complex sbess pattem, is the

example that Hayes (1989) analyses to introduce the third foot t)?e, the moraic trochee The

stress algorithm ofthis language is given below:

a. Stress a final syllable if it is super heavy.

b. Otherwise, sfess a heavy penult.

c. Or, stress the penult or the antepenult, whichever is separated by an even numLrer

of syltables ftom the closest prcceding heavy syllable or (if there is none) ftom the
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beginning of the word.

Basically, what this stess algorithm reveals is the common two binary syllable weight

distinctions of light vs other syllables word-intemally and super heavy vs other syllables

word-finally. To maintain this asymmetry, Hayes suggested adopting some sort of final

segment exfzunetricality. Before going into that, however, I will introduce extrametricality

The device of extametricality was developed in Hayes (1981) as a way of simpliflng and

rationatising the foot inventory. A rule of extrametricality renders a particular prosodic

entity invisible to the rules of stress computatjon. Gruphically, such an element is marked

with angled brackets < >. Nevertheless, in order to confol the rules of extmmetricality as

much as possible, Hayes suggests the following four rcstrictions:

a. Constituency

Only constituents (segment, syllable, foot, phonological word, affix) may be

marked as extrametdcal.

b. Peripherality

A constituent may be extrametrical only if it is at a designated edge (left or

right) of its domain.

c. Edge Markedness

The unmarked edge for extrametricality is the right edge.

d. Non-exhaustivity

An extametricality rule is blocked if it would render the entire domain of the

stress rules extrametrical.
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For Cairene Arabic, Hayes (1995) suggests final consonant extrametdcality to account for

the attested facts. This renders CVCS ljght, hence stessless, while maintaining the

heaviness of final CwCs and CvCCs, and consequently having them stressed. As for

the opposition between even and odd numbered sequences of light syllables that intervene

between the antepenult or the penult and the fitst preceding heavy syllable or the beginning

of the form, Hayes prcposes parsing syllables into moraic trochees proceeding rightwards

from the beginning ofthe word. This foot tlpe is given below:

(13)

(x .) (x)

Moraic Trochee u U

This foot t,?e contains two moras, and only two, contibuted either by two light syllables or

by a single heavy syllable. So, to account for the stress pattem of Cairene Arabic, he

employs the following set of rules.

(14)

a. Consonant Extrametricality C --+ <C> l*'#

b. Foot Construction Parse the word from left to dght into

moraic tlochees.

End Rule Rightc. Word I-ayer Consfuction

The examples below show how these rules derive stress in Cairene.



(1s)

a)

(:)

tt-t.b<l>

(r )

(r .)G.)

li..ta.ti.rt]

(r )

(x)

(" )

(x .) (: .)

S *. €Za. ra . trr. h u

To sum up, we saw how Hayes introduces this limited foot inventory as an attempt to

detemine the very primitives of the process of iterative bounded footing. Indeed, this

simplifies the overall process of stress assignment in some languages, but unbounded

quantity sensitive languages behave differcntly. According ro Hayes (1995), these languages

strcss the most prominent syllables in the word. These syllables are represented on grids

according to their weight. In this regard, Hayes cites Kelkar's (196E) study, which shows

that Hindi stress is based on three phonological weights: super heavy (CV: C, CVCC),

heavy (CV:, CVC) and liglt (CV). Kelkar's (1968) data show rhar stress falls on the heaviest

syllable, and in the event of a tie, the right most non-final syllable is sfiessed. The whole

schemata of Hindi can be shown as follows:

. Syllables arc projected according to the following hiemrchy:

***. vvc! vcc (super heavy =)

(heavy - )

(light ,
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. Mora Exkametricality

p -------| nr> / 

-l 

*-a

Prominence Hierarchyt l=l>l />/wl

Super heavy syllab)es are skessed in a word

(16)

a l!, = - -i te r6zga:ri: '!oe!ldqrB.nt'

(.x.)
:.

g\'.cl'vc- c\1"cv<\>
b.. roz f. n:

If syllables have the same weight, right most heavy syllable is stressed

(17)

!-_ _ i r-liar,tl 'iae'

a bbcni. bi-+{!brc uotd

{x,)

vv_ cvc. c\'<\>

Word layer Consruction End Rule Right

The following examples are the rcpresentations derived by the rules above:
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The above mentioned rule-based literature suggests two different skess analysis pattems

for bounded and unbounded languages. on the other hand, OT that is a constraint based

approach, emphasizes that constraints arc universal, but their ranking is language specific'

The following section discusses the consraint based approach to strcss assignment'

5.2.4. Optimality Theory

In the early l99os, phonological theory or investigation rcached another tuming point'

Pdnce and Smolensky (1993) inroduced to the scene another impoflant Phonological

theory, Optimality Theory (OT), which goes much farther than the phonological theories of

the 1970s and 80s.

The analysis of Pahad lexical sress presented in this chapter is in the consffaint-based

framework of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993, 2004. McCarthy & Prince,

1993; rccent overviews of the theory are contained in (Kager, 1999; Mccarthy, 2001).

Optimality Theory differs from earlier generative theories in that input and multiple

potential output forms arc evaluated against a set of ranked constaints in a parallel manner.

It is in contrast to rule-based serial frameworks which can produce intemediate stages of the

derivation before arriving at the actual output form. In an OT grammar of mnked constraints

for a given language, the optimal candidate (the surface candidate) is the candidate that

minimally violates (or "best satisfies") the ranked constaints. OT based stress specific

constraints are discussed in detail in section 5.4.



In the above section, we talked abour both the rule based and constmint based theoretical

models proposed for the placement of lexical stress. As mentjoned earlier, the present study

adopts OT ftamework for stress pattem analysis in pahari. Beforc dealiDg with OT analysis,

the following section presents the detailed descriptive study for stress placement in

monomorphemic words. The descdption is limited to monomorphemic pahari words.

5.3. STRESS PLACEMENT IN MONOMORPHEMIC WORDS

This section presents the st.ess pattem of monomorphemic words, followed by discussion of

the constraints requircd to account for these patterns.

Before discussing sfess in monomorphemic words in pahari, it is important to mention the

minimal and maximal monomorphemic words and syllable weight in pahari. As discussed in

chapter 4, Pahari allows light syllables, heavy syllables and super heavy syllables. Ir has also

been shown in chapter 4 that light syllables cannot form a monosyllabic word

independently. Their use is limited only to polysyllabic words. This shows that a word must

minimally contain at least two moras that can be eirher (VV) as in [ba:] ?,rr'or (VC) as in

lsetT 'throw'. Maximally, a syllable can have thrce moms (VVC, VCC) as in [mo:r]

'peacock' and fk ndf 'ract', respectively. Number of syllables in monomolphemic words in

Pahari ranges from I to 4, as shown in the following table.
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Table 5.6: Number of syllables jn monomorphemic words

Monosvllabic Bi-syllabic Tri-syliabic Tetra-svl lahic

Ir)A 'mother' krs.mut'fate' tjln.pio:.lhol

'pine hair'

s .si:.la: 'sedes'

op.la: Ia:
'superfi ci al '

fe: .ra:. Ji:.li:
'pear'

beg.gu: .go: . Ja:

'pear'

tJ4.f :keg.go:

'a kind of wild vegetable'

lo: 'lighf Jek.f : 'wood'

heth'hand' tlfa:p.lu:s'flatterer'

5.3. 1, Syllable Weight and Stress Placement

All the possible templates of Pahari arc listed in Table 5.8. Open syllables with short vowels

do not occur word finally. The table furthd shows that therc are complex onset and codas as

weli. As discussed in chapter 4, therc arc cefiain limitations on the combination of differcnt

segments at onset and coda positions in a syllable. Firstly, sonority sequencing principle

which requires onset segments to incrcase in sonority and coda consonants to fall must be

satisfied. At onset position, minimal sonority distance is 2, while at coda it is 1.In addirion,

these complex onsets and codas can have maximum two consonants. In onset, obstruent-

liquid combination is possible; while in coda, nasal-voiced stops combination is possible.

Rhyme is minimally monomomic and maximally tri-moraic. As discussed in chapter 3,

Pahari is sensitive to the length of the vowel; long vowels and djphthongs have different

status than short vowels. One way to describe this difference is to represent quantity in terms

of absfact mora. A mora rcprcsents a time unit equivalent to a single short vowel (I-ehiste,
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1970). So, short vowel is mono-momic and long vowels and diphthongs are bi-momic.

Moreover, the stress assignment is sensitive to moraic count. In addition to this, coda

consonants are also moraic. In super heavy syllable, last segment is always a consonant.

Hayes (1995) states that the lasr syllable is stressed only when it is rri-moraic. Folowing

examples support Hayes' views:

Table 5.7: Tri-momic final syllable

ma:. 'se:r cousin CVV. 'CWC

x@:. 'ra:I charity CW. .CWC

d3em. 'bi:r Iemon CVC. .CWC

In tle above table, final syllables of all the three words are stressed. Therefore, the final

syllables must have three moras. These final syllables contain long vowels, which arc equal

to two moras, and the last coda must contdbute one mora. Otherwise. the strcss would fall

on the penult, which is not allowed by Pahari native spealen.

Table 5.8: Syllable templates of Pahari

Syllable Type l-exeme Gloss

vc

wc
CV

cvv

cvc

a.

ath

o:s

fa.ki:r

!ar

!

come

eight

dew

beggar

aunt

mole
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cwc

CVCC

ccw
CCVC

ccwc

ra:t

kend

klol

p\pk

lra:r

Nght

back

a slab of stone

sudden

plain stone

In short, open syllables with a short vowel are mono-moraic. Open syllables with diphthongs

or long vowels are bi-moraic. Closed syllables with a short vowel and a coda consonant arc

also bi-moraic. Closed syllables witlt a long vowel and a coda consonant, and closed

syllables with a shofi vowel and two coda consonants are tri-moraic. Monomorphemic

words with all the possible combinations of syllable weights are discussed in the following

section.

5.3.2. Monomorphemic Words

As discussed above, Pahari monomorphemic words consist of I - 4 syllables, so the data are

presented in the folm of tables based on complexity of words (monosyllabic, disyllabic, td-

syllabic and tetra syllabic words).

5-3.2-1 - Monosvllabic words

Table 5.8 shows that all monosyllabic words are stressed in Pahad.
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Table 5.9: Monosyllabic wonls in pahari

'pra:l

'tJa:

'lor

'ku:

'heg,

'em

'kend

' a:t

"ccwc

'cw

'vcc

'vccv

'cvc

'vc

,CVCC

'cwc

a big plate

tea

woolen quilt

name of a plant

hand

mango

back

night

The table above shows that all the monosyllabic content words are stessed in pahari. The

monosyllabic words have differcnt syllable templates: CCvvC, CVV, CCW, CVC,

CWC, CVCC and VC. This shows that monosyllabic words allow both open and closed

syllables. In terms of weight, both heavy (CW, CVC) and super heavy syllables (CCWC,

CWC, CVCC) arc allowed, but it does not allow a word ro end wirh a light open syllable

(cv).

5.3.2.2. Disvllabic words

Disyllabic monomorphemic words fom following five combinations in Paharj.

. Heavy (CW, CVC) and Super-heavy ( CWC)

. Super-heavy (CwC, CVCC) and heavy (Cvv)

. Heavy( Cw,CvC) and heavy (Cw,CvC)
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. Super-heavy(CwC ) and super-heavy ( CVVC)

. Light (CV) and Super-heavy (CWC)

All the four combinations are discussed with examples, one by one, below.

(a). Heavy and super-healT syllables

Table 5.10: Heavy+ super heavy disyllabic words in Pahari

xE:.'ra:t

b@ !.'mi:z

us.'t a:z

ekh.'kbo:I

kk:.'1a:t

om.'ru:d

d3em.'bu:r

a.'Yu:r

d3om. bi:r

tJem. 'ro: 1

chadty

mde

teacher

wallnut

toy

gauva

plas

gapes

lemon

flexible

CW.'C\ryC

cvc. 'c\.vc

vc.'cvvc

VC.'CWC

cvv.'cwc

VC. 'C\ryC

CVC.'CWC

vv.'cwc

cvc.'cwc

CVC.'CWC

(b). Super heavy and heavy syllables

Table 5.11: Super heavy+ heavy disyllabic words in Pahad

'ma:s.la:

'fra:r. t i:

'ba:r.la:

'-de:y. tJi:

flexible

naughty

pig

pot

'cwc.cw
'CWC.CVV

'cwc.cvv

'cwc.cw
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'ma:s.1a:

tdo:D-ra

'sa:v.lo:

'kentJ.le:

uncle

Oily bread

curTant

forehead

'cwc.cw

'cwc.cVV

'cwc.cvv

'cvcc.cVV

(c). Heavy and heavy syllables

Table 5.12: Heavy+ heavy disyllabic words in Pahari

$ra:.ti:

-des.la:

da .von

na:sa:

da:.tu-

ki.b.bu1

bu:.ta:

kuf. tai

sickle

handle

botiom

nostrils

pomegranate

gmss

plant

Isha Prayer

.CCW.CVV

'cvc. c\.v

'cw.cvc

'cw.cw

'cw.cw
'cvc.cvc

'cw.cvv

'cvv.cw

(d), Super heavy and super heavy syllables

Table 5.13: Super heavy and super heavy disyllabic words in Pahari

'a:s.ma:n

'sa:r. va:I

'so:tjal

'vvC.CVVC

a kind of lizard 'CVVC.CWC

sky

congested
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(e), Light and super heavy syllables

Table 5.14: Ught and super heavy syllables in Pahad

be.'ma:r

mo.'ri:z

le.'ki:r

sick

patient

line

cv.'cvvc

cv.'cwc

cv. 'cvvc

Data in Tables 5.9-14 show that minimal syllable is monomoraic in disyllabic words and

maximal tri-syllabic. Tables 5.9 and 5.10 show that one of the syllables in each word is

sup€r-heavy and it is stressed. It means the heaviest syllable is stressed in disyllabic words.

But we cannot generalize this rule to all the disyllabic words as Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show

that both the syltables are heavy and super heavy, rcspectively- It is difficult to decide which

syllable is to stress. The native speakeN confirm that fint syllables in both the types are

stressed. Sfess on fimt syllable can only be achieved if we exclude final mora of the

syllable. Hayes (1981) uses tle concept of extrametdcality. At the periphery of a word, at

the left or dght edge, phonological constituent (segmet, syllable, consonant, vowel, rhyme or

mora, etc,) may be declarcd extrametrical. In other words, it is made invisible to the metdcal

rules. Pahari data above show that last mora of the word (or final mora of the final syllable)

is made extrametrical if there is a tie in syllable weight. After extrametricality, final

syllables lose one mora, and hence the penults become heavier than final syllables, and

stress falls on penults. Now we can generalize for di-syl)abic words that the dght most

heavy syllable is stressed.
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5.3.2.3. Tri -syllabic words

Td-syllabic monomorphemjc words in Pahari have four different combinations on the basis

of syllable weight as shown below.

. super heavy, heavy and heavy syllables

. Heavy, Superheavy and heavy syllables

. Heavy , heavy and Super heavy syllables

. Heavy , heavy and heavy syllables

(a). Super heavy, heavy and heavy

Table 5.15: Super heavy+ heavy +heavy tri-syllabic words in Pahari

'd3a:y. ra:. !a: sleeeplessness 'CWC.CVV.CW

'-da:r. va:.ni:

'l(a:k. [o:. la:

'a:y. va:. f :

doorstep

wild plant

yawn

'cwc.cw.cw
'c\ryc.cw.cvv

'cwc.cvv.cvv

(b). heavy, super heavy and heavy syllables

Table 5.16: Heavy, sr-rper heavy and heavy tri syllabic words in Pahari

sa:. 'la:rje:

hem. t a:r.na:

bo:'ka:r.na:

butterflies

shouting

CW.'C\ryC.CW

cvc. 'c\ryc.c\ry

cw.'c!ryc.cw



(c). Heavy, healT and super heavy syllahles

Table 5.17: Heavy, heavy and super heavy tri-syllabic words in Pahari

z@b.bor. '4@s I

zrm.me_.'va:r

zrm.mi:.'-da:r

excellent

responsible

farmer

CVC.CVC. 'CVCC

cvc.cVV.'cwc

cvc.cVV.'cwc

(d). Heavy, heavy and heavy syllables

Table 5.18: Heavy, heavy and heavy td-syllabic words in Pahari

oD. 'la: t a:.

a:.'lem.ba:

ba:. 'srn. dar

ga:.'va:.di:

Pa:.'sa:.ra:

^dre:. 
ke:.ni:

t[n. 'pho: Ihol

superficial

flame

living room

neighbourcr

telTace

a kind of bird

leaves of pine

vc.'cw.cw

vv.'cvc.cvv.

cw.'cvc.cvc

cw.'c\ry.cvv

C\'V.'C\ry.CW

CCvv.'C\ry.CVV

CVC.'Cvv.CVC

Tables 5.15 5.18 show that in ti-syllabic words, super heavy syllable can be final, Penult

or antepenult. In tri-syllabic words, super heavy syllables (ti-moraic) combine with two

heavy syllables Oimoraic) in three diffetent combinations. In fouth type, only bimoraic

syllables combine to form td-syllabic words. Tables 5.15-18 show that super heavy syllable

gets a st ess irrespective of its position. The genemlization made in section 5.3.2 2 is that the

heaviest sytlable is stressed in disyllabic words which is also supported by the ti-syllabic

words. But the fourth t)?e of combination where all the bimomic syllables combine, this
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generalization fails. If we stess the final syllable, it would be violation of Hayes' (1985)

claim that final syllable is only shessed when it is super heavy. Here again, if we exclude the

last mora ofthe final syllable, then the stress falls on penult.

5.3.2.4. Tetra-syllabic words

In tetra-syllabic monomorphemic words, only one combination of all the bimoraic syllables

is possible in Pahari as shown in Table 5.17.

Table 5.19: Heavy + heavy + heavy + heavy tetra-syllabic words in Pahari

fa:.ra:.'j:.j: pear

beg.gu:.'go:..[a: pear

cw.cw.'c\ry.cvv.

cvc.cvv.'cw.cw.

rlt.ti: 'kog.go:l a kind of wild vegetable CvC.Cw. 'CVC.CW.

Table 5.19 shows that only bimonic syllables coDbine to forrn tetm-syllabic words. There is

no single super heavy syllable, so last mora of the final syllable is made extarnetical and

stess falls on penult. Otherwise, it falls on final syllable that is not accepted by native

speakers.

By ]ooking at the list of monomorphemic words, the assjgnment of st ess in Pahari can be

stated by the following rules:

. Stress the super-heavy syllable ifpresent in the word.

. Fi.al syllable is stressed only if it is super heavy.
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. In di-syllabic, tri-syllabic and tetra-syllabic words, if all syllables have the same

weight, penult is stressed.

. Final mora of the word is extrametrical when there exists tie in syllable weight.

Since the conditions listed above have a fairly complex interaction, they will be presented in

order of increasing complexity.

5,3.3. Stress Pattern Generalizations

(a). Stress the super heavy syllable, if present, in the stem

If a word stem contains a single super-heavy syllable, then it will always be stressed. In fact,

the clearest examples of stress in Pahari are when a single syllable is heavier than all of the

other syllables in the word. The greater the differential in weight, the more the stress

becomes apparent, as showfl in Table 5.20.

Table 5.20: The heaviest syllable is stressed

Gloss Templates

cw.'c\ryva, ma:. 'se:r cousin

b. '^de:y. tJi: pot 'CWC.CW

c. 'a:y. va:.f: yawn 'CYVC.CW.CW

d. sa:. [a:rja: butterflies CVV. 'CWC.Cvv

e. zeb.bur. 'des I exce]lent CVC.CVC. 'CVCC
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Table 5.20 shows that the heaviest syllable is stressed irrespective of number of syllables in

a monomorphemic word. In disyllabic words, super heavy syllable can occur in final and

penult syllables as shown in (a) and O), respectively and both get stess. Examples (c), (d)

and (e) show that in tri-syllabic words, super heavy syllables are found in antepenult, penult

and final syllables. If one is tri-moraic syllable and the other is bimoraic, then definitely, the

heaviest syllable bean the stess irrespective of its position in the syllable. Final syllable is

only stessed when it is super heavy and there is no other super heavy syllable in the word.

(b),In disyllabic words, if both syllables are heavy, then stress the penultimate

Consider the following examples, which show initial stress when all syllables are heavy.

Table 5.21: If both syllables are heavy, penult is stressed

'dra:.ti:

'-daes. !a:

'(i.von

'na:sa:

sickle

handle

pic

nostrils

'ccw. cv<v>

'cvc. cv<v>

'cw.cv<v>

'cw.cv<v>

Table 5.21 shows the stress pattem of disyllabic words. It shows that if both the syllables are

heavy, then the penult is sfessed.

(c). In multi-syllabic words, if all the syllables are heavy, then stress the right-most

heavy syllable.
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Table 5.22: lf all the syllables arc heavy, penult is sfessed

op.'la:f a:. superlicial VC.'CW.CV<V>

a: 'lem.ba: flame vv. 'CVC.CV<V>

ba:. 'sm. 4ar living room CVv. 'CVC.CV<C>

ga:. 'va:.di: neighbourer C\ry. 'C\ry.CV<V>

pa:.'sa:Ja: terrace CVV.'C\ry.CV<V>

beg.gu:. 'go:. Ja: 'pear' CVC.CW. 'CW.CVV.

These examples show that when a word has multiple heavy syllables, the penult

in the stem of the word is stressed.

(d). Extrametricality

As mentioned above, the last mora of a word is excluded calculating rclative syllable

weights. Most of the preceding examples, however, could be accounM for even without

extrameticality. For example, [zeb.bor.'des$ 'excellent' has the fina] syllable stressed

because the final syllable of it is super-heavy, which according to 5.3.2 would be stessed

automatically.

However, the following words show that extrametdcality is needed: otherwise, the

preceding rules would result in a differcnt outcome.
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Table 5.23: Extrametricality required

a. '^dra:.ti:

b.'so:Ija:l

c. a:.'lom.ba:

d. fa:. ra:. lJi:.Ji:

'ccw. cv<v>

'cYvc.cw<c>

w. 'cvc.cv<v>.

cvv.cvv. 'c\ry.cv<v>.

sickle

congested

flame

'pear'

In each of the examples Siven in table 5.23, if the last mora were not extrametrical, then the

final syllable would be the dght-most heavy syllable of stem, and therefore ought to have

pdmary word stress. For example, in ['dru:.ti:] 'sickle' if the fiflal mora is not excluded, then

the two syllables would both be heavy. Subsequently, the dght-most heavy syllable should

be stressed. So, to get the correct result, the final mom must be excluded so that the penult

alone is heavy and is stressed. Similarly with ['so:tja:U 'congested': if the fina] mora is not

excluded, then both the final and penult syllable would be super heavy, and therefore, the

right most heaviest would be stressed. But by excluding the final mora, the final syllable

becomes heavy and penult rcmains super heavy and gets stressed.

Now we come up with a simpler pattem if we count last moraic segment in a word as

extrametrical (only in case of syllable weight). ff the final mora (voweyconsonant) is

extametrical, then the whole stress algorithm can be simplified into the following statement.

. The dghamost heaviest syllable is stessed (it can be bimoraic or tri-moraic in a

wod).

But the following examples show that exfametricality is only required when there exists a

tie in syllable weight. Following examples illustrate this point.
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Table 5.24: Stress the heaviest syllable

a, ma:.'se: r cousin

b. '{e:y. t!: pot

c. 'sa:r. va: I lizaed

d. '{l:.von bottom

Example (a) shows that the last mora is not exfametrical and as extrametricality is only

required, when there exists a tie in syllables in terms of syllable weight. It can be between

two or Inorc bimoruic syllables or between two tri-moraic syllables as shown in Table 5.24.

Like example (a), (b) does not require extrametricality as simply the super heavy syllable

takes the stress. On the other hand, examples (c) and (d) require extmmetdcality as in both

the example, syllable weight tie exists. Example (c) shows if last mom of the final syllable

becomes extrametrical, then the last syllable is heavy and penult is super heavy. So, super

heavy pnult takes the sfess. Example (d) also requires last mora exffametrical, and as a

result, stress falls on penult.

Generalizing over all words:

. If a syllable is super heavy in a word, it is always stessed.

. If final syllable is not super heavy, then the heavy syllable closest (penult) to the

final syllable is stressed.

. This implies that in disyllabic words, if final syllable is not super heavy, then the

penult is stressed.

. In tri-syllabic words, if final syllable is not heavy, then it is left with two heavy

syllables and penult is prefered for stess.

. If all the syllables are heavy in a multi-syllabic wod, then the penult bears the stress.

'CW.C\ryC

'cvvc.cv<v>
'cwc.cw<c>
'c\ry. cv<v>
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. Final mora of the last syllable, or in other words, last mora of the word is extla

metrical and does not contibute to the syllable weight when therc is a tie between

syllable weights.

5.3,4. Coordination with C'€mination Rule

As discussed in Chapter 4, Pahari shows gemination intervocallically and wod finally

According to maximal onset pdnciple, the inte ocalic consonant must occupy the onset

position of the following vowel, so by doing this, the preceding syllable remains light and

sress goes to the final syllable, but that is not corect for Pahari speakers. To avoid this,

gemination takes place and the intervocalic consonant arnbisyllabifies. Intervocalic

gemination takes place only in disyllabic words in Pahari and as a rcsult, both syllables

become heavy as the following vowel is always long or a shoft vowel and a consonant.

Without extrameticality, the right-most heavy syllable must be stressed but this is again not

acceptable to native speakers. This also shows that extametrjcality is rcquired to stress the

penult as shown below.

Table 5.25: Gemination and stess pattem

a.

b.

c.

d.

'kheb.bul a kjnd of grass

'mekh.khtrn butter

'lCet.ta: bitter

hrk.ka: small

'cvc.cv<c>

'cvc.cv<c>

'cvc.cv<v>

'cvc.cv<v>

'cvc. cv<v>e, 'khet.ta: beds
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Table 5.25 illustates that the sressed syllable ends up being closed ruther than remaining

open. As discussed, when an intervocalic consonant (as in examples (a) and O) above), or

when a stem final consonant is followed by a suffix-initial vowel (as in example (c) -(e)

above), one might expect to syllabify them as [CV.CV] due to the maximal onset principle

(MOP). However, the operation of the gemination rule results in the stem final syllable

being closed (i.e., t'CvC.CVl) which otherwise wouldn't have been. Thercforc, another

possible explanation is that the gemination occurs in the stem-final/stressed syllable in order

to make sure that syllable is closed and heavy.

Stress placement in Pahari is primarily based on syltable weight. It further shows that final

mora of the word is extrametrical when all the syllables have equal weighL After

extramefficality, the penult is stressed.

As discussed above, the sfess is based on three t)?es of weight: super heavy (WC, VCC),

heavy (w, VC,) and light (CV). The data prcsented above may be summarised as follows.

. Pahari is quantity-sensitive, ft)thmic unbounded language.

. Super heavy syllable bears the sress.

. In the event of tie, heavy or super-heavy, penult syllable wins.

o Final mora of the word is extrametrical in the event of tie in tems of syllable weight

u 
---| 

<u> I 1,
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s.4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION ON TIIE FINDINGST OT FRAMEWORK

As discussed, a lot of works have been done on stess systems from l97os to late l9g0s

which gave bifth to the nonlinear theory of Metrical phonology. Oyebade (199g) aryues

that many of the insights acquired ftom these studies were incorporated into Optimality

Theory through the establishment of various consfaints. Below arc the relevant universal

conflicting consrmints idenrified in rhis regard (prince & Smolensky 1993; Mccafthy &

Prince 1993, 1994; Pulleyblank, 1994; Kager, 1999).

5.4.1. Universal Stress Constraints

5.4.1.1. Rhythm based constraints

Rhlthm is a powerful crosslinguistic Fefercnce in sfess languages. ln metrjcal phonology,

it is a rcgular altemation of stong and weak syllables. These altemating pattems are

grouped together into rhy'thmjc pattems called feet.

The fundamentally rhlthmic requirement tlat feet be binary is expressed in Ft-Bin

(Prince, 1980; Kager, 1989;Prince & Smolensky, 1993).

(18) Ft.Bin

Feet are binary under moraic or syllabic analysis.

(Prince & Smolensky, 1993)

A foot must contain either two moras, as in (H) or (LL), or two syllables, as in oo). Ft -Bin

plays two main functions. Fi^t, it is used to exclude degenerate feet (L), which contain a
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single light sylrable. Many languages put ban on degenerate feet due to undominated Ft-Bin.

secondly, it arso prays a key role in rh)rhmic alternarion. FrBin by itself does nor guaranree

the binary altemation of weak and strong syllables, rather it requircs something more - all

syllables must be parsed by feet (Hayes, 1980i Halle & Vergnaud, l9g7: prince &

Smolensky, 1993).

(19) PARSE-o

Every syllable must be incorporated into a metrical foot.

(Prince & Smolensky, 1993)

Syllables violating Parse-syllable constmint are assumed to be metrified as immediate

daughten of PrWd. It6 &Mesrer (1992) call this assumption as weak layering. Kager (1999)

cites the example [(o.r6_).no], ftom Hixkaryana, a language spoken in the Amazon,

northem Brazil, which shows a weakly-layered final syllable as shown below.

PIwd

\Ft\n\/\ooo

to. Ro. No

Final syllable violates Parse-Syl as it is unparsed by a foot. Kager (1999) argues that rhe

languages which mnk Ft-Bin and Parse- Syl higher, show exhaustive parsing with all feet

packed tight together. He funher states that this is only possible when we have even number

of light syllables in words. On the other hand, the wods wirh odd number of light syllables,

one syllable must remain that cannot be parsed by binary feet. This unparsed syllable can be

represented in different ways (Kager, 1999), as shown below.
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a. (oo) (6oxoo)

b.i.(oo) (oo)(oo)o

b.ii.(oo) (oo)o(oo)

Exhaustive parsing: feet packed tightly

b.iii.(60) o(ooXoo)

b.iv.o(oo) (odxoo)

Non-exhaustive parcingr multiple option

These two conskaints do not specifically locate the exact diskibution of feet. Mccatthy and

Pince (1993) inffoduce a foot alignment constraint that left or dght edge of the foot must be

in alignment with left or right edge of the PrWd. Such alignment constraints are stated

below.

(N) ALL.FT.LEIT

Align (Ft, l.eft, PrWd, Left)

Every foot stands at the left edge of the PrWd.

(Mccarthy & Pdnce, 1993)

(2I) ALL-FT-RIGHT

Alien Gt, Right, Prwd, Right)

Every foot stands at the right edge of the PrWd.

(Mccarthy & Prince, 1993)

ALL-FI-LEFI requires the left edge of every foot to coincide with the left edge of a PrWd.

This is satisfied only when a single foot stands at the left edge of the Prwd. Any additional

foot incurs violation to ALL-FI-I-EFI. If undominated, only one foot is possible in PrWd.

In case of multiple feet in a word, the distance between the foot and the Ieft word edge is
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counted, and the violations are added up for individual feet to ardve at the total violation of

AII-FT-LEFI. The candidate incuring the smallesr rotal violation, wins. On the other

hand, ALL-FI-LEFI requircs tle ight edge of every foor ro coincide with the righr edge of

a PrWd. A 'left-oriented' distdbution of feet is achieved under the ranking ALL-FT-LEFI

>> AII.FT-RIG}IT.

Both the above mentioned rh)nhmic types arc found in many languages. AII-FI-LEFI

fiythm is attested in the Pintupi, spoken in Australia (Hansen & Hansen, 1969; Hayes,

1995). It stresses the initial syllable and following odd-numbered syllables, except the final.

ALL-FI-RIGIIT is exemplified by Warao, Amazonian language (Osbom, 1966; Hayes,

1980), which stresses the penult and prcceding altemating syllables. Kager (1999) gives the

rhyhmic hierarchy of these two languages as shown below.

Pintupi Fr-Bin >> Parse-Syl >> ALLFI-LEFr

Warao Ft-Bin >> Parse-Syl >> ALL-FI-RIGHT

Many languages show two more prcfercnces related to ft)thmic distribution of stresses.

Firct, adjacent stressed syllables are often avoided and this constraint is cailed *Clash. It is

defined as below.

(22) *CLASH

No sressed syllables are adjacent.

O4ccanhy & Pdnce, 1993)

Second, final syllables are 'metically inet'. It has two interpretations. First, final syllables
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must be unfooted, the PrWd must not end in a foot. Second, final syllables must be

unstressed- the PrWd must not end in :t stressed syllable. Both the requiements arc put in a

single statement in Prince and Smolensky's version of NONFINALITy.

(23) NONT'INALITY

No prosodic head is final in PrWd.

(Mccarthy & Prince, 1993)

5.3.1,2. Culminative Constraints

Culminative property is enforced by a constraint that requires every grammatical word to be

a prosodic word as well.

(24) GrWd=PrWd

A grammatical word must be a PrWd.

The prosodic hierarchy (see 4.2) shows that every PrWd dominates at least one foot, hence

the combined result of GrWd=PrWd and the Fosodic hierarchy is that every grammatical

word has at least one stressed syllable - the culminative property. Related to Grwd=prwd is

the notion of word minimum - the rcquirement that a word has minimallv two moras or

syllables. This can be achieved in various ways, for example, by the epenthesis of a vowel

into a monosyllabic word, making it disyllabic or lengthening a short vowel to a long vowel.
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5.4.1.3, Demarcative constraints

This cross linguistic preference prcperty rcquires sfesses to fall at the edges of domain.

Kager (1999) states that edge-marking is due to alignment consfaints requiring co-

occurrence of edges of categodes, for example, of the prosodic categories PrWd and Ft.

Prince and Smolensky (1993) introduce a pair of alignment constmints, namely LEFIMOST

and RIGHTMOST defined as below.

(25) LEFTMOST

Align (Hd-Ft, Irft, PrWd, I-efo

The head foot is leftmost in PrWd.

(26) RIGHTMOST

Align (Hd-Ft, Right, PrWd, Righo

The head foot is dghtmost in PrWd.

The main function of these constaints js to locate the pdmary stress on a foot standing on

the word edge. The second pair of demarcative constraints is stated below.

(27) ALLIGN.WD-LEFT

Align (Prwd, I-eft, Ft, I-efo

Every PrWd begins with a foot.

(28) ALLIGN.WD.RIGHT

Align (PrWd, Right, Ft, Righo

Every PrWd ends in a foot.
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According to Kager (1999), these constraints are the functional antagonists of ALL-FI-

LEFT and ALL-F[-I.EFI. They make a requircment about word edges in terms of feet.

5.4.1.4. Quantity sensitivity and foot forms

This crosslinguistic preference rcquircs the matching weight and prominence. In tlis

rcgard, the most impofiant constaint is weight to stess principle (WSP).

(29\ WSP

Heavy syllables are stessed.

(Mccarthy & Prince, 1993)

Two additional foot-forn constraints deternine the rh)'thmic tlpe of feet (that is,

iambic or tochaic).

(30) RIITYPE=I

Feet have final prominence.

(Kager, 1999)

(31) RIITYPE=T

Feet have initial prominence

(Kager, 1999)

These constraints state the position of the head in a foot without requiring that this matches

its quantitative make-up.
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5.4.2. Quantity -Sensitive System

Now we tum to the shess systems which involve sensjtivity to syllable weight. Quantity

sensitivity is enforced by the WEIGHT-TO-STRESS-PRINCIPLE.

(32) WEIGHT-TO-STRESS-PRINCIPLE(WSP)

Heavy syllables must be stressed. (If heavy, then stess)

This constraint is violated by any heavy syllable that is not prominent either within or

outside a foot. Hence, it expresses tle condition 'if heavy then stess'. The revene condition

'if stressed then heavy', is expressed by a gradient constaint, measuring degree of syllable

weight.

(33) PEAK PROMINENCE (PK.PROM)

Peak (x) is more harmonic tha,n Peak ly/ jf lxJ >lyl.

This constraint correlates the size of a prominence peak (i.e., the height of its gdd column)

with quantity of the syllable whjch carries it. Morc precisely, it requires rhe tallesr peak ro

lodge on the heaviest syllable. Its application is discussed in the following unbounded

systems.

Unbounded sfess system, as discussed in section 5.1, falls into three classes. Consistently

edgemost, default-to-same edge systems and defauJt-to-opposite edge systems- The standard

analysis (e.g. Prince & Smolensky, 1993; Bakovic, 1998) is based on the interaction of

alignment constraints, quantity-sensitivity constraints, and nonfinality constraints.
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Walker (1997) shows that non-finality is found in Sindhi, spoken in Pakistan. If syllable has

only one heavy syllable (CW, CVC), stess falls on it. If a word has more than one heavy

syllable, stress falls on the rightmost non-final heavy syllable. ln words composed of light

syllables only, the penult is stressed. She shows the following hierarchy for Sindhi.

PK-PROM >> NONFINALITY >> ALIGN-HEAD-R

The above section discussed important univeNal constraints of the analysis of word stess

pattems. These basic metdcal constmints and their interactions produce a fi)thmic pattem.

The implicatioD of the application of OT analysis in this regad is that stress assignment in

any language can be accounted for using the above rclevant univeGal consfaints. The

mnking order of these consffaints is language-specific and makes the difference. It means

the rcsolution of conflicting preferences behind each langilage gives it a distinct identity.

Before looking into the interaction of these universal consftaints for shess assignment

paftem in Pahari, I think it is necessary to discuss issues in the theory of quantity sensitivity.

It is often said that quantity sensitivity is a property of a language as a whole which can be

switched 'on' and 'off. In metrical theory, the stess assignment to quantity-sensitive

languages is assigled on the basis of syllable projection, not on the basis of feet. If it is ffue,

then the prosodic hierarchy simply collapses. It is absolutely difficult to follow two exfemes

as Pahari is an unbounded language (weight sensitive). It violates the trochaic or iambic

fiythm when super heavy syllable occufi in a word. But when all the syllables have the

same weight, it observes trochaic fi).thm. OT clajms that grammaE are mnkings of all

universal constmints rather than rankings of specific sets of consfaints selected on a
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language-specific basis. This has an important consequence: all constraints are potertially

active in every grarnmar (Kager, 1999). The presence of a quantity contrast in a language

leaves open the ranking of metrical constraints which refer to this quantity contrast (WSP).

Kager (1999) states that typological studies of tochaic languages with quantity contrasts

conflm the mnge frcm fully quantity-sensitiv€ systems, in which every heavy syllable is

sfessed, to systems which assign more importance to other facto$, such as binary rh),thm,

at the expense of sftess on heavy syllables. He fufiher states that no language completely

disrespects its quantity-contrast in its metdcal system, and there is always some aspect to

which quantity does matter. For example, most languages have bimoraic word minima.

With this backgound, I can now go ahead to present Pahari specific mnking of the

consfaints considering the available data (see section 5.2), as I analyze sfiess assignment in

the language in the light of the already identified universal conshaints. Besides this, as I

concluded in section 5.1 that Pahari is an unbounded language so therc is a need to look into

the universal consfaints for unbounded languages. This section first prcsents the unive$al

consfaints, and then I will present the data from Pahari.

5.4.3. Pahari Stress Placement in OT

5.4.3.1. Langu&ge specilic tendencies

Section 5.2 shows the following language specific tendencies in assignment of stless.
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. Super heavy syllable, if present, in the word irrespective of its place of occurrence

gets the main stless.

. The penult gets the main stress when all the syllables have equal weight (heavy-

heavy or super heavy - super heavy.

o When a syllable does not fit into the stress pattem of the language, extrametdcality is

used to make it fit.

Within optimality theory, these tendencies can be translated into consffaints. These

constraints can be mnked with respect to one another. The consfaints which se€m to play

a role are the following.

5.4.3.2. Constraints ranking in Pahari

Pahad roots are pa$ed into syllabic trochaic feet This is shown in the stress placement on

disyllabic, tri-syllabic and tetra-syllabic words of equal weight as shown iI) Table 5.26

below.

Table 5.26: Roots are pa$ed into trochaic feet

dra:.ti:

das. t a:

a:rlom.ba:

sickie

handle

flame

fie:.ra:. Ji:.j: 'pear'

beg.gu:. 'go:- -[a: 'pear'

'ccw. cvv
.CVC. CVV

vv.'cvc.cw.

cw.cw.'c\ry.cw.

cvc.cw.'c\ry.cw.

ba:. 'sm. der Living room CW. 'CVC.CVC
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The rclative rankng of the consfaints RIITYPE =T (trochaic) and RHTYPE =I

(iamb) is shown in Tableau 5.1.

Tableau 5.1

RHTYPE=T>>RHTYPE=I

The fact that the stress falls on the penult in polysyllabic words, each syllable has the same

weight, shows that metrical feet are parsed from right to left as shown in Table 5.27.

Table 5.27: Metrical feet are parsed from right to left

(dd:.ti:)

a: (l5m.ba:)

(bag.gu:)(96:. Ja:)

'ccw.cvv
w.'cvc.cw.

cvc.cvv.'cw.cw.

sickle

flame

'pear'

Table above shows that alignment foot is from right to left, so ffochee is stressed. This

shows an intemction of the constraints ALL-FI-RIGHT and ALLFI-LEFI as illustated in

Tableau 5.2. The candidate O) is eliminated because it violates ALL-FI-RIGHT; candidate

(a) wins because it satisfies ALL-FI-RIGHT, tlough at the expense of ALL-FI-LEFT.

Input: {draxi: }

a. c dd:.ti:

2't 5

RIIIYPE =T RHIYPE =I

b. dra:.ti: *l



Inpuc {a:lemba: }

a. a a:.(l5m.ba:)

b. (a:.I5m).ba:

Tableau 5.2

AIL,FT.R]GHT >> A]I.FT.LEFT

Therc arc some counter examples, which show that RIITYPE=T is not always

dominated. The following examples illustrate this fact.

Table 5.28: Violation of trochaic feet

un-

ma:. s6:r

khe:. ld:t

zrm.mi:.dr:r

z&b.bor. -&!s I

CVV.'CWC

c\ry.'cwc

cvc.cw.'cwc

cvc.cvc. 'cvcc

coustn

toy

famer

excellent

In Table 5.28, we see that disyllabic and td-syllabic words allow stress to fall on the final

syllables when they are super heavy. This indicates that the constraint NONFINALITY is

low ranked. This low-ranking can be shown as an interaction with PK-PRoM.

NONFINALITY is dominated by PK-PROM as stress falls on final syllable only when it is

super heavy. It fwtheI indicates that RI{TYPE=T is also violated as the final syllable in the

foot gets stress. We will show the rankng of PK-PRoM in relation to PARSE-o and

NONFINALITY. The ranking among PK-PROM, RIIIYPE =T and NONFINAUTY is

illustated in Tableau 5.3. Candidate O) loses because it fatally violates PK-PROM. The
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winning candidate satisfies PK-PRoM' and violates both RHTYPE and NONFINALITY'

Tahleau 5.3

PK-PRoM >> RI{TYPE=T, NONFINALITY

Tableau 5.3 illustrates that candidate (a) wins in spite of two violations (RI{T\?E =T,

NONFINALITY). On the other hand, candidate (b) violates only PK-PRoM but is eliminated

from the contest as it violates higher ranked constaints, that is fatal. This shows that Pahad

ranks PK-PROM higher than RHTYPE =T and NONFINALITY.

The language apparently has no secondary stress. This indicates that the constraint PARSE-

o is ranked below ALLFT-fuGHT. That is, it is morc impoflant to avoid secondary stress than

it is that every syllable be parsed jnto a metdcal foot. This ranking is illustmted in Tableau

5.3. Eventhough the first candidate violates PARSE-o two times, it js preferred because it

satisfies the higher mnked consfaint ALL'Fr'RrGHT.

NONFINALITYInput: {ma:se:r}

n. e (ma:s6:r)
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lnput: {beggu:go:fa: }

a. cbeggu: (96:-[a: )

b. (biggu:Xg6.Ja:)

Tableau 5.4

A]-L.FI,RIGHT >> PARSE-o

On disyltabic and tri'syllabic words, we se€ that stress is allowed to fall on the final

syllables when they are super heavy as shown below. After finding and discussing different

constraints, let us now generalise the findings. The interaction of the above constaints gives

us the following exhaustive ranking of constaints for Pahari sfess This runking is

illustrated in Tableaux 5. 5, 5.6 and 5.7.

5.4.4. Ranking and Discussion Based oll General Stress Tendencies in Pahari

5.4,4.1. Final stress

As discussed in section 5.3, stress falls on final syllables in Palari Only the disyllabic and

tri-syllabic words bear the flnal stress when it is supet heavy as shown below'

Table 5.29: Disyllabic and td-syllabic words bear final stress

(br.'ma:r) sick CV.'C\ryC

cvv.'cwc

cvc.cvc. 'cvcc

lxe:-'ra:t ) charity

zeb.Oor.'das!) excellent
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Asdiscussedabove,PahariallowsALL-FI-RIGmonty.Theaboveexamplesshowthat

dght syllable in the foot is stressed. It means foot is iambic, but the language allows hochee

only. This shows the violation of RHTYPE-T. It means in this case there are some

constraints which are higher nnked than RHTYPE-T. A11 the three examples show that final

syllables are super heavy. This shows tlat PEAK-PROM dominates all other constnints' as

shown in Tableau 5.5.

Tableau 5.5

PK-PROM. ALL-FI-RIG}IT >> RIIIYPE-T, NONFINALIY >> PARSE-O

Tableau 5.5 illustrates that candidate (a) is the optimal because it satisfies both the high

ranked constraints (PK-PRoM, ALL-FI-RIGHT). The desciptive study shows that Pahad is

quantity-sensitive language. So the heaviest syllable attacts the stless. The language

satisfies this constmint even at the expense of universal unmarked constaint

(NONFINALITY) and RImYPE-T. Candidate &), though satisfies PK-PROM, but is

outranked by ALL-F[-RIG}[I constrain. Candjdate (c) satisfies the NONFINALITY and

AI-LFI-RIGIIT conskaints. but its violation to PK-PROM is fatal which rules it out ftom

the competition. This djscussion shows that Pahad prefers PK-PROM, even at the cost o

funiversal marked constraints (NONFINALITY). Pahad prefers following hieffchy to

NONFIN

AIITY
PK.

PROM

ALL-FI.

RIGIIT

Input: {zeb.bor.g6s I }

a. e zeb.Oor.g6s [)

b. (zeb.bor).d*s I

c. zaeb.O6r.des !)
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stess final syllab,e:

PK-PROM, ALL-FT-RIGIII >> RIITYPE-T, NONFINALITY >> PARSE.O

5.4.4.2. Penultimate stress

As discussed in section 5.2, stress falls on penultimate syllables. Disyllabic, td-syllabic and

teta-syllabic words bear the sfess at penultimate. Stess fal]s on penult when syllables tie in

terms of weight but in tri-syllabic words, penult also takes the stress when it is super heavy.

The following table shows both the cases when penult takes stress.

Table 5.30: Disyllabic, tri-syllabic and tatmsyllabjc words bear penult stess

a.

b.

'Qe:y. t!: pot 'cvvc.cw

'c\ry.cv<v>

'c\ryc.cw<c>

cvv.'cwc.cw

kuf. t a: Isha Prayer

c. 'so:Ijal congested

d. sa:. !a:rje: butterflies

e. t-[r1.f : 'keg.go: a kind of wi]d vegetable CVC.CVV. 'CVC.CV<V>.

The above table shows that O), (c), and (e) require the last mom of the last syllable

extrametrical to place stress on penult. In case of (a) and (d), they even without

extrametdcality bear stress on penult as it carries super-heavy syllable. Examples (d) and (e)

show that foot is trochee and alignment is ftom right to left, while disyllabic words

exemplified in (a), O) and (c) show that left most syllable is strcssed and observes iambic

foot. All the five above cited examples show that final syllable is not stressed. In terms of

OT, examples (d) and (e) show that ALL-FI-RIGHT dominates ALLFI-LEFT. This may
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be extended to the first three examples as well In tems of dominance of syllables in foot,

all the five examples show that fiIst syllable is dominant in foot. It means dominate foot is

RIIIYPE-T. The dominance of differcnt constraints in skess placement on Penult is

illustrated in Tableau 5.6.

Tableau 5.6

ALL-FI-RIG}IT >> RHTYPE-T, NONFINALITY >> PARSE-O

The above tableau shows that candidate (a) is the optimal as it satisfies all the higher

mnked constraints (AII-FI-RIGIII, RIITYPE-T, NONFINAUTY), though it violates

lower mnked candidate (PARSE-o). Candidate (b) satisfies ALL-FI-RIGHT, but is

eliminated as it violates both NONFINALITY and RIIIYPE-T. Pahari allows only super

heavy syllable to be stressed at word final position. Candidate (c) satisfies RHIYPE-and

NONFINALITY, but is outranked by a higher ranked constraint ALL-FI-RIGHT. The

discussion leads to the following stress placement hierarchy on penults.

AII-FI-RIGIII >> RHTYPE-T. NONFINALITY >> PARSE-o

NONFINALIIYInput : { a:.lem.ba: )

a. e- a:.(l5m.ba:)

b. a:.(lom.b6:)

(a :.lem).ba:

2E1

ALL-FI-

RIGIII

R}ITYPE-T PARSE-o

*1



5.4.4,3, Antepenultimate stress

Antepenult takes stress only when it is super heavy in td-momic as tetra-syllabic words do

not allow super heavy syllables, which is shown in table 5.33.

Table 5.31: Only td-syllabic words bear antepenult stress

'd3a:y.ru:.la: sleeplessness'CWC.CW.CVV

'^da:r. va:.ni: doomtep 'CWC.CVV.CVV

'ka:k. 1o:. la: a kind of wild plant 'CWC.CVV.CVV

a.

b.

c.

Tableau 5.7 shows that strcss is assigned to antepenultimate when PEAK-PROM constraint

dominates all the other constraints. The following tableau shows the rclative ranking of

conskaints rcquired for shess placement on antepenultimate.

Tableau 5.7

PK-PRoM >> ALL-FI-RIGIIT >> RHTYPE-T. NONFINALrrY >> PARSE-o

Tableau 5.7 indicates that candidate (a) is optimal as it vjolates only low ranked constraint

(PARSE-o) and satisfies all the high ranked constraints (PK PRoM, ALL-F [-RIGI{T,

RHTYPE.

T

NONFIN

ALITY

lnput : {dga:y. ra:. I a: }

a. G d3A:y. (m:. I a:)

b. (d36:y. ra:.) ! a:

c. d3a:y. (d:. I a:)

d. d3a:y. (m:. !d:)

PK.

PROM

ALL-FT-

RIGHT

PARSE-o

*t
:



RHTYPE-T, NONFINALITY). Candidate O), rhough satisfies rhe higher mnked candidare

PK-PROM, bur violates ALL-FI-RIGIff rhat is also fatal. Candidares (c) and (d) are

eliminated simply as they violare the highest ranked constainr pK-pROM. the violarion of

which is fatal. So this analysis suggests following mnking ofconstraints for the placement of

sfess on antepenultimate.

PK-PROM >> ALLFI.RIG}II >> RIITYPE-T, NONFINALITY >> PARSE.O

In sum, it has been shown that optimality theoretical framework presents the best analysis to

the Pahad stess pattem. In derivational theoretical frameworks, bounded and unbounded

languages are feated differently to establish their stess pattems. Tlpologically, languages

cannot be separated completely. Some languages show featurcs of both bounded and

unbounded languages. Pahari is also such an example. It has been shown that on one hand, it

is unbounded, where super heavy syllable is stressed irespective of its place of occurrence

in the word. On the other hand, when all the syllables in a word are of equal weight, it

follows stess pattems found in bounded languages i.e., it follows trochee foot. Such

languages are a big challenge to derivatjonal frameworks, which feat bounded and

unbounded sepamtely. OT provides the best solution to such problems. As co.sfaints arc

universal and o y their ranking is language specific. OT analysis has presented a very

simple stress pattem to Pahari lexical words. In final and antepenultimate stress, pK-pROM

dominates all other constraints. This shows that language behaves like unbounded languages

wherc the super heavy syllable beam the stress. In case of penultimate stress ALL-Fr-

RIGHT, RIII\?E-T and NONFINALIIY outank orhq candidates. This characreristic of

the language shows that it is bounded.
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Summary

This chapter was undefiaken with two primary objectives: First, to gjve a detailed

description of lexical stress pattem in pahad: second, to analyze the findings in Optimality

Theoretical (OT) framework to determine the stress patterns of the language.

The descriptive study finds:

. From a typological point of view, paharj is unbounded rhyhrnic quantity sensitive

language.

o Super heavy syllable gets the main stress irrespective ofits place of occurence in the

word.

. The penult gets the main stess when all the syllables have equal weight (heavy-

heavy or super heavy r super heavy.

. When a syllable does not fit into the stress pattem ofthe language, extrametdcality is

used to make it fit.

In OT perspective, the study finds:

. PEAK- PROM constraint is un-violated when the monomorphemic word has a super

heavy syllable. Syllable final stress and antepenult stress attest the higher ranking of

this consfaint. Following stress constmints hierarchy is established for final stress in

Pahari:

PK-PROM, ALL.FI,RIGIIT >> RIITYPE-T, NONFINALITY >> PARSE-O

. In the words where penult is stressed, NONFINALITY, RIIIYPE-T and ALL-FI-

RIGHT constraints dominate. Extrametricality of final p in the final syllable is



required to make this pattem fit for all words. Consfaints mnking for penult is

shown below:

ALL-FI-RIG}II >> RHTYPE-T, NONFINALITY >> PARSE-O

. Antepenult syllable is stessed only in tri-syllabic words when it is super heavy.

Following constraint hierarchy is established for antepenult stress:

PK-PROM >> AIL-FT-RIG}IT >> RI{IYPE-T, NONFINALITY >> PARSE.O
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

6.0. Introduction

As stated in chapta l, the present dissertation staned with two main aims. The fiIst was to

provide a detailed phonological description of pahari. It was achieved by prcsentjng a

detailed and comprehensive description of both segmental (consonants, vowels) and supra_

segmental (syllable, stress) features of Pahad. Furthermore, this descdption was supported

by experimental study where needed. The second aim of this study was to generalize the

Janguage specific findings in a theoretical framework. As mentioned in chapter I, OT

framework was used to achieve this goal. This chapter surnmadses both the descrjptive and

theoretical findings. knplications of these findings are then discussed, followed by areas for

future research rclated to the present study.

6.1. Summary of Findings

Chapter I lays out the background of the present study. It includes the histodcal

background, language family, sociolingujstic situation, populatjon and steps taken for the

promotion of Pahari. It also provides a brief introduction to previous literature and

methodology adopted for the study. It also introduces tle theoretical framework (OT) to the

study.
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chapter 2 provides a comprehensive description of pahari consonants. It is divided into two

main sections. Section I identifies and establishes pahari consonant inventory ailer

extensive phonemic analysis. It includes minimal pairs, aspiration contrast and distfibution

of sounds. It is established that pahad has 30 consonants artjculated from seven places of

articulation, namely bilabial, labio-dental, dental, alveoiar, palatal, velar and glottal. Thrce

way voicing contast (i.e., voiceless un-aspimted, voiceless aspirated and voiced un_

aspirated) is also found. Unlike Urdu, palad does not have aspirated voiced consonants;

Ether cognate words with voiced aspirated consonants are produced as voiceless unaspirated

counterparts with low tone. The section further addresses the issue whether tone is

phonemic or allophonic in Pahari and argues thar it is allophonic. The last part of the section

shows that consonant gemination is both lexical and concatenated. ln addition, a prcduction

experiment shows that the primary co[elates distingujshing singletons ftom geminales are

consonant dumtion, closure duration and preceding vowel shortening.

Section 2 of this chapter focuses on the acoustic properties of Pahari consonants. Data were

collected from ten Pahad speakers in VCV sequence where C is one of the target

consonants. To reduce variation from the vowel contextJ an identical vowel /a/ js used for

both VI and V2 positions for all stimuli. Data analyzed on PRAAT speech analyzer show

that the consonants involve a variety of acoustic chamcteristics and a given consonant may

be associated with several cues. It is also verified that consonant identification includes an

integration of different acoustic cues. The data also confirm and support many of the

existing cues applied across languages. Following are some points confary to the existing

claims.
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Irhiste (1960) claims rhar rhe further back the closure, rhe longer the VOT. In

contmst, the study shows that VOT of dental and alveolar is shoner than that of

velar. It supports the claim that tle faster the movement of the articurator, the shorter

the VOT (Hardcasrte, 1973).

The section confims that the back fricatives are distinguished from the anterior

fricatives through their low frequency peaks. It argues that the duratioD of adjacenr

vowels and the duration of ftication are secondary cues as they are less informadve

to distinguishing rhe fricarives.

Pahari nasal formants Fl, F2 and F3 are at about 200 IIz, 1300 Hz and 2g0O IIz.

respecdvely; a comparison with fomants of English nasals (-adefoged, 2001)

clearly shows a difference in F2 values as ir is 2500 llz for English nasals, while ir is

about 1300 Hz for Pahari nasals.

. Main acoustic cues for /r/ are broken F2 and F3 formants and a low downward F3 for

tt!.

Chapter 3 provides a descdptive account of the vowel system and also presents an

experimental study in terms of two acoustic paramete$: duratjon and spectral formants to

support the fiDdings. The main flndings of the chapter are listed below.

. Twelve oral vowels are identified and established. Six pails oflong and short vowels

show a significant dumtional difference. The long vowels are found more than twice

longer than their corresponding shofi vowels. Duration emerges as a

robust cue for the distinction between short and long vowels.
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Acoustic space covered by long vowels is more than that by shofi vowels, but this

difference is not very big. It shows a very little spectral contmst in long and short

vowels.

Vowel quaddlateml determined by plotting F2 for front / back criteria against Fl for

close/open criteria show that long and short vowels are prcnounced along the same

lines with a very little difference.

The study also finds that nasalization is both phonemic and allophonic in Pahari.

Four long nasal vowels /i, e:, a:, [:/ are identified. On the other hand, thre€ short

oral vowels /r, e, o/ are nasalized in nasal context (VN). Allophonic nasalization is

found to be rcgressive in nature.

. The study also identifies and establishes six diphthongs /ot, oe, oe, ar, ae, aol. On the

basis of glide movement, they are classified as closing and centering diphthongs.

Five are closing /or, oe, ar, ae, ao/ and one /oa/ is centedng.

Chapter 4 prcvides a detailed description of syllable structure and presents an OT account of

syllabificaLion. Findings of the descriprive section are.

Onset

. All Pahari consonants except /!/ occur word initially and medially. Pahari allows

consonant cluste$ word initially, whereas clusterc at word medial positions are no!

allowed. Oniy 27 obsfuentliquid clusters arc possible wod initially. All the clusten

obey sonority sequencing principle (SSP) and observe MSD 2. Sonoity

dses ftom Cl TO C2.
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Coda

. Pahari allows all consonants except /ph, 6, j / finally and /6, j/ word medially. Coda

consonant clusters arc very restricted. Only 5 clustels are possible word finally. Only

homorganic nasal-obstruent cluste$ arc permissible. Like onset clusteN, coda

clusters also obey sonodty sequencing principle (SSp) and show MSD l. Sonority

falls from Cl to C2. Coda clusters do not occur word mediallv.

Rhyme

. Rhyme can have 3 X-positions maximum. X2 and X3 are optional. Xl is always

associated with peak, while X2 may be associated with peak or coda. X3 is always

the pafi of coda.

Syllable template and syllable weight

. The syllable structure of Pahari has an obligatory vowel and an optional second

vowel after obligatory vowel V (V), preceded and followed by optional consonants

(C) (C) V (V) (C) (C). There are four possible word stluctufes, namely

monosyllabic, disytlabic, tri-syllabic and retra-syllabic. Monosyllabic words allow

only heavy (W or VC) or super heavy (VVC) ftyme. Pahari allows light (CV),

heavy (W, VC) and super-heavy (WC, VCC) syllables. Light syllabtes (CV) are

not allowed word finally. Both peak and coda have weight, while onset is weightless.

Word intemal syllabifi cation

. A single intervocalic consonant is always syllabified with the following vowel i.e.,

VCV --' V.CV.

. A word intemal cluster of the folm VCCV is syllabified as VC.CV, even the

cluster of the two consonant is pemitted wod initially.
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Gemination

. IJxical and concatenated gemination is found. Consonants geminate

intervocallically and word finally. In intervocalic gemination, geminate consonant

ambisyllabifies. If the following syllable already occupies onset, then it remains the

coda of the first syllable. Geminate consonant contains one mom.

Findings of OT analysis arc.

. Four basic univeNal rDarkedness syllabification constraints (ONSET, NO-CODA,

*COI\PIEXoNS' *COMPLEXCoD) are violated in pahad. Fairhfulness consrtuns

dominate markedness constraints and are represented as under.

DEP-IO, MAX-IO >> ONSET. NOCODA

o Pahari allows complex c,usters (CC) and violates *COMPLEX Here markedness

constraints are ranked low and faithfulness constraints dominate.

DEP-IO, MAX-IO >> *COMPLEXONS' *CONtrTIXCOD

. In CVC, ONSET dominates NOCODA

ONSET >> NOCODA

. In VCCV, the cluster breaks and *CoMpLExoNs, *COMpLEfoD. ONSET dominate

SSP and NOCODA

*coMplExoNs, *coMpl-ExcoD, oNsET >> ssp >> NocoDA

. In intervocalic gemination, geminate break. Following mnking is proposed:

IDEN-IO (cEM), *cEM >> SON, MAXIO, DEp_tO

. In word final gemination, the constraints ranking is.

IDEN-IO (CEM), *cEM >> *COMPLEX, SON, DEP-IO, SL

This shows that Pahari violates markedness consfaints, and to maintain the well-formedness
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of the sructure, it prefers faithfulness constaints.

Chapter 5 was undertaken with two primary objectives: The fiIst was to give a detailed

description of word sress pattem; the second was to apply the most recent phonological

ftam€work Optimality Theory (OT) to detemine the stress pattems of the language. The

study finds:

. From a t)?ological point of view, Pahari is identified as unbounded rhythmic

quantity sensitjve language. Super heavy syllable in a wod irespective of its place

of occurence gets the main stress. Penult gets the main stress when all the syllables

have equal weight (heavy-heavy or super heavy - super heavy). Wlen a syllable

does not fit into the foot structure of the language, extrametdcality is used to make it

fit.

In OT perspective, the study finds.

. PEAK- PROM consfaint is un-violated when the monomor?hemic word has a super

heavy syllable. Syllable final sfess and antepenult stress attest the higher

ranking of this constaint. Following stress constaint hierarchy is established for

final stress:

PK-PRoM. ALL-FI-RIGIII >> RIIIYPE-T. NONFINALITY >> PARSE-d

. In the words where penult is stressed, NONFINALITY, RIITYPE-T and ALL-FI-

RIGHT consfaints dominate. Extrametricality of final trr in the final syllable is

requircd to make this pattem fit for all words. Constraints ranking for penult is

shown below:

ALL-FT-RIG}II >> RHTYPE.T, NONFINALITY >> PARSE-O
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. Antepenult syllable is stressed only in tri-syllabic words when it is super heavy.

Following constaint hierarchy is established for antepenult stress:

PK-PROM >> ALL-FT-RIGI{T >> RHTYPE-T, NONFINALITY >> PARSE-O

6.2. IMPLICATION O[' THE STI]DY

It is hoped that the findings of the present dissertation not only contribute to document some

of the phonological aspects of the language but also add on the existing literature on

constraint- based phonology.

The impofiance of descdptive part of the study is multi-faceted. Firstly, Pahari is one of the

endangered languages whose population is decreasing day by day, so this study helps in

saving the language by documenting its phonological system. Secondly, the study is the first

systematic approach to document the language. So, it encourages other researchers and

language activists to work on the language to save it from extinction. Thirdly, the study is

helpful for all those Pahari speakem who migrated to urban arcas or abrcad and are stjll

interested to teach their children Pahari. Fourthly, it motivates teachers and educationists to

introduce Pahari as a compulsory subject in schools. Fifthly, this study will help the

rcsearche$ designing the ortho$aphy of the language. In sum, for all future works, this

study may serve as a pimary source for both descdptive and theoretical domains.

From a theoretical pe$pective, this dissertation adds to the literature by presenting a

consfiaint-based approach to syllable sfucture and stress pattems. It also expands the
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understanding of weight-sensitive stress by showing that Pahari contains a three-way

distinction (light, heavy and super heavy) in syllable weight instead of the usual two-way

distinction (light and heavy). Contary to ruled based dedvational analysis that suggests two

different analyses for bounded and unbounded languages, the study argues that constraint-

based apFoach is applicable to both bounded and unbounded languages. It is hoped that the

flndings of the present djssertation contribute to general linguistic knowledge of prosody

and the data analysis procedure and the language specific constuaints can be applied to other

languages of the region as well.

6.3. FUTT'RE WORK

At the outset of working on this dissertation, the task at hand seemed simple and

straightforward. Dudng the prccess, however, there were many unexpected twists and tums.

These developments made the process not only challenging but also more interesting. It

gave dse to some possibilities for further research.

No doubt, the present study is a ground-breaking effofi presenting a sound base to the

community of local and intemational researchers. There arc several arcas of research in the

field for which research work in this dissertation can be extended. lt has been shown that

Pahari shows markedness in many respects, so this uniqueness needs to be investigated.

Different phonological processes like palatalization, nasalization, velarization, gemination,

etc. ne€d to be looked in detail. The present study discusses both gemination and

nasalization in chapter 2 and chapter 3, respectively. It is found that Pahad shows both
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allophonjc and phonemic nasalization. In phonemic nasalization, previous literature suggests

that it is due to loss of final /N/. A diachronic study can be conducted to investigate the /N/

loss. In case of geminatjon, the data show lexical and concatenated gemination but soIne

examples are also found which show assimilated gemination as well. So, this is also a

potential area for research. Many variations among the participants arise, for example,

participants from Dhirkot region replace word final /kh/ with fricative /x,/, while participants

from Rawalakot region don't. Many other vadations are also seen. So, a crcss-dialectal

study would be very beneficial to find out such differences. Two potential areas to be

explored are tone and intonation pattems ofthe language.

Apart from these purely phonological domains, the future studies may also focus on

phonology-moryhology interface in Pahari. This study investigates syllabification processes

but there is a need to explore re-syllabification processes after affixation. The present study

focused on the monomorphemic word stress pattem of Pahad. A sepamte study may be

conducted focusing on morphologically complex words to investigate the effect of affixation

on the stess pattem. Fufihemore, a research is needed to design the orthography of the

Ianguage as well.
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APPENDICES

A. Mean Duration of Vowels

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P1 P8 P9 Pl0 Mean

i 200 23',7 2to 198 225 238 230 192 204 218

l 103 94 '76 ll3 112 109 96 16 88 '70 93

218 220 240 189 210 245 225 200 209

101 90 95 101 91 94 99 84 83 92

188 242 250 234 260 232 240 241 190 200 228

96 100 92 95 '122 92 r08 105 95 85 99

a. 180 263 243 245 218 240 232 195 111

o 89 10t 96 104 111 '78 85 88 76 112 94

o: 182 253 240 258 245 210 232 218 181 192

o '76 115 85 90 95 92 90 96 75 '71 88

ll: 195 236 238 23t 242 215 222 240 192 201 218

U 89 75 83 125 111 104 85 86 102 100 96
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B. Mean Fl and F? of Vowels

F1 F2 Dur. ms

l 290 21',l0 250

I 310 2140 87

405 1961 149

405 1968 68

,e: 608 1653 208

6r'7 1563 91

a: 540 1010 190

0 490 1092 '7t

o: 455 986 110

o 455 1030 56

u: 387 8s0 175

U 386 993 49
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C. VOT

AQ SK SA NK YA PA AB AS SS JA

p 33 06 21 25 28 15 11 2'.7 29 22

ph 35 4E 52 42 50 48 40 52 58 41

b -96 83 -70 -83 90 -76 -'16 -83 -83 -90 -83

t 25 19 1'7 20 22 1E l8 23 22 24 23

0 48 13 52 5l 45 4',7 54 49 46 44 48

d -102 -'14 95 -90 -E3 -85 -98 -86 -83 -89

t l8 t2 l3 ).4 15 13 11 16 l5 l6 13

f 58 4',7 '74 51 52 56 36 55 55 14 52

4 -83 -90 -88 -87 -8',7 -89 -86 -85 ,87 -65 -84

k 23 10 42 25 t6 26 38 24 30 34 2',7

kh 63 69 95 '76 66 83 85 '70 '71 81 7'7

s -9',7 -108 -118 -108 -103 - 113 113 ,103 -110 -lt6 -109
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D, Closure Duration

AQ SK SA NK YA PA AB AS JA Aveg

p t29 128 90 116 128 109 103 110 1|9 145 ll8

ph tt'7 t2t 88 109 119 ll0 99 108 r 15 105 109

b 96 83 70 83 90 '76 76 83 83 90 83

t r33 125 133 130 128 t28 132 139 t2'7 118 128

th 111 110 118 115 108 tt4 116 116 112 t0'7 113

d 102 74 95 90 83 85 92 98 86 83 89

t 112 140 134 129 r31 13't 13t 120 130 107 t2'7

e 104 114 116 111 109 115 t14 110 1t2 101 110

4 83 90 88 8',7 8',7 89 86 85 87 65 84

k tt2 131 9',7 tt4 t26 I l5 105 105 t20 101 112

kh 105 108 t0'l 107 106 108 109 106 to'7 89 105

s 82 88 90 8',7 85 89 88 86 87 76 86
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